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Introduction 
 
In the present PhD thesis, the rheological and microstructural study of vegetable oil-based 

organogels and of “organogelled” W/O emulsions, is reported. Organogels are solid-like 

systems based on gelation of organic solvents by means of either low molecular weight 

components or oil soluble polymers able to self-assemble into aggregates which interact with 

each other to build a three-dimensional network. From a research perspective, 

organogelation is an interesting topic as it deals with different area of research such as 

crystallization, chemistry, physics and materials science. Nevertheless, the gelation of 

organic solvents has, potentially, a wide range of industrial uses. 

The aim of the present work is the rheological and structural characterisation of 

organogels (alone or emulsified with water), produced with low molecular weight 

organogelators and edible oils, and their applications for the product design of healthy 

potential alternatives to commercial fats. The potential use of organogels in foods, which 

has provided a persistent interest in recent years, is the development of alternative structuring 

methods for edible oils, principally because of the increasing demand to reduce saturated 

and/or trans-fats from the consumers’ diet. 

One of the most interesting characteristics of organogels is that most of them are formed 

from low-molecular weight compounds, while historically, the majority of gels (mainly 

water-based) have always been polymeric in nature. Organogels produced with low-

molecular weight organogelators have potentially many uses, because one of their most 

promising characteristics is the possibility of tailoring their physical properties by changing 

the amount and/or the chemical nature of the molecule used as organogelators or by 

modifying process parameters. Since organogelation is a recent field of research and 

organogels have potentially various uses, research has mainly focused on the screening of 

potential new structurants until now. Thus, nowadays, the comprehension of the 

organogelation mechanism is still not at a level that allows a priori the design of structures. 

For this purpose, it is important to relate the rheological properties of the organogel network, 

which determines its potential for use in applications, to its microstructure. 

Within this framework, the main aim of the present work is the rheological and structural 

investigation of organogels for their potential use in food. In particular, the structuring 

capability of two low-molecular weight organogelators in edible oils were studied: a 
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commercial mixture of monoglycerides of fatty acids (Myverol 18-04K) and a mixture of 

primary fatty alcohols, well known for its nutraceutical properties (policosanol).  

The characterisation of all raw materials, both solvents and organogelators, used in the 

present work will be shown and discussed in Chapter 2, whereas Chapter 3 and 4 deal with 

the rheological and microstructural analysis of monoglycerides and policosanol organogels, 

respectively. In order to study the role of both organogelators, the investigation was carried 

out preparing gels within a broad range of organogelator concentrations. Some semi-

empirical equations, based on the fractal nature of these systems, were proposed to relate the 

temperature of crystallisation onset to the organogelator content, with the aim of helping the 

design of organogels with controlled properties. Furthermore, the role of the botanical source 

of vegetable oil used as the solvent, and the effect of the addition of hard fats were studied. 

Finally, complex systems produced with mixtures of organogelators (policosanol and 

glyceryl stearate) for both potential food and cosmetic uses have been studied in this work. 

The obtained results will be discussed in Chapter 4.  

Following the results reported in Chapter 3, Chapter 5 presents the formulation and the 

stability study of structured W/O emulsions. These systems represent potential healthy 

replacers of commercial shortenings. As mentioned above, the importance of designing 

healthy foods can be understood looking in the recent literature at the growing interest of 

research in this topic.  
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Chapter 1: state of the art 
 

Introduction 

In the present work, the study of vegetable oil organogelation was initially carried out 

with a complete characterisation of raw materials (as reported in Chapter 2). In the 

following Chapters, in particular in Chapter 3 and 4, the rheological and structural study of 

vegetable oil-based organogels will be presented: organogels were produced using two 

different low molecular weight organogelators, monoglycerides of fatty acids (MAGs), 

commonly used in food industry as emulsifiers, and policosanol, a mixture of long chain 

fatty alcohols. Policosanol is well known for its nutraceutical properties and it was used in 

this work for the first time as a potential organogelator. Moreover, the ability of mixtures 

of both organogelators to allow the gelation of olive oil was investigated and W/O 

structured emulsions were formulated as potential alternatives to commercial fats.  

In the present chapter, a general overview of gels and gelators is presented, showing the 

main differences between hydro- and organo-gels and between polymeric and low-

molecular weight gelators. Moreover, a discussion of all current methods of organogel 

analysis will be reported. Finally, models for properties and structuring of organogels and 

the proposed applications of these systems will be discussed in Paragraph 1.6 and 1.7, 

respectively. 

 

1.1 Soft materials: definition of the gel 

The term soft matter originates from the macroscopic properties of some categories of 

materials, such as colloids, surfactants, liquid crystals and gels, which can be induced to 

flow under certain conditions. Indeed, soft materials are characterised by a weak ordering 

resulting from the lack of three-dimensional atomic long-range order found in a crystalline 

solid. From the viewpoint of kinetic energy, the molecular kinetic energy for soft materials 

is approximately close to kBT, whereas for the so-called hard materials molecular kinetic 

energy is much less than kBT when near ambient temperature [1].  

From a structural point of view, the ordering of soft material is generally intermediate 

between a crystalline solid and a liquid. This lack of crystalline order leads to the “soft” 

mechanical response of the materials. The periodicity of the structures formed in soft 
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materials is typically in the range 1-1000 nm which corresponds to nanoscale ordering.  

The length-scale of the structures is also often referred to as mesoscopic because it is 

intermediate between the microscopic (atomic) and the macroscopic scales. 

Many soft materials form a disordered phase at high temperatures but adopt ordered 

structures, with different degrees of translational and orientational order, at low 

temperatures. The transition from the isotropic phase to ordered phase is a symmetry 

breaking transition, because the symmetry of the isotropic phase, with full rotational and 

translational symmetry, is broken at low temperatures. Examples of symmetry breaking 

transitions include the isotropic-nematic phase transition in liquid crystals and the 

isotropic-lamellar phase transition observed for amphiphiles or block co-polymers [1].  

Molecular gels, one kind of soft material, have generated enormous interest recently for 

both scientific and technological reasons [2]. Being unique materials, gels combine rigidity 

with elasticity[3], and they are well known in daily life and have a wide range of uses in 

food, medicine, biomaterial and cosmetic technologies.  

For the past few decades, gels have been referred to as materials “easier to recognize 

than define” [4]. A comprehensive definition of a gel was made by Flory [5] who proposed 

a gel as a material which “has a continuous structure with macroscopic dimensions that is 

permanent on the time scale of an analytical experiment and is solid-like in its rheological 

properties”. According to Ferry “a gel is a substantially diluted system which exhibits no 

steady state flow” [6]. Almdal et al. [7], refining Ferry’s definition, identified two key 

aspects of a gel, namely the presence of substantial amounts of liquid and the solid-like 

rheological properties. Nowadays it is generally accepted that a gel is a semi-solid material 

composed of low concentrations (typically less than 15%) of gelator molecules that, in the 

presence of an appropriate solvent, self-assemble via physical or chemical interactions into 

an extensive mesh network, preventing solvent flow as a result of surface tension [10, 11]. 

A gel can also be defined as a colloidal system of solid character in which the dispersed 

substance forms a coherent framework that is interpenetrated by a system, usually a liquid 

solvent, consisting of units smaller than colloidal entities [10].  

The structural definition of a gel is based on the connectivity of the system: gels are 

systems consisting of molecules, particles and chains, which are partially connected to 

each other in a fluid medium and the loss of fluidity is the result of connectivity [12]. The 

stability of the gel is determined by the balance between gelator aggregating forces and 

solvent/aggregate interactions. The overall thermodynamic and kinetic stability results 
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from the interplay of the opposing forces related to the gelator partial solubility in the 

continuous phase [10].  

Gels are semi-solid formulations and, as a consequence, they demonstrate certain solid-

like properties but also liquid-like ones. From a rheological viewpoint, a gel is a system 

that does not flow and shows a plateau region of the storage modulus and low values of the 

loss tangent at an angular frequency from 10−3 to 102 rad/s [12]. In more detail, the 

rheological behaviour of gels is according to the strength of the network: the storage 

modulus of strong gels exhibits values at least one order of magnitude higher than values 

of loss modulus and it is independent or nearly independent of frequency. On the contrary, 

the values of the storage modulus for weak gels show frequency dependence for the whole 

region of frequencies applied during small amplitude oscillation tests (SAOTs). Values of 

the storage modulus, for weak gels, are still higher than values of the loss modulus and the 

material still shows solid-like behaviour. However, at higher frequencies the crossover 

between G’ and G’’ can occur and that means that the network is broken and the gel will 

become liquid-like material (Figure 1.1) [13]. It is worth noticing that from a theoretical 

point of view a gel is defined as a system that does not flow; indeed at the gel point steady 

shear viscosity tends to go to infinity [13]. Nevertheless, it is common practice to perform 

experimental measurements of gel viscosity in order to investigate the structure and the 

potential rate of destructuring of the gel system [13].  
 

 
Figure 1.1 Examples of weak and strong high-methoxyl pectin gels: (a) weak gel behaviour, (b) 

strong gel behaviour [13]. 
 

Gels can be classified according to different criteria. Generally speaking, gels can be 

separated into two different classes according to the nature of the continuous phase: 

according to the polarity of the liquid immobilized within the network structure, gels can 

be regarded as hydrogels (polar solvent) or organogels (organic solvent) [14, 15, 16]. A 
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general overview on the state of the art in hydrogels and organogels will be reported 

below.  

Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that in recent studies additional kinds of gel have 

been reported [17], such as niosomal and proniosomal gels (formed by liposomes 

consisting of a non-ionic surfactants, which can be of a hydrogel or organogel nature) [17, 

18, 19], emulgels (consisting of a combination of an hydrogel or an organogel and an o/w 

or w/o emulsion) [17, 20, 21], bigels (prepared as stable mixtures of organogels and 

hydrogels) [22,17], aerogels (consisting of a flexible material with customizable pore size 

and surface area, made of inorganic silica gels dried under supercritical conditions) and 

xerogels (consisting of a dense material with a relatively small pore size formed of 

inorganic silica dried at normal pressure) [23, 17]. 

 

1.2 Hydrogels 

Hydrogels can be subdivided into two main categories on the basis of the nature of  

gelling molecules, that is, low molecular weight (LMW) or polymeric hydrogelators. 

Historically, most hydrogels have been polymeric in nature. Indeed, hydrogels are usually 

referred to as three-dimensional, hydrophilic networks of polymer chains capable of 

retaining and immobilising large amounts of aqueous phase [24, 25, 26, 27].  

However, recently more and more examples of LMW gelators for water have appeared 

in the literature in a move towards new materials especially suitable for drug delivery and 

tissue engineering processes [28, 29, 30, 31].  

1.2.1 Hydrogels from polymeric gelators 

Hydrogels containing polymeric gelators can be described as three-dimensional cross-

linked hydrophilic polymer networks capable of swelling or de-swelling reversibly in 

water and retaining a large volume of liquid in a swollen state [24]. Smart hydrogels have 

been formulated in order to change their volume and/or shape significantly in response to 

small alterations of certain parameters of the environment [25]. Indeed, hydrogels can be 

designed with controllable responses (in terms of volume variation) to various physical and 

chemical stimuli, where the physical stimuli include temperature, electric or magnetic 

field, light, pressure, and sound, whereas the chemical stimuli include pH, solvent 

composition, ionic strength, and molecular species (Figure 1.2) [24, 32].  
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of stimuli affecting hydrogel swelling [24]. 

 

The character of water in a hydrogel is also related to the swelling process. When a dry 

hydrogel begins to absorb water, the first water molecules entering the matrix will hydrate 

the most polar hydrophilic groups giving primary bound water. As a consequence of polar 

groups hydration, the network swells, then the exposed hydrophobic groups interact with 

the water molecules, leading to secondary bound water or hydrophobically bound water. 

After the hydrophilic and hydrophobic sites have bound water molecules, the network will 

absorb additional water, owing to the osmotic driving force of polymer chains towards 

infinite dilution. This additional swelling is opposed by the network crosslinks, leading to 

an elastic network retraction force. Hence, the hydrogel will achieve an equilibrium 

swelling level. The additional swelling water, known as free water or bulk water, is 

assumed to fill the space between the network chains and/or the centre of macropores and 

voids [33]. 

Ahmed [24] reported all proposed classifications of polymeric hydrogels. According to 

the origin of gelling polymers, hydrogels can be classified into natural or synthetic gels 

[24, 34].  Examples of natural polymeric gelators are anionic polymers (such as hyaluronic 

acid, alginic acid, pectin, carrageenan, chondroitin and dextran sulphate), cationic 

polymers (such as chitosan and polylysine), amphipathic polymers (as collagen, gelatin, 

carboxymethyl chitin, fibrin) and neutral polymers (such as dextran, agarose and pullulan) 

[33]. Alginate, chitosan, methylcellulose, gellan and guar gum have also been used as 

natural polymeric gelling molecules for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications [35, 

36, 37, 38, 39]. With regard to synthetic polymers, a wide range of polyesters have been 

used to prepare hydrogels, including polyhydroxybutyrate, PEG-PLA-PEG (polyethylene 
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glycol-polylactic acid-polyethylene glycol), PEG-PLGA-PEG (polyethylene glycol- 

polylactic-co-glycolic acid-polyethylene glycol), PEG-PCL-PEG (polyethylene glycol- 

polycaprolactone- polyethylene glycol-), PLA-PEG-PLA (polylactic acid-polyethylene 

glycol- polylactic acid), P(PEG/PBO terephthalate) [33]. Other examples of synthetic 

polymeric hydrogelators are PEG-bis-(PLA-acrylate), PEG-g-P(AAm-co-Vamine), PAAm, 

P(NIPAAm-co-AAc), P(NIPAAm-co-EMA), PVAc/PVA, PNVP, P(MMA-co-HEMA), 

P(AN-co-allyl sulfonate), P(biscarboxy-phenoxy-phosphazene), P(GEMA-sulfate), PEO, 

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), poly(vinyl alcohol) [35, 40, 41]. 

As far as polymeric composition is concerned, hydrogels can be classified into 

homopolymeric, co-polymeric and multi-polymer interpenetrating polymeric (IPN) 

hydrogels [24]. Homopolymeric hydrogels are polymeric networks derived from a single 

species of monomer and their cross-linked skeletal structure can be determined by the 

nature of the monomer and polymerization technique [24, 42]. Co-polymeric hydrogels are 

referred to as polymeric networks resulting from two or more different monomer species 

with at least one hydrophilic component, arranged in a random, block or alternating 

configuration along the chain of the polymer network [24, 43]. Multipolymer 

interpenetrating polymeric hydrogels have been classified as “alloys” of cross-linked 

synthetic and/or natural polymers; at least one of them being synthesized and/or cross-

linked within the immediate presence of the other, without any covalent bonds between 

them, which cannot be separated unless chemical bonds are broken [25, 24, 44]. IPNs have 

been described as an important class of hydrogels, because of their enhanced mechanical 

strength and swelling/de-swelling response [25]. IPN hydrogels can be further subdivided 

into two groups: simultaneous IPN, prepared mixing the precursors of both networks and 

synthesizing the two networks at the same time by independent routes, and sequential IPN, 

usually prepared by swelling of a single-network hydrogel into a solution containing the 

mixture of monomer, initiator and activator, eventually in the presence of a cross-linker 

(Figure 1.3) [25, 44, 45, 46]. 
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Figure 1.3 Schematic representation of IPN formation by simultaneous (a) or sequential (b) 

strategy [25]. 
  
Moreover, hydrogels can be classified on the basis of their configuration and physical 

structure as amorphous or non-crystalline, crystalline and semi-crystalline, the last being a 

complex mixture of both amorphous and crystalline phases. 

In the literature, polymeric hydrogels are also often divided into two categories based 

on the chemical or physical nature of the cross-link junctions [24, 33, 47, 48, 49]. In 

physical or reversible hydrogels, polymeric networks are held together by molecular 

entanglements and/or secondary forces, including ionic, H-bonding or hydrophobic forces 

[33, 48, 49]. Since there are no chemical reactions involved, physical hydrogels are often 

thermoreversible gels, as they show gel-to-sol transition with increased temperature and 

sol-to-gel transition when temperature is decreased [26]. Physical hydrogels quite often 

show pseudoplastic flow behaviour and their stability is sensitive to various environmental 

conditions, such as pH, salt concentration in the formulation and temperature [26]. 

Methods for synthesizing physical polymeric hydrogels include warming of a polymer 

solution (e.g. PEO-PPO-PEO block co-polymers in water), cooling a polymer solution (e.g. 

agarose or gelatin in water), cross-linking of a polymer in aqueous solution using freeze-

thaw cycles (e.g. freeze–thaw PVA in aqueous solution) and lowering pH to form an H-

bonded gel between two different polymers in the same aqueous solution (e.g. PEO and 

PAAc), mixing solutions of a polyanion and a polycation to form a complex co-acervate 

gel (e.g. sodium alginate plus polylysine), gelling a polyelectrolyte solution with a 

multivalent ion of opposite charge (e.g. Na+alginate−+Ca2++2Cl−) [33]. The combination of 

a polyelectrolyte with a multivalent ion of the opposite charge can lead to the formation of 

a physical polymeric hydrogel known as ionotropic hydrogel [33].  

On the contrary, chemical or permanent hydrogels are polymeric networks formed by 

permanent covalently cross-linked junctions [24, 33]. Chemical hydrogels are produced by 

cross-linking polymers in the solid state or in solution with radiation (e.g. irradiate PEO in 
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water) or with chemical crosslinkers (e.g. treat collagen with glutaraldehyde or a bis-

epoxide) or with multi-functional reactive compounds (e.g. PEG+diisocyanate), co-

polymerizing a monomer with a crosslinker in solution (e.g. HEMA+EGDMA), co-

polymerizing a monomer with a multifunctional macromer (e.g. bis-methacrylate 

terminated PLA-PEO-PLA+photosensitizer+visible light radiation), polymerizing a 

monomer within a different solid polymer to form an IPN gel (e.g. AN+starch) [33]. Both 

physical and chemical polymeric hydrogels may be generated using chemically modified 

hydrophobic polymers, as shown in Figure 1.4 [33]. 
 

 
Figure 1.4 Methods for hydrogels production by chemical modification of hydrophobic polymers 

[33]. 
 

Finally, polymeric hydrogels may be categorized on the basis of the presence or the 

absence of electrical charge located on the cross-linked chains as non-ionic or neutral gels, 

ionic gels (both anionic or cationic), amphoteric electrolyte or ampholytic gels (with both 

acidic and basic groups), zwitterionic gels (containing both anionic and cationic groups in 

each structural repeating unit) [24]. 

1.2.2 Hydrogels from LMW gelators 

An alternative strategy to produce hydrogels is via the self-assembly of small 

molecules: low molecular weight hydrogelators are organic molecules able to self-

assemble into extended three-dimensional, often fibrous networks in which water 

molecules become trapped leading to gel formation (Figure 1.5) [28, 50, 51]. The design of 

LMW hydrogelators is an expanding area of research because they are often derived from 

biocompatible compounds [51, 52].  
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Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of the self-assembly of a LMW hydrogelator leading to the 

formation of a fibrous network [50]. 
 

To achieve gelation of small organic molecules in aqueous solvents, there must be a 

balance between the tendency of the molecules to dissolve into water and the tendency to 

aggregate [51]. The formation of a fibrous network occurs via multiple hierarchical 

assembly from molecule to network [50]. First, molecular interactions must drive self-

assembly in order to favour the formation of one-dimensional fibres over other possible 

structures [50]. Assembly is driven by one-dimensional non-covalent interactions between 

gelator molecules, such as hydrogen-bonding, π-π stacking, electrostatic and van der Waals 

interactions [28, 50, 51].  

Hydrogen bonds, a common driving force for aggregation in organic solvents, are of 

course weak in water unless many of them are protected from solvent [51, 53]. Therefore, 

hydrophobic forces become most important in aqueous environments [51, 54] and the 

control of hydrophobic interactions is the critical parameter to the design of organic 

hydrogelators. Other kinds of molecular interactions can also play a role in gelation, 

including salt bridges and transition metal coordination [51, 55].  

Furthermore, hydrogelation requires the formation of a continuous network by means of 

cross-links between fibres. These cross-links can either arise from entanglement or 

branching of fibres. Since both assembling of LMW hydrogel strands and cross-links 

between fibres are non-covalent in nature, LMW hydrogels are reversible [50, 51]. 

Thermoreversiblility (i.e. melting and re-forming of gels on warming and cooling 

respectively) makes LMW hydrogels particularly interesting and attractive for use in 

thermo-sensing [28, 50].  
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Hydrogels formed from LMW gelators typically show very different mechanical 

properties in comparison to those of polymeric or biopolymer gels [50]. For instance, 

LMW hydrogels tend to break at relatively low strains [50, 56]. The macroscopic 

mechanical properties of LMW hydrogels are strongly affected by the average thickness 

and mechanical properties of the network fibres, the degree of branching (i.e. the distance 

between cross-linking points), the type of crosslink and the microstructure (i.e. how the 

fibres are distributed at a larger length scale) [50, 51]. 

Hydrogels containing LMW gelators can be often prepared using a heat–cool cycle: 

heating solubilises gelator molecules, after cooling gelators are no longer soluble so they 

begin to self-assemble [50]. Self-assembly occurs because of the relatively high 

hydrophobicity of LMW hydrogelators. Other factors affecting self-assembly include 

changes in pH, a change in solvent polarity (LMW hydrogelators often have high solubility 

in a water-miscible organic solvent, but low solubility in water) and the use of an enzyme 

to cut a functional group from a pro-gelator, significantly reducing the solubility of the 

molecule in water [50, 57, 58]. 

Examples of LMW hydrogelators include molecules from classes such as bile salts, 

functionalised sugars, oligopeptides, surfactant-like molecules and dendrimers. Chirality is 

a common feature of all classes of hydrogelators [50]. 

Conventional amphiphilic molecules are known to have gelling properties in aqueous 

solvents (Figure 1.6) [51, 55, 59]. Gelation is a balance between crystallization and 

solubilisation. Hence, to gel a given solvent, a molecule should have functionality that will 

provide both. In this sense, amphiphilic molecules are promising hydrogelators since they 

are characterised by the presence of both hydrophobic groups to promote aggregation and 

hydrophilic groups to provide solubility. Furthermore, charged groups can also provide 

triggers for gelation via a change in solution pH or ionic strength [51]. Kunitake et al. [60] 

studied the relationships between the structure of gelling amphiphilic molecules and the 

morphology of aggregates formed in water. They divided the amphiphilic structure into 

four parts: the flexible tail, a rigid segment, a spacer group and the hydrophilic headgroup. 

By varying the length of the tail, flexible linker or both, the structure of the aggregate 

(globules, vesicles, lamellae, rods, tubes or disks) could be changed [60]. 

Lipids have been extensively studied as amphiphilic LMW hydrogelators [61, 62, 51]. 

In addition, Fuhrhop et al. [63, 64] showed that both N-alkylaldonamides and N-

dodecanoyl-(D- and L-)-serine have gelling properties in water and exhibit chiral bilayer 

effect. Imae et al. [65] have also studied amphiphilic amino acid surfactants. Some of the 
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lowest molecular weight organic hydrogelators (MW below 250 Da) are serine-based 

amphiphiles [51, 66]. 
 

  
Figure 1.6 Examples of amphiphilic hydrogelators [51].  

 

The two-headed amphiphiles or so-called bolaamphiphiles, including those with  

nucleotides, amino acids and sugars as headgroups, have also been investigated as LMW 

hydrogelators [51, 67].  

Moreover, Menger at al. [68] found several families of gemini surfactants that form 

hydrogels: these molecules possess, in sequence, a long hydrocarbon chain, an ionic group, 

a rigid spacer, a second ionic group and another hydrocarbon tail. 

Carbohydrates have also been used successfully in the design of LMW hydrogelators 

[51]. As an example, Bhattacharya and Acharya have examined the hydrogelation abilities 

of a series of disaccharide amphiphiles with both one and two alkyl tails in the presence of 

alcohol co-solvents [69]. The biocompatibility of sugars makes them attractive candidates 

for hydrogels with biological applications [51].   

Additionally, the family of bis(urea) dicarboxylic acids was found to self-assemble to 

form hydrogels, at very low concentrations (0.3%wt/wt), according to both pH and ionic 

strength [51]. 

A further interesting example of an LWM hydrogelator is Fmoc-tyrosine (FmocY), a 

commercially available N-protected amino acid. Hydrogels from Fmoc-tyrosine can be 

either produced via dephosphorylation of FmocY-phosphate or adjusting the pH of a 

solution of FmocY from high pH to a lower pH [50]. A related LMW hydrogelator is 

Fmoc-diphenilalanine [50]. 
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LMW hydrogels, prepared with N,N’-dibenzoyl-L-cystine (DBC) as gelling molecule, 

have also been investigated by Friggeri et al. [28] as controlled release systems for small 

drug molecules.  

 

1.3  Organogels 

Organogels (or oleogels in the case of food systems) are usually defined as non-glassy, 

thermoreversible, semi-solid systems composed of an organic liquid entrapped within a 3-

D network [70]. The 3-D organogel structure is affected by several factors, such as the 

method of gel preparation, the nature of the solvent, gelator and co-gelator, and the 

interactions between the components involved [70]. Organogels can be distinguished from 

hydrogels by the presence of an organic continuous phase and can be further subdivided on 

the basis of the nature of gelling molecules, polymeric or low molecular weight 

organogelators (LMOGs) (Figure 1.7) [8].  

Polymeric organogelators entrap the organic solvent by forming a network of either 

cross-linked or entangled macromolecular chains for chemical and physical gels, 

respectively. The formation of polymeric chemical organogels progresses from gelling 

molecules that are initially held together topologically in at least one-dimension by co-

valent bonds [2]. In regard to physical organogels, networks can be further stabilized by 

weak inter-chain interactions such as hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, and π-

stacking [8].  

In contrast to hydrogels, the majority of organogels are formed from non-polymeric 

compounds [71]. LMOGs typically assemble into supra-molecular structures via non-

covalent interactions [71]: the self-assembly of LMW organogelators is driven by physical 

interactions leading to the formation of aggregates sufficiently long to interact with each 

other and induce solvent gelation [8]. LMW organogels are self-standing, thermo-

reversible, anhydrous, viscoelastic materials structured by a three-dimensional supra-

molecular network composed of self-assembled small molecules at concentrations usually 

lower than 2%wt/wt [72].   

The properties of LMW organogels are highly sensitive to temperature, because they 

behave as soft materials and the dominant molecular interactions are usually in the order 

≈RT (2.48 kJ/mol for T=298 K) [71]. LMW organogelators typically self-assemble into 

liquid crystals, reverse worm-like or reverse spherical micelles, nanotubes, aggregates due 

to organometallic bonding or electron transfer, gel strands in lamellar form, crystal 
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networks and self-assembled fibrillar networks (SAFiNs) [73, 74, 15, 75, 76, 77]. Three-

dimensional SAFINs comprise fibrillar objects: LMW gelators are topologically zero-

dimensional objects as viewed on the micrometer scale, but they must possess anisotropy 

on the molecular scale, which permits the formation of fibres [2]. One-dimensional growth 

is promoted by self-assembly in stochastic nucleation events with highly specific 

interactions [73, 74]. Instead, when the growth of LMOG aggregates is restricted to two 

dimensions, platelet-like structures are obtained [71]. The formation of a network 

consisting of these supra-molecular entities, either 1-D or 2-D structures, results in gelation 

[71]. 
 

 
Figure 1.7 Classification of organogels [8]. 

 

Since the main aim of the present thesis is the study of the rheological and 

microstructural properties of organogels and their applications, the state of the art of 

organogelator molecules will be discussed in further detail in Paragraph 1.4.  

General mechanism of organogel formation will be now described. These mechanism 

include the creation of fluid fibre matrix or solid fibre matrix organogels from LMOGs and 

cross-linked or entangled-chain polymeric networks [70, 8].  

Among LMW organogels, an important distinction depending on the kinetic properties 

of aggregates is made between networks composed of solid or fluid fibres [8, 9]. The main 

distinction between the two systems is the kinetic stability of the networks constituting the 

gel (Figure 1.8): strong gels are formed of permanent, often crystalline networks, in which 

junction points are composed of quite large pseudo-crystalline micro-domains, whereas 
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weak gels are formed of transient networks, characterized by the continuous breaking and 

recombination of the constituent units [8, 9, 78]. In other words, solid matrix organogels 

exhibit a permanent gel network over the gel lifetime, while fluid matrix organogels form a 

dynamic gel structure which undergoes constant remodelling [9, 70, 8].  
 

 
Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of: A) solid-matrix organogel (strong gel), B) fluid-matrix 

organogel (weak gel) [8].  

 

The majority of LMOGs discovered typically self-assemble into solid networks when 

added to appropriate organic solvents [8]. The mechanism of solid matrix formation 

involves the creation of networks resulting from the interactions among gelator solid fibres 

during organogel formation [70]. Solid matrix organogels are produced dissolving the 

gelator in the heated solvent, at concentrations usually less than 15% by weight 

(organogels containing super-gelators require only less than 0.1%), following a drop in 

temperature below the organogelator solubility limit [8, 70, 79, 80]. The solution cooling 

causes a decrease in solvent/organogelator affinity, then gelator molecules partially 

precipitate and undergo self-alignment to form fibres [70, 8]. Physical interactions between 

fibres result in the formation of solid aggregates in the networked structure (Figure 1.9) 

[70]. The remaining solvent–aggregate affinity stabilizes the system by preventing phase 

separation [8]. 
 

 
Figure 1.9 Mechanism of solid matrix organogel formation [70]. 
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Aggregates more often grow as solid 1D fibres with high aspect ratios, whereas 2D 

growth results in platelet formation [70, 8]. Upon cooling, super-saturation is the dynamic 

driving force for gelation kinetics and it can also determine the type of networked structure 

[82]. At the equilibration temperature, the degree of super-saturation is defined as follows: 

 𝜎𝑇 = ∆𝐶 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑇⁄   (1.3.1) 

and  

 ∆𝐶 = 𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑇   (1.3.2) 

where 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑇  is the gelator solubility at temperature T, C0 is the initial gelator concentration, 

hence ΔC is the driving force for fibres formation [70]. Under a low degree of super-

saturation usually a fibrillar network is formed, con the contrary high degree of super-

saturation leads to the formation of spherulitic networks (Figure 1.10) [82]. 
 

 
Figure 1.10 Growth models for network formation based on the degree of supersaturation [82]. 

 

Although chirality may enhance organogelator function, it is not compulsory [8, 70, 79]. 

Chirality of an organogelator can play an important role in solid fibre matrix organogel 

formation and stability, since solid fibres have marked rigidity [8, 70, 9].  

Macroscopically, solid matrix organogels range from white opaque to translucent 

systems, according to aggregate size and the consequent gel ability to scatter incoming 

light [8]. From a rheological viewpoint, solid matrix organogels exhibit solid-like, 

viscoelastic, mechanical behaviour, since they are made of permanent networks often 

obtained through a sharp solution or sol-to-gel phase transition at a specific temperature 

[9].  

In fluid matrix organogels, aggregate size increases and the eventual entanglement of 

these structures immobilizes the solvent [8]. Owing to aggregate fluidity and transience of 
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junction points, fluid matrix organogels are also referred to as worm-like or polymer-like 

networks [8, 9]. Fluid matrix organogels are formed with or without the presence of an 

aqueous phase and show various structures [70]. Anhydrous gels are prepared by heating 

the mixture of organogelator and organic solvent above the melting point of the gelling 

molecule followed by cooling to form inverse micellar bilayers resulting in organogel 

formation according the solubility profile of the gelators [70, 8, 83, 84, 85]. In the case of 

water containing organogels, gelling molecules (often surfactants) are first dissolved in the 

organic solvent. Then, aqueous phase is added to the apolar solution resulting in the 

formation of reverse micellar structures. Hydrogen bonds form between the polar solvent 

and polar head of the surfactants within the reverse micellar structures. Hence, the reverse 

micellar structures immobilize the organic solvents. The further addition of water produces 

tubular structure elongation and entanglement, as a consequence a 3-D network is formed 

(Figure 1.11) [70]. 
 

 
Figure 1.11 Mechanism of fluid matrix organogel formation [70].  

 

As described before, fluid matrix organogels are made of transient networks, so they 

typically exhibit a liquid-like viscoelastic behaviour and enhanced elasticity on short time 

scales [9].  

The third mechanism of organogels formation explains in situ cross-linking of solvated 

polymeric organogelators via covalent bonds and/or ionic interactions which results in 

solvent immobilization within the cross-linked polymeric network (Figure 1.12). The 
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presence of the solvent within the polymeric structure increases gel stability and prevents 

the structure from collapsing [70].  
 

 
Figure 1.12 Mechanism of polymeric organogel formation [70]. 

 

The method of cross-linking may be either chemical or physical [70, 8]. In the case of 

physical entangled chain networks, polymeric gelators behave similarly to their LMW 

counterparts, solidifying organic solvents based on physical intermolecular interactions [8].  

 

1.4 Organogelator molecules 

Nowadays, the discovery of molecules able to gel organic solvents is still achieved by 

serendipity or via trial and error procedures [8, 71]. Prediction of the gelation potential of a 

given molecule could be possible by investigation of its propensity towards chemical or 

physical intermolecular interactions, even if generalizations are up to now not possible. 

Many factors such as steric effects, rigidity, and polarity can affect the molecule 

tendency to aggregate [8]. The ability of a given organogelator to gel a solvent is believed 

to be a balance between the solubility and insolubility of the organogelator within the 

solvent: on the one hand, a gelator molecule should be relatively insoluble in order to 

crystallize or self-assemble to form mesoscale structures, on the other hand, the gelator 

must be relatively soluble in order to interact with solvent molecules [71]. In other words, 

if the gelator is too soluble in a given solvent, a solution instead of a gel will be formed, if 

the gelator is too insoluble, it will not interact with the solvent and will form a precipitate 

instead of a gel [71]. 
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Organogel formation by means of a given gelling molecule is also strongly determined 

by the process of preparation, indeed a given precursor can have different process-

dependent pathways of assembly (Figure 1.13) [50]. For instance, the formation of fibres 

can be described as a consequence of inhibited  precipitation and, as such, could not 

represent the thermodynamic minimum, but rather a kinetically trapped structure [50, 86].  

 

Figure 1.13 Schematically shown of process-dependent pathways of gelator assembly [50].  
 

A wide array of discovered organogelators will be listed and described below.  

1.4.1. LMOGs 

Figure 1.14 shows some classes of LMW molecules able to gel organic solvents. 
 

 
Figure 1.14 Schematic representation of some classes of LMOGs [87]. 

 

n-Alkanes have been defined as the simplest organogelators in existence [71]. It is well-

known from petrochemical literature that the crystallization of paraffin can cause the 

undesirable thickening and gelation of crude oil [71, 88].  Abdallah and Weiss [15] 

investigated the gelling properties of long-chain n-alkanes, such as n-tetracosane (C-24), n-
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octacosane (C-28), n-dotriacontane (C-32) and n-hexatriacontane (C-36). The authors 

found that the minimum concentration necessary for gelation decreased with an increase in 

the chain length of the n-alkane, whereas the gel stability increased with an increase in the 

chain length. Long n-alkanes, with chain length varying from 24 to 36 carbon atoms, are 

able to gel short-chain n-alkanes and several other organic solvents by means of only weak 

physical interactions. As far as this class of organogelator is concerned, only van der Waals 

forces play a role in organogelation, while hydrogen bonding is not relevant as 

organogelation mechanism [8, 15]. n-hexatriacontane form micro-platelet crystals during 

crystallization, following two-dimensional growth patterns of aggregates, as schematically 

shown in Figure 1.14 [8, 71, 15]. 
 

 
Figure 1.14 A) optical micrograph of a n-hexatriacontane organogel in octanol, B) schematic 

representation of micro-platelets, C) depiction of the lamellar orthorhombic molecular packing inside 

the platelets [8]. 
 

Waxes are fatty substances containing long hydrocarbon chains with or without a 

functional group (alcohol, ester, ketone or aldehyde). Wax esters derived from plants, 

insects, marine animals and petroleum are used nowadays in various industrial applications 

such as cosmetics, lubricants, inks and food products [89]. Toro-Vazquez et al. 

demonstrated that candelilla wax is able to structure vegetable oils such as safflower oil at 

concentrations as low as 2%wt/wt [90, 71]. Candelilla wax is a complex mixture of high-

melting alkanes (C29 to C33), sterols, fatty alcohols, fatty acids and waxy esters, with 

predominantly odd-numbered hydrocarbons. It has been shown that at least one component 

of candelilla wax, the n-alkane hentriacontane, possess organogelling ability [71]. 

Candelilla wax organogels are characterised by the presence of micro-platelets formed by 
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n-alkanes and all impurities act as crystal habit modifiers [71, 91]. Candelilla 

wax/safflower oil gels are thermoreversible: it has been shown that identical thermal 

parameters can be obtained over several melting/crystallization cycles [71, 90]. Both 

thermal and rheological parameters are sensitive to the applied cooling rate, with 

crystallization enthalpy and temperature of gelation decreasing at higher cooling rate [71, 

91]. It was also shown that the application of shear had an effect on the microstructural 

morphology and rheological properties but not on the thermal properties of the organogels 

[71]. Recently, it has been suggested that waxes can act as triacylglycerol crystals 

modifiers. The development of such crystallized mixed systems ought to have implications 

in the microstructural organization and therefore in the thermo-mechanical properties of 

organogels [89]. Toro-Vazquez et al. [92] investigated the effect of tripalmitin 

crystallization on the thermo-mechanical properties of candelilla wax/safflower oil 

organogels.  

Rice bran wax is a natural plant wax derived from rice bran, which is a by-product of 

rice milling [89]. Rice bran wax contains long saturated fatty acids esterified to fatty 

alcohols. Fatty acids of rice bran wax are even-numbered molecules with carbon chain 

length from C16 to C32 and fatty alcohols range from C24 to C38. Both provide strong 

hydrophobic character while the ester functionality in the centre of the molecules provides 

the hydrophilic character [89]. This molecular structure with very long hydrocarbon chains 

develops strong intermolecular interactions resulting in the formation of organogels with 

unique crystal morphology and physical properties [89, 93]. Dassanayake et al. [94] 

reported that at ambient temperatures an amount as low as 0.5 %wt/wt of rice bran wax is 

sufficient to form organogels. According to the same authors, both the hardness assessed 

by penetration depth measurements and the rate of formation of organogels from rice bran 

wax are higher than the ones obtained using other typical plant waxes [94]. 

Carnauba wax is obtained from the leaves of the Brazilian palm Copernicia prunifera 

and contains approximately 1%wt/wt hydrocarbons, with approximately 40% aliphatic 

esters. Carnauba contains also a high proportion of unesterified alcohols (12%), ω-hydroxy 

esters (14%) and esters of hydroxylated cinnamic acid (30%). Carnauba wax form gels at 

the relatively high minimum concentration of 4.0 %wt/wt [71]. 

Daniel and Rajasekaran [95] investigated the structuring potential of saturated wax 

esters, such as behenic acid esterified with 14–22 chain length alcohols, in edible oils, 

essential oils and hydrocarbons. Organogelling capabilities of saturated wax esters are 

similar to those of their fatty acids counterparts. 
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Fatty acids and fatty acid salts have been described as the prototype for structuring oil 

phases [87]. Gandolfo et al. [96] investigated palmitic, stearic, arachidic and behenic acid 

and found that the minimum concentration for gelation of sunflower oil at 5°C is 2%wt/wt. 

Daniel and Rajasekharan [95] studied a wider range of fatty acids and showed that an 

increase in the chain length of the fatty acid reduced the minimum concentration required 

to structure oil, even though this concentration does not decrease much further with chain 

lengths up from 31. The authors also elucidated the role of several functional groups in 

structuring: dicarboxylic acids such as adipic, suberic and sebacic acids were more 

efficient at gelling vegetable oils than monocarboxylic acids of the same chain length, but 

these dicarboxylic acids were not able to gel hydrocarbons [95, 71]. Moreover, the 

substitution of a hydroxyl group at position 12 of stearic acid to give 12-hydroxystearic 

acid (12-HSA) resulted in a 100% increase in the structuring efficiency of a given oil, 

whereas the addition of a methyl group at position 12 resulted in a decrease in the gelation 

efficiency [95, 71].  

Hydroxylated fatty acids, such as 12-HSA and ricinelaidic acid, are promising potential 

oil structuring agents. 12-HSA is particularly suitable for gelling waste engine and 

vegetable oils as it can produce firm gels at concentrations as low as 1%wt/wt [71]. This 

behaviour is mainly due the morphology of 12-HSA crystals, since they show a preference 

for growing along a single dimension. Kuwahara et al. [97] showed that the 12-HSA 

molecule bends around the region where the 12-OH group is located, hence the molecule 

adopts a shallow V-shaped conformation and the bending induces 12-HSA molecule to fill 

up the free space within the crystal [97, 71]. 12-HSA crystals are fibre-like in appearance 

and have high aspect ratios. Crystallization in this configuration is energetically favourable 

because of the formation of hydrogen bonds [71]. Then, fibrillar crystals interact and form 

a self-assembled fibrillar network. In regard to rheological properties, 12-HSA/canola oil 

gels prepared with less than 0.5%wt/wt of gelator exhibit frequency-dependent behaviour, 

while gels prepared with higher 12-HSA concentration showed a strong gel behaviour [71]. 

Kirilov et al. [98] prepared a stable dispersion of organogel nanoparticles in water, 

using 12-HSA as organogelator. Moniruzzaman et al. [99] reported a carbon 

nanotube/organogel composition, prepared using 12-HSA as the gelator molecule, multi-

wall carbon nanotubes as the nanofillers and 1,2-dichlorobenzene as the organic solvent. 

Toro-Vazquez et al. [100] investigated the organogelling properties of amides derived from 

(R)-12-HSA in safflower oil showing that the attractive interactions, such as hydrogen 

bonding and dipolar interactions, between amide groups and between hydroxyl groups 
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present in the amides resulted in the formation of organogels with high melting 

temperature, heat of melting and crystallization parameters.  

Ricinoleic acid is also a hydroxylated fatty acid which can be thought of as the C18 oleic 

acid with an attached hydroxyl group at C12 [71]. The trans-isomer of ricinoleic acid, 

ricinelaidic acid, has also been shown to exhibit organogelling ability [71]. Like 12-HSA, 

upon crystallization, ricinelaidic acid forms dimers that stack to form crystalline fibres 

[71]. Organogel formation of ricinelaidic acid occurred with as little as 0.5%wt/wt of gelator 

depending on concentration, temperature and the presence of hydrogen bonding moieties in 

the solvent [89].  

Wright and Marangoni [101] showed that as little as 2.5%wt/wt ricinelaidic acid was 

sufficient to form gels in canola oil at ambient temperatures. The same authors also 

demonstrated that at a given temperature, the G’ of the gels scaled with the concentration 

of ricinelaidic acid in a power-law fashion [102]. The exponents of these power-law 

scaling relationships give an indication of the structure of the gel [71]. 

Fatty alcohols have also been investigated as potential LMOGs. Daniel and Rajasekaran 

[95] studied the gelation of sunflower oil by means of long fatty alcohols, with chain 

lengths in the range of 22–30. Saturated fatty alcohols showed lower gelling efficiencies 

compared to saturated fatty acids of the same lengths in various oils.  

Gandolfo et al. [96] found that the fatty palmityl, stearyl, arachyl and behenyl alcohols 

provide firmness to sunflower oil at concentrations above 2%wt/wt at 5 °C. In oils rich in 

saturated fatty acids, such as soybean oil or olive oil a synergistic effect between the oil 

and the fatty alcohol used as gelator was observed: fatty alcohols gave harder products than 

fatty acids at the same concentration, with the exception of palmitic acid [96]. Schaink et 

al. [103] demonstrated that stearyl alcohol structures the oil by means of thick crystals with 

an orthorhombic packing and orthogonal chain stacking. 

Long-chain fatty acids and fatty alcohols can not only structure edible oils by 

themselves but also in combination [87, 89, 71]. Gandolfo et al. [96] studied the 

organogelation of vegetable oils using mixtures of fatty acids and fatty alcohols with the 

same chain length. They showed that mixing fatty alcohols and fatty acids of the same 

chain length induced a synergistic effect which led to a more elastic gel in comparison to 

gels formed by pure components. This was most evident in mixtures of stearyl alcohol and 

stearic acid at ratios of 7:3 [96, 71, 95]. Examination of the microstructure of these gels 

showed the presence of platelet crystals of about 200µm along the longest dimension 
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(Figure 1.15) [96, 71]. X-ray diffraction measurements of fatty acid/fatty alcohol 

organogels showed that both compounds formed mixed crystals [103]. Gels containing 

only stearic acid formed lamella composed of a double layer of stearic acid molecules, 

while stearyl alcohol formed lamella composed of both double and triple layers of stearyl 

alcohol molecules [71, 103]. On the contrary, in a mixture of stearyl alcohol and stearic 

acid, molecules were packed in a double layer arrangement with very minimal tilting. The 

sub-cell packing of the mixed crystals was found to be triclinic, hence mixed crystals were 

more thermodynamically stable than crystals formed from pure compounds [103]. 
 

 
Figure 1.15 Polarized light micrograph of crystals of 7:3 stearyl alcohol:stearic acid mixture in 

sunflower oil [96].  

 

Monoacylglycerols (MAGs) are polar lipid emulsifiers widely used in food products 

[89, 104]. MAGs are among the rare components that can structure both organic and 

aqueous phases [87, 106, 105]. MAGs are able to self-assemble into numerous structures 

(including lamellar, micellar, cubic and hexagonal mesophases) due to their amphiphilic 

character [73]. Crystallization of MAGs in water involves polymorphic transformation 

from lamellar liquid-crystalline state (Lα) to α-gel to the so-called coagel, in which MAG 

molecules form plate-like β-gel crystals [89, 107]. MAGs are thought to form reversed 

bilayers in vegetable oils (Figure 1.16) [87, 108]. It was proposed that the gelation 

mechanism involved two steps described as follows: first, a rapid crystallization in lateral 

direction occurs after formation of a nucleus of MAGs crystals, forming the first space 

filling network, then stacks of crystalline bilayers resulting in the reinforcement of the 

network [89, 107].  

Ojijo et al. [108] demonstrated that mixtures of monopalmitin and monostearin are able 

to form networks in olive oil under quiescent cooling at low concentrations [87]. The 

authors also proposed a staged crystallization mechanism to explain the increased firmness 

observed in gels subjected to faster cooling: at low cooling rates, the first crystallising 
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MAGs form a “backbone” network, on which the remaining MAGs deposit subsequently; 

at high cooling rates numerous fine crystals are formed in a single crystallisation step [108, 

87]. Crystallisation in stages leads to more weak spots, increasing firmness failure, while 

increasing gel resistance to small deformations [87].  

The formation of organogels from MAGs is a process influenced by thermal, 

mechanical or chemical treatments [89]. For proper gel formation, the amounts of non-

ionic and anionic surfactant and of salt and pH have to be matched carefully. As an 

example, electrostatic interactions between added proteins and the bilayer in the lamellar 

phase strongly stabilize the α-gel state [89]. In addition, the application of shear at or above 

the gel point for quiescent crystallisation leads to finer homogeneous gels at lower 

temperatures. This suggests that shear disturbs the initial stage of crystallisation for 

example by modifying the mesophases present above the melting temperatures of the 

crystallites [87]. During weeks of storage with temperature cycling, the firmness of these 

networks increases, while the melting onset decreases and no increase in crystallinity is 

observed, thereby a reorganisation of the network building blocks occurs [108]. 
 

 
Figure 1.16 Schematic representation of MAG reverse lamellar bilayers in vegetable oil [107]. 

 

Diacylglycerols (DAGs) have also been investigated as potential organogelators. 

Dipalmitin and distearin form crystal networks in a relatively similar way as 

triacylglycerols (TAGs), even though DAG gels are slightly soft compared to TAG crystal 

networks of similar concentration [87]. 

Sterol derivatives are often reported in the literature as common low molecular mass 

organogelators [71]. Recently, phytosterols have been extensively studied as lowering 
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agents of LDL serum level, a risk marker for cardiovascular diseases [71, 109]. Organogels 

can be produced using mixtures of the sterol ester γ-oryzanol and a phytosterol such as 

dihydrocholesterol, cholesterol, β-sitosterol, cholestanol and stigmasterol. Organogelling 

properties of the mixture are affected by the type of sterol used, for instance ergosterol and 

5α-cholestane are not able to form gels [71, 110].  

Organogels formed by an equimolar mixture of β-sitosterol and γ-oryzanol have optimal 

properties, such as rapid gelation and nucleation/crystallization, high firmness and high 

melting point [71]. According to a molecular energy minimisation calculation (Figure 

1.17), γ-oryzanol and β-sitosterol molecules dock their sitosterol units on top of each other, 

with the ferulic acid moiety of the γ-oryzanol sticking out. The stacking on a molecular 

scale does not predict how many of these molecules assemble, but the slight wedge shape 

of the stacked molecules suggest the formation of a curved supramolecular structure [87]. 

Microstructural studies showed that sterols and sterol esters self-assemble into nano-scale 

hollow tubules (diameter ranging from 6.7 to 8.0 nm and wall thickness of the tubule 

between 0.8 and 1.2 nm) in vegetable oils. The most likely growth mechanism for these 

tubules would be via a helical ribbon, with the wall spirals along the central axis [89]. 

Tubules, only formed when both sterol and sterol ester are present, create a space-filling 

network which entraps the solvent. In the absence of either component, sterol or sterol 

ester crystals are formed but these crystals do not form a gel network [71].  
 

 
Figure 1.17 Stacking of sitosterol and oryzanol mixture based on an energy minimisation 

calculation [87]. 

 

Ceramides belong to a subclass of lipids called sphingolipids. Sphingolipids are similar 

to acylglycerols except that they contain the amino alcohol sphingosine instead of the 

polyhydroxy alcohol glycerol. Ceramides are formed via the amidation of a fatty acid into 

the amine group of sphingosine [71]. Rogers et al. [72] have reported the organogelation of 

vegetable oils using chemically synthetized and enzymatically converted egg ceramide 

sphingolipids. The chain length of the fatty acid moiety of ceramides was found to affect 

the gelation capability of these molecules. Unlike the majority of organogelators, shorter 
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fatty acid chain lengths in ceramides were found to result in more efficient organogelation 

[71, 72]. Rogers et al. [72] showed that translucent ceramide/canola oil gels were formed at 

concentrations as low as 2.0%wt/wt using synthetically pure ceramide, whereas opaque gels 

were produced using an enzymatically converted egg sphingomyelin in canola oil at 

5.0%wt/wt. From a structural point of view, morphology of ceramide organogels is typically 

fibrillar or needle-like [71, 72]. 

Peptides are very promising structuring agents, since a large diversity of structures 

seems capable of gelling oil, including dipeptides of phenylalanine and dendrimers of L-

aspartic acid and succinic acid [73, 111, 112]. The dipeptides of phenylalanine self-

assemble into long fibres stabilized by π–π interactions of the aromatic groups. Similarly to 

ceramides organogels, fibres are then capable of forming a continuous network (SAFIN) 

[73]. 

Enzymatically derived sugars with long fatty acids chains esterified onto trehalose are 

able to structure olive oil at very low concentrations [73]. In order to immobilize vegetable 

oil, the trehalose must be esterified to a long hydrocarbon chain with a minimum of 10 

carbons. According to John et al. [113], trehalose disaccharide was capable of 

immobilizing vegetable oil at less than 1% gelator.  

Lecithin organogels are very interesting systems for drug delivery and cosmetic 

applications, owing to the biocompatibility of the gelling molecule. Owing to its 

amphiphilic structure, lecithin is able to assume many different forms such as mono- and 

bi-molecular films, vesicles or liquid crystals. When mixed with organic solvents, lecithin 

forms isotropic reverse-micelle solutions. When small amounts of polar solvents are added 

to the solution, cylindrical reverse micelles start to grow until they entangle into a gelling 

network (Figure 1.18) [8]. This mechanism of network formation was proven by infrared 

spectroscopy studies showing a low-frequency shift of the P = O vibration band for lecithin 

molecules upon gel formation, indicating the involvement of the phosphate group in H-

bonding with the added polar solvent. In terms of organic solvents compatible with gel 

formation, Scartazzini et al. [114] found that the more apolar solvents such as alkanes, 

followed by cycloalkanes, allow a higher state of structural organization of the lecithin 

molecules, leading to the formation of more stable gels. Although slight variations 

occurred for certain other organic solvents, the evolution of the lecithin systems structure 

upon addition of a polar solvent is a constant [8].  
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Figure 1.18 Formation of 3D network of reverse cylindrical micelles in lecithin organogels [8]. 

 

Sorbitan monostearate (SMS) is a hydrophobic non-ionic surfactant that forms 

organogels in several organic solvents and vegetable oils [89]. Murdan et al. [115] 

demonstrated that SMS molecules self-assemble into toroidal inverse vesicles at the 

gelation temperature. Upon further cooling, conversion of the toroids into rod-shaped 

tubules occurs. Tubules then associate with others and a three-dimensional network is 

formed immobilizing the solvent. SMS organogels are opaque, thermoreversible semi-

solids, stable at room temperature for weeks [89].  

Sorbitan monopalmitate (SMP), often referred to as Span 40, belongs to the same 

surfactant family. SMP forms opaque, thermoreversible, semi-solid organogels with 

organic solvents and the microstructure is composed of an interconnected network of rod 

like tubules. SMS and SMP organogels and SMS/SMP organogels containing niosomes 

have been described as promising systems as potential delivery vehicles for drugs and 

antigens [89, 116, 117]. 

Pernetti et al. [118] studied the structuring of vegetable oils using a mixture of 

unpurified lecithins and sorbitan triesters. Structuring of vegetable oil was achieved with a 

mixture of sorbitan tristearate (STS) at a minimum structurant concentration of 4%wt/wt. 

Micrographs of the lecithin-STS gels showed that the gel was structured by a dispersion of 

needle-like crystals with an average length of approximately 10µm [118]. It was concluded 

that lecithin acted as a crystal morphology modifier and possible co-crystallization of the 

lecithin with STS led to the needle-like STS crystals morphology. A synergistic effect was 
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observed with mixtures at specific ratios of lecithin/STS, between 40:60 and 60:40, when 

firm organogels in edible oil were obtained [89, 118]. 

Romoscanu and Mezzenga reported the formation of an oleogel by drying a cross-

linked protein-stabilized oil-in-water emulsion [119]. The authors produced a space-filling 

emulsion of very mono-disperse protein-stabilised droplets and subsequent cross-linked the 

proteins at the droplet interface. After the addition of 0.5%wt/wt glycerol, the emulsions 

were allowed to dry, leading to the formation of a high internal phase emulsion that created 

a foam of protein lamella in a continuous oil phase. The final gel is transparent and 

exhibits a weak frequency dependence of the elastic properties, in agreement with strong 

gel behaviour. Droplets can be re-dispersed on rehydration, as they dissociate again. The 

reversibility of the process is better for very pure oils, and less in edible oil [118, 87].  

Among protein based organogelator, a simple amphiphilic LMOG based on Nα-acetyl-

Nε-lauroyl-L-lysine and its alkali metal salts was synthetized by Suzuki et al. [120]. All 

molecules containing two L-Lysine derivatives linked to alkene chains through amide 

bonds are referred to as gemini organogelators.  

Aromatic-linker-steroid (ALS) organogelators are a novel but wide family of 

cholesterol-based systems. The organogelators in this class have an aromatic moiety, 

which is bound to a steroidal group through a linker group (Figure 1.19) [70, 2]. According 

to the nature of these three groups, ALS organogelators can immobilize a wide range of 

solvents including polar and apolar solvents. The chemical nature of the aromatic group, as 

well as the length and flexibility of the linker group, has a large impact on solubility and, 

in turn, on the gelation ability of the molecule [70]. During self-aggregation of these 

gelators, the aromatic-aromatic and steroidal-steroidal groups stack among themselves and 

extend unidirectionally resulting in the formation of a helical array of unit fibres. As an 

example, cholesteryl 4-(2-anthryloxy) butanoate (CAB) and its analogues and derivatives 

readily form SAFINs in organic solvents [70, 121]. 
 

 
Figure 1.19 Schematic representation of an ALS molecule [2]. 
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Dimeric cholesterol-based derivatives A(LS)2, with the aromatic moiety located two 

linker and steroid groups, have also been reported as potential organogelators [70, 122].  

Novel organometallic cholesterol derivatives have been synthesized to be used as 

organogelators. The organometallic moiety can consist of derivatives of ferrocene, 

titanocene, copper, zinc, rhodium, iridium and palladium [70].  

Bile acids, such as cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid, are vital biosurfactants 

produced by the liver that help in digestion of food by emulsifying fats. Conjugation of bile 

acids with aminoacids produces bile salts. These structural components with the addition 

of some functional groups impart organogelator capabilities. Gelation of organic solvents 

can be achieved by derivatives of bile acids bearing an aromatic group at the C3 position 

and simple esters of cholic acid and allyl cholate [70].  

Sugar-based organogelators can be identified by the presence of α-glucose and an 

aromatic moiety in their structure. Their capacity to aid in the formation of fibrillar 

structures is associated with the intermolecular hydrogen bonding amongst the sugar 

moieties and subsequent exposure of aromatic moieties to the apolar solvent. Such 

organogelators are derived from monosacharides such as D-sorbitol, D-glucose, D-

galactose, D-mannose, D-allose, D-altrose and β-cyclodextrin. Organogelators in this 

category include derivatives of methyl glycosides of 4,6-O-benzylidine and 4’’-butoxy-4-

hydroxy-p-terphenyl-β-d-glucoside (BHTG)  [70, 123].  

1.4.2 Polymeric organogelators 

Polymeric organogelators can either undergo chemical reaction or physical interactions 

to form a network structure. Conventionally polymeric organogelators form irreversible 

gels by entanglement of covalently-bonded chains in their 3-D network. Development of 

organogels using polymeric gelators is more difficult than using LMOGs because the 

density of cross-linking points is significantly less for polymeric gelators. Nevertheless, 

some examples of polymeric organogelators have been reported in the literature, such as 

supra-molecular polymers formed from L-lysine derivatives, polyethylene, polycarbonate, 

polyesters, polyethylene glycol, ethyl methacrylate and methacrylic acid co-polymers [70]. 

Since the majority of food biopolymers are hydrophilic molecules, to date the only 

polymer reported as suitable for the gelation of vegetable oils is ethyl cellulose. Ethyl 

cellulose has also been found to form gels in other hydrophobic solvents [71]. Dey et al. 
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[124] studied a system composed of ethyl cellulose as organogelator and a food surfactant 

as plasticizer. The surfactant enhanced the dissolution of the polymer in the oil but it was 

found that it was not necessary for gelation. As far as the type of ethyl cellulose is 

concerned, the authors showed that the use of a higher molecular weight ethyl cellulose as 

organogelator resulted in a gel with a higher elastic modulus and yield stress. With regards 

to the type of surfactant used, the gel containing sorbitan mono-stearate had the highest 

storage modulus [124]. Laredo et al. [125] found that ethyl cellulose organogels prepared 

with highly unsaturated vegetable oils were stronger than gels produced using vegetable 

oils relatively rich in saturated fats, because the low molar volume of unsaturated oils 

allowed for the formation of more hydrogen bonds between the ethyl cellulose molecules 

[125, 71]. 

 

1.5  Methods for characterisation of organogels 

Characterization of organogels involves the investigation of properties such as gelator 

assemblies, the eventual gelator-co-gelator interactions, the gelator-polar/apolar solvent 

interactions, polar-apolar solvent interactions. Temperature dependence on the gelation 

mechanism, thermoreversibility, viscoelastic properties, flow behavior and thermodynamic 

parameters of the gels may be evaluated using thermal and rheological studies [70]. Most 

efforts in the field of organogelation research now aim at gaining understanding of the 

connection between molecular structure, nano- and meso-scale self-assembled morphology 

and macroscopic materials properties. In the following sections, various techniques for gels 

analysis across the full range of length scales will be discussed. 

1.5.1 Microstructural analysis 

Several techniques for microstructural analysis including scanning and transmission 

electron microscopies (SEM, TEM), small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and small 

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements and atomic force microscopy (AFM) allow 

many features of organogels to be deciphered at the 1-1000nm scale [123]. Sometimes 

combinatorial techniques are necessary, even if they are often less widely available [87]. 

The least complex method to analyse the microstructural features of organogels is 

microscopy analysis. As an example, polarized light microscopy has been used to analyse 

the crystalline structure of the ricinelaidic acid/canola oil organogels [102] and 12-

HSA/edible oil organogels [129], the effect of storage conditions and rate of cooling on the 
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candelilla wax/tripalmitin/safflower oil organogels [90], and birefringence of the 

crystalline platelets formed by the hexatriacontane organogels [128, 70]. Light microscopy 

has also been used to reveal that sorbitan ester organogels consist of aggregated rod-like 

tubules [70]. 

Recently, SAXS has become an important method in determining absolute quantities 

such as diameters, lengths or topologies in gels. SAXS is a powerful technique to explore 

directly the supra-molecular structure: since the packing of fibrils and fibres within the 

network structure is usually irregular, solvated molecular gels generally scatter X-rays, 

which can be fitted to a computer model at low angles of scattering [123, 126]. Therefore, 

X-ray scattering analysis provides a way of understanding and visualizing the molecular-

scale fibrils present in the gel. X-ray methods can also be used on the dried gels (xerogels), 

in which case diffraction peaks are generally observed. This can lead to a more precise 

understanding of the molecular packing within fibrils, although it must be taken into 

account that drying can lead to morphological change [126]. SAXS and SANS are often 

used to investigate the structural features of aggregates, their junction zones in the 

network, presence of hydrogen bonds and shape of fibres (circular or slightly rectangular) 

[70]. For example, the diameter of hexagonally-arranged cholesteryl derivative (ALS 

organogelator) bundles was calculated using SAXS and SANS [70, 9]. Terech et al. [127] 

investigated several organogelators with SAXS and found that most of the scattering data 

could be fitted by a randomly orientated long cylinder model.  

With regards to crystal networks, standard X-ray powder diffraction is the most suitable 

method to identify crystal structure or polymorph. The molecular structure of crystalline 

particles can be investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD) but it should be taken into 

account that crystal structure determination requires single crystals that are much larger 

than the typical crystals of lipids [87]. The second option is X-ray powder diffraction 

(XRPD), even if it requires high-resolution data, preferably from a synchrotron source [87, 

123]. In the event that a mixture of structurants is used, XRD can reveal whether mixed 

crystals provide synergy or if each component forms its own particles [87, 103]. Abdallah 

et al. [128] used X-ray diffraction for the investigation of gel containing hexatriacontane as 

organogelator and hexadecane, 1-octanol glycidyl methacrylate and silicone oil as solvent. 

They concluded that the conformation and packing of the gelator can be known if the 

single-crystal diffraction or other structural analysis are available for the matching morph.  
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Cryo-TEM and -SEM are not quantitative techniques of analysis, but they allow the 

determination of the structure of the building blocks in organogels. They also allow direct 

investigation of the bridging elements of the network structure, provided that appropriate 

sample preparation methods are used [87]. Usually, the sample is first dried on a substrate 

under ambient conditions or in vacuo and then coated under vacuum with a thin metallic 

layer. The gel structure collapses on itself during drying, leading to the formation of a 

xerogel. Changes in the nanostructure could occur during drying, however it is often 

assumed that such effects are negligible [126]. A wide array of morphologies have been 

observed using SEM, in particular nanofibres, tapes, ribbons and tubules (Figure 1.20) 

[126, 71].  

TEM can also be applied to gel imaging, although it is often necessary to apply a heavy 

metal staining agent to improve image contrast [126]. In any case, it should be noted that 

the technique used could influence the morphology, crystallisation and polymorphism, 

especially when small amounts of sample are put between glass or polyethylene layers or 

when the solvent has to be removed [87].  
 

 
Figure 1.20 SEM images of organogels showing (A) fibrillar, (B) tape-like, (C) rod-like and (D) 

helical ribbon gelator morphologies [126]. 

 

Palui et al. [130] investigated the properties of organogels developed from different 

dendritic self-assembling peptides, using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-

SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). They proved that the network structure was 

composed of dendrimers with a size range of 30–200 nm, according to the type of 

dendrimer used [130, 70]. Duffy et al. [131] hypothesized that the triacylglycerols of edible 

oils were incorporated in tubules formed by γ-oryzanol and β-sitosterol phytosterols, based 
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on results obtained from bright field and phase contrast microscopy, confocal laser 

scanning microsopy, TEM and cryo-SEM.  

Spectroscopic techniques, such as NMR and FTIR, provide information on the various 

chemical interactions that occur in organogels and can be helpful in studying the 

morphology, molecular structure and component dynamics of organogel networks. 

Shchipunov and Shumilina [132] demonstrated the crystalline and non-birefringent nature 

of lecithin organogels using NMR spectroscopy, while FTIR spectroscopy has been used to 

determine the intermolecular interactions amongst individual components present within 

the gel. Generally speaking, infrared spectroscopy is very useful for proving hydrogen 

bond interactions between the molecular building blocks. In particular, O-H, N-H and C=O 

stretches all show distinctive responses to hydrogen bonding. Van der Waals interactions 

can also be detected by investigating changes in C-H stretching interactions. Typically, it is 

necessary to compare IR spectra of the organogelator in both the sol and the gel state in 

order to determine the key non-covalent interactions. Variable temperature IR 

measurements can be useful to probe the response of these interactions to temperature 

changes [126, 133].  

Fluorescence spectroscopy could also be used in the event that organogelators include 

fluorochromes, since these molecules can exhibit changes in their spectra on aggregation. 

For instance, many fluorochromes emit as excimers when in close proximity, such as in a 

gel fiber, but emit as monomers when present in dilute solution. In pyrene-containing 

oligo(glutamic acid)s organogels, excimers were present in the sol, but not in the gel [126, 

134]. Fluorescence can also detect smaller changes associated with differences in polarity 

between the organogelator in aggregated and non-aggregated states. Therefore, 

fluorescence can be a useful technique to determine which spectral features are responsive 

to the aggregation process [126]. 

NMR spectra provide information on the chemical nature and on the molecular or 

collective mobility of an observed component. In most cases, attention is paid to the 

analysis of the variation of chemical shifts, spin relaxation times, or intensity of the NMR 

signals along with concentration, solvent composition, or temperature. Those data can be 

used to gather information on the nature of the intermolecular interactions, the critical 

organogelator concentration values, the change in the motion of the molecules or 

thermodynamic parameters associated with the gel formation [10]. In order to facilitate the 

study of molecular gels, NMR experiments are often performed on soft solids/partial gels 
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or on samples at temperatures just above gelation point. Under these conditions of 

concentration and/or temperature, the hierarchical assembly is at the initial stage (rather 

than fully formed network) and NMR is therefore very suitable for monitoring the way in 

which one molecule interacts with another to form an assembled structure [126].  

In NMR titration experiments, NMR spectra are recorded at increasing concentration of 

organogelator. As the concentration increases, the NMR spectra should broaden due to gel 

formation and decreased gelator mobility. However, the NMR peaks should also shift, 

especially when non-covalent interactions between molecules occur. For example, N-H 

protons are often observed to shift downfield as gelator concentration increases, indicating 

that these peaks become increasingly involved in hydrogen bond interactions [126].  

In variable temperature NMR experiments, NMR peaks shift at increasing temperature, 

due to the increased gel mobility. Therefore, molecule interactions tend to weaken and 

peak shift is associated with the breakage of hydrogen bonding and π-π interactions [126].  

Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement (NOE) experiments can provide information on the 

way in which one molecule interacts with another through space and this can help to 

describe the interactions present within a gel. Finally, relaxation time experiments 

performed on the broadened peaks at known concentrations can be used to estimate the 

molecular mobility of the aggregated species [126].  

More sophisticated experiments, such as magic angle spinning (MAS), multiple-

quantum (MQ) spectroscopy, as well as pulse field gradient (PFG) technique and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) can provide detailed information about molecular organization, 

specific interactions and internal mobility of gel constituents [10].  

1.5.2 Macroscopic behaviour: rheological and thermal analysis 

The least complex method to confirm organogel formation is to carry out the inverted 

test-tube method. After homogenizing the solvent and the organogelator at high 

temperature, the gel is allowed to form into the test-tube and then the test-tube is inverted. 

If the contents of the test-tube flow, the system is regarded as sol (or maybe a weak 

organogel), whereas if the contents of the test-tube do not flow the system is regarded as a 

true organogel [70].  

According to the dropping ball method, a small metal ball is placed on the gel and the 

dropping of the ball through the gel is observed. Ideally the ball should be immobile in the 

gel but drop rapidly in the sol, therefore the temperature of gelation at any given 

concentration of gelator can be determined. Since the yield stress is determined by the 
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density of the ball and its radius, the ball must be kept constant across the experiment in 

order to ensure that data can be comparable. The sample tube should also be significantly 

larger than the ball, otherwise the presence of the nearby walls can affect the motion of the 

ball. Schrader’s relationship can be used to generate plots of logarithm of gelator 

concentration against the reciprocal of gelation temperature, in which the gradient is equal 

to -ΔH/R, where ΔH can be approximated to the enthalpy associated with the gel–sol 

transition [126].  

Rheological characterization is useful in unfolding the physical properties of 

organogels, such as viscosity, viscoelasticity, and mechanical strength [70]. In typical 

small amplitude oscillation tests, the magnitudes and ratios of the elastic (G’) and loss 

(G’’) moduli are determined [126]. Generally speaking, the investigation of rheological or 

dynamic parameters allow the rheological properties of organogels to be explained. 

Dynamic moduli are related to the storage of elastic energy and dissipation of viscous 

energy, respectively. By using these parameters, the curves of complex modulus G* and 

complex viscosity η* can be evaluated [70]. In addition, consistency parameters, including 

the yield value, loss angle, and viscosity, can be estimated from rheological studies. The 

flow properties can be generally investigated with the viscosity functionality with imposed 

stress or strain. As an example, the complex modulus and the consistency parameters affect 

the “rubbing” or the “picking-up” parameters of the semi-solid formulations for drug 

delivery and biomedical applications which can influence the resident period on the 

application region and medication absorption when applied topically or transdermally [70].  

Molecular organogels can be classified rheologically as cellular solids, fractal or 

colloidal systems or soft glassy materials, according to their behaviour [126].  

Small oscillation rheological tests are well suited for investigating the viscoelastic 

characteristics of organogels and also to study the gelation and melting of organogels. 

Three types of dynamic tests can be performed in the linear viscoelastic regime in order to 

measure useful properties of organogels and to evaluate gelation and melting points: in 

frequency sweep tests G', G" and the loss tangent are obtained as a function of frequency at 

fixed temperatures, in temperature sweep tests dynamic moduli and the loss tangent are 

determined as a function of temperature at fixed frequency, whereas time sweep tests allow 

the measurement of G', G" and loss tangent as a function of time at fixed frequency and 

temperature [135]. Many authors have reported the above-mentioned tests to describe the 

rheological characteristics of various organogels, for example, 12-HSA/canola oil 

organogels [136], ricinelaidic acid/canola oil based organogels [102], mixture of γ-
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Oryzanol and β-sitosterol/sunflower oil based organogels [110], monoglycerides/safflower 

oil based organogels [137].  

Temperature is a significant parameter affecting organogel rheology. On the whole, 

with the rise in temperature, there is a resultant decrease in viscosity and in dynamic 

moduli values. This pattern can be ascribed to an increase in the kinetic energy among the 

fibres in the network structure thus weakening their interactions. If the temperature is 

increased further beyond a critical temperature, complete disruption of the network 

happens, causing the organogel to flow. Physical organogels are thermoreversible and have 

the capacity to recapture their highly viscous state once cooled below the critical 

temperature [70]. As an example, Pernetti et al. [118] investigated mixture of 50:50 

STS:lecithin/edible oil based organogels. The authors used temperature-dependent 

rheological measurements in combination with polarised light microscopy to prove that the 

lecithin helps to create a weak interaction between the crystals, whereas STS crystals 

themselves have no tendency to aggregate (Figure 1.21) [87]. 
 

 
Figure 1.21 Rheological profile over temperature and polarised light micrographs of 50:50 

STS:lecithin based organogel [87]. 
 

Evidently, rheological studies of organogels may provide a deeper knowledge of the 

relationship between organogelator structures on the molecular scale and the macroscopic 

mechanical properties of the self-assembled material.  

With regards to thermal characterisation of organogels, differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) investigation report organogel 

thermal transitions in terms of exo- and endo-thermic peaks, respectively [70]. In more 
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detail, in DSC the difference in the amount of heat required to increase the temperature of 

the sample and a reference is measured as a function of temperature. When the sample 

undergoes a physical transformation, such as a gel–sol phase transition, more heat is 

needed in comparison to the reference in order to maintain both at the same temperature. 

The difference in heat flow associated with this endothermic phase transition allows the 

measurement of the amount of heat absorbed or released by integration of the DSC trace. 

In this way, a direct measurement of the phase-change enthalpy (ΔHgel–sol) is obtained and 

can provide an insight into the thermodynamics of the gelator–gelator interactions.  

DSC should be performed in both heating and cooling modes in order to evaluate both 

endothermic and exothermic transitions and assess the thermo-reversibility of the gel–sol 

phase transition [126]. DSC data are also used as an indicator for the amount of solids in 

the gelled system and to identify if polymorphic transitions in crystalline networks occur 

[87]. 

Thermal analysis has been utilized in the investigation of organogels comprising γ-

oryzanol and β-sitosterol [110], rice bran wax, carnauba wax and candelilla wax [94], 

candelilla wax and tripalmitin [138].  

 

1.6  Modelling properties and structuring of organogels  

1.6.1 Fractal model for fat crystal networks [139] 

For most soft fat materials, textural properties are determined by the solid component of 

the system, which exists as a three-dimensional colloidal fat crystal network. Upon 

crystallization, fat crystals aggregate and grow into clusters, then flocs finally resulting into 

a network structure formation. 

The shear elastic modulus  G’ obtained from small oscillation rheological measurements 

has been found to be a suitable indicator of the hardness of the material, as well as being 

sensitive to the microstructure of the system. The rheological properties of fat crystal 

networks result from both the volume fraction of solids and the micro-structural features of 

the network, including shape, size and spatial distribution pattern of crystals. In order to 

fully understand and eventually predict the macroscopic properties of soft materials, it is 

necessary to define and investigate all levels of structure (Figure 1.21) and their 

relationship to macroscopic mechanical properties.  
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Figure 1.21 Structural hierarchy in fat crystal networks [138]. 

 

The first model used in the study of colloidal fat crystal networks was the linear chain 

model, proposed by Van den Tempel [140]. According to this model, fat structure can be 

described as flocculated solid particles of colloidal dimensions embedded in a liquid phase. 

The three-dimensional network is formed via aggregation of the dispersed particles, held 

together by irreversible primary bonds and reversible secondary bonds. These particles 

form linear chains, which eventually form the fat crystal network. In the linear chain 

model, the shear modulus, G, is predicted to be directly proportional to the volume fraction 

of solids, Φ: 

 𝐺 = 5𝐴𝛷𝑎0.5

24𝜋𝐻03.5
  (1.6.1) 

where A is Hamaker’s constant, H0 the interparticle distance and a the particle size, in the 

hypothesis where the geometry of particles is between that of spheres and cubes. 

Nevertheless, experimental results showed that modulus G increases in a power law 

fashion as function of Φ, hence several later studies attempted to modify the model by 

introducing an intermediate level of structure between the primary fat crystals and the 

infinite network. Van den Tempel [141] himself proposed an “extended” linear chain 

model, describing the linear chain as composed of crystal aggregates instead of primary 

crystals. Hence, the shear modulus G was calculated as follows: 

 𝐺 = 𝐺𝑡ℎ
𝑛𝐷𝑎
𝑁𝑎

  (1.6.2) 

where Gth is the modulus calculated according to the linear chain model, n is the number of 

connecting chains between two neighbouring aggregates, N is the average number of 

primary particles in an aggregate, Da is the average diameter of an aggregate, and a is the 

average primary particle diameter. This model has not been broadly adopted since it could 
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not explain successfully the scaling behaviour between the elastic shear modulus and the 

solid fat content. 

The fractal nature of fat crystal network was first demonstrated by Vreeker at al. [142]. 

The distinctive feature of fractal objects is their self-similar or self-affine character. Indeed, 

the geometric pattern of a fractal object is repeated at different length scales. In 1975 

Benoît Mandelbrot used the term “fractal” (from the Latin “fractus”, i.e. broken) for the 

first time to indicate a geometric object with fractional dimension, the so-called “fractal 

dimension” [143]. According to the rigorous Hausdorff-Besicovitch definition of the 

fractal dimension D of a set of points, a measure Md of the set of points is expressed as: 

 𝑀𝑑 = ∑𝑟(𝑑)𝛿𝑑 = 𝑟(𝑑)𝑁(𝛿)𝛿𝑑 𝛿→0→  {
0, 𝑑 > 𝐷
∞, 𝑑 < 𝐷  (1.6.12) 

where d is the dimension of the measurement, r(d) is the geometrical factor (1 for line, 

square and cubes, π/4 for disks, and π/6 for spheres), δ is the measurement interval, and 

N(δ) is the number of measurement intervals required to cover the object. The critical value 

of d, where Md jumps from zero to infinity or vice versa, is the Hausdorff-Besicovitch 

dimension, used as the fractal dimension of the object. Therefore, the fractal dimension 

represent an extended Euclidean dimension. For instance, an object with Euclidean 

dimension 2 has finite measurement Md only at fractal dimension D=2, because Md is 

infinity at d < 2 and is zero at d > 2 for a two-dimensional object. Similarly, the fractal 

dimension of a self-similar or self-affine fractal object is the critical dimension of a 

specific measurement where it jumps from zero to infinity or vice versa [139]. 

As far as natural systems are concerned, it should be considered that they do not exhibit 

exact self-similarity, owing to the inherent complexity of both natural raw materials and 

the processes responsible for structure formation [144]. Furthermore, it must be taken into 

account that statistical self-similarity may not be recognized over countless decades in 

order of length scale. In colloidal gels, for example, fractality is usually encountered 

between the size of a primary colloidal particle and a floc of these primary particles [144].  

Shih et al. [145] described the three-dimensional colloidal network as composed of 

interconnected flocs. Based on the relative value of the elastic constant of the interfloc 

links to that of the flocs, the authors identified two rheological regimes: the strong-link 

regime, where the elastic constant of the interfloc links is higher than that of the flocs, and 

weak-link regime, where the elastic constant of the interfloc links is lower than that of the 

flocs [139, 145]. From a rheological point of view, the elastic constant has been found to 

increase more slowly in the weak-link regime than in the strong-link regime, whereas the 
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limit of linearity increases with increasing particle concentration in the weak-link regime 

but decreases with increasing particle concentration in the strong-link regime [145]. The 

equations for the strong-link (applicable at low volume fractions, usually Φ<0.1) and the 

weak-link regimes (applicable at high volume fractions, usually Φ>0.1) are, respectively: 

 𝐺𝑆𝐿𝑅~𝛷
𝑑+𝑥
𝑑−𝐷  (1.6.3) 

 𝐺𝑊𝐿𝑅~𝛷
1

𝑑−𝐷  (1.6.4) 

where d is the Euclidean dimension, D the fractal dimension and x is the chemical length 

exponent, also called backbone fractal dimension, which represent the tortuosity of the 

effective chain of stress transduction within a cluster of particles yielding under an external 

applied stress. Parameter x is very difficult to estimate and usually is assumed to be in the 

range 1<x<1.3 [144, 145]. 

Vreeker et al. [142] demonstrated the fractal nature of fat crystal networks and related 

the power law relationship between the dynamic shear modulus G’ and the solid fat content 

to the strong-link regime behaviour hypothesized by Shih et al.  

According to Narine and Marangoni [146], fat crystal networks at high solid fat 

contents behave rheologically as if they were in the weak-link regime. It was found that the 

interfloc links of the network carry most of the stress loaded on the material and both the 

elastic constant and the limit of linearity increase with increasing particle concentration, 

thus networks behave as materials belonging to the weak-link regime. 

By combining the weak-link regime theory and fractal geometry, a fractal model of fat 

crystal networks has been proposed by Tang and Marangoni [139]. Based on this model, 

the macroscopic elastic constant K can be expressed as a function of the force constant of 

the links between fat crystal flocs as follows: 

 𝐾 = 𝑘1 [
𝐿
𝜉
]
𝑑−2

  (1.6.5) 

where ξ is the diameter of a floc, L is the macroscopic size of the system, and d is the 

Euclidean dimension of the sample (Figure 1.22). If an external force F act upon the 

network, the links between flocs tend to yield and both the original length of the system in 

the direction of the applied force (ΔL) and the interfloc separation distance l will change. 

Assuming that all fat crystal clusters are the same, for a close packed fat crystal network 

the volume fraction of solids within the cluster, Φξ, is the same as the volume fraction of 

solids of the entire network, Φ. Since the structure within the particle floc exhibit a fractal 
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nature, the mass of a fat crystal cluster Mc can be related to its fractal dimension D as 

follows: 

 𝑀𝑐~𝜉𝐷  (1.6.6) 

The total mass of oil, both solid and liquid, Mv, within the volume where the fat cluster is 

embedded is related to the cluster size as follows: 

 𝑀𝑣~𝜉3  (1.6.7) 

Thus, the relationship between the volume fraction of solids in the network and the cluster 

size is: 

 𝛷 = 𝑀𝑐
𝑀𝑣
~𝜉𝐷−3  (1.6.8) 

or, in the same way: 

 𝜉~𝛷
1
(𝐷−3)⁄   (1.6.9) 

By substituting this expression in Equation (1.6.5) and assuming that the links between 

flocs are statistically identical, yields: 

 𝐾~𝛷
1
(3−𝐷)⁄   (1.6.10) 

Since the shear elastic modulus of the network G’ is related in a proportional manner to the 

elastic constant K, G’ can be expressed as a function of the particle volume fraction as 

follows: 

 𝐺′ = 𝜆𝛷
1
(3−𝐷)⁄   (1.6.11) 

where the λ is a constant depending on the links between fat crystal flocs, the relationship 

between ξ, Φ, D and the nature of the proportionality between the SFC of the system, Φ, 

and the SFC within a cluster, Φc.  
 

 
Figure 1.22 Schematic representation of fat crystal network under small deformation [138]. 
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The fractal dimension D is an intensive property of a fractal object and is used to 

quantify the microstructure of the network. Namely, the fractal dimension define the 

spatial distribution of mass within the network. Furthermore, this parameter describes the 

combined effects of morphology and spatial distribution patterns of the fat crystal clusters 

in the fat crystal networks [139]. The beauty of the fractal dimension is that this parameter 

can capture the complexity of a structure’s geometry in a single number. On the other 

hand, the trial is to give physical meaning to the number obtained [144].  

The fractal dimension of fat crystal networks can be determined by several methods 

including rheology, microscopy, oil migration and light scattering methods. The 

determination of fractal dimension by means of light scattering is accurate only at very low 

volume fractions of solids [144].  

Microscopy, and especially polarized light microscopy, is often used to determine the 

fractal dimension of fat crystal networks. Based on the particle-counting procedure, D can 

be evaluated counting the number of crystal reflections or particles within boxes of 

increasing size placed over a micrograph given a proper threshold and inverted. The slope 

of the log–log plot of the number of particles as function of the box size corresponds to the 

fractal dimension of the network (Figure 1.23) [144]. 
 

 
Figure 1.23 Fractal dimension D calculation using the particle-counting method [142]. 

 

In this procedure, the number of particles within an ROI (region of interest) must be 

counted, including as well as excluding particles that touch the edge of the boxes. The final 

value of the fractal dimension of a network is obtained by averaging the fractal dimensions 

obtained from counts including and excluding particles touching the edge of the boxes 

[144]. 
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The fractal dimension of a fat crystal network can be also evaluated using small 

deformation rheological tests. In practice, it is common to assume that the volume fraction 

of solids Φ is equal to the measured SFC/100. Hence, by measuring the shear modulus G’ 

within the linear viscoelastic region at different values of SFC and plotting G’ against 

SFC/100 in a log-log plot, the fractal dimension can be determined from the slope of the 

curve (see Eq. 1.6.11). However, it should be noted that the SFC usually determined 

through spectroscopic techniques represents the mass fraction of solids within the 

investigated system, therefore the volume fraction of solids Φ is not exactly equal to 

SFC/100. Nevertheless, the volume fraction Φ can be calculated from the experimental 

values of SFC, as will be further discussed in the following Chapters. 

The fractal model as described up to now (Eq. 1.6.11) has often been referred to as 

“original fractal model”. The model has been further modified by Tang and Marangoni 

[139] to take into account an apparent change in fractal dimension over a large range of 

solid fat content. This apparent variation was associated with a heterogeneous distribution 

of stresses within the network. When a colloidal network is stressed, a small part of the 

material carries most of the stress, while the other part of the material contributes very little 

to the elastic properties of the material.  

A colloidal network can be depicted as a mesh composed of interconnected structural 

clusters with hollow spaces in between. The hollow space of the largest size in a region is a 

sort of flaw which acts as a stress concentrator in that area. Then, the elastic properties of 

the whole network are dominated by the elastic strength of these stress concentrators. Even 

for some apparent perfect networks, the stress distribution is heterogeneous because of the 

differences between the structural clusters. In addition, it should be considered that, in a fat 

crystal network, crystal flocs are also not uniform, thus the weakest floc will become a 

flaw and acts as a stress concentrator. As a result, the stress distribution between fat crystal 

flocs in a fat crystal network is also heterogeneous.  

The connectivity also plays an important role in the heterogeneous stress distribution 

within colloidal networks. It has been demonstrated that colloidal networks show some 

“dangling ends”, that is mass not included in the 3-D network. Owing to the existence of 

these “dangling ends”, some clusters do not have a connection with neighbouring clusters 

or are only connected to one of the neighbouring clusters, and thus they are not included in 

the network and do not contribute to the elastic properties of the material. An increased 

connectivity results in a higher value of the elastic modulus of the material. Taking into 

account that real networks are not fully connected and that connectivity of networks 
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increases with the volume fraction of solids, it was concluded that the effective load-

bearing volume fraction of solids increases in an exponential fashion with the apparent 

volume fraction of solids.  

The increase in the load-bearing volume fraction with the apparent volume fraction of 

solids is similar to the process of increase in SFC with time during crystallization. Indeed, 

SFC increases with time in an exponential fashion at the beginning and the middle stage of 

the crystallization process and gradually approaches the maximum SFC at the end of the 

crystallization process. Since only load-bearing solids contribute to the elastic properties of 

the network, an effective volume fraction of solids, Φe, can be estimated as follows: 

 𝛷𝑒 = 1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝛷
𝑏  (1.6.13) 

where Φ is the apparent fraction of solids, while k and b are constants.  

By assuming a spherical geometry for the particles and using the “original fractal 

model”, Narine and Marangoni [145] derived an expression for the elastic modulus of the 

fat crystal networks: 

 𝐺′ = 𝑚𝐴
6𝑐𝜋𝑎𝜉𝑙03

𝛷
1
(𝑑−𝐷)⁄   (1.6.14) 

where m is the number of interacting particles at the interface between two flocs, A is 

Hamaker’s constant, c is the constant of the expression N=cξD (N is the number of primary 

particles in a floc, ξ is the diameter of a floc, and D is the mass fractal dimension of a floc), 

a is the average diameter of the particles present in each floc, and l0 is the average 

equilibrium distance between particles.  

By substituting Eq. 1.6.13 into this expression, the final “modified fractal model” is 

obtained: 

 𝐺′~ 𝑚𝐴
6𝑐𝜋𝑎𝜉𝑙03

(1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝛷𝑏)
1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (1.6.15) 

Awad et al. [146] found that ln(G’) of various fat systems increased with ln(SFC/100) 

faster in the low SFC region, more slowly in the intermediate SFC region and almost 

remained unchanged at high SFC values (Figure 1.24). The authors applied the “original 

fractal model” to different SFC regions separately and obtained different values of the 

fractal dimension of the network, implying that the microstructure of the system was 

different at different SFC values. According to the “modified fractal model”, the 

microstructure of the networks does not change much at different SFC values, but when 

the network undergoes an external stress, the volume fraction of the stress-carrying solids 

increases with SFC dramatically in the low SFC region, and does not change much at 
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higher SFC values. The “modified fractal model” is able to describe well the increase of G’ 

with SFC (Figure 1.24). 
 

 
Figure 1.24 Fit of the original and the modified fractal model for G’-SFC data to mixture of cocoa 

butter with canola oil [138]. 

 

1.6.2 Studies on gelation kinetics  

The process of fat crystallization may be studied through several models. One of the 

most extensively used is the Avrami model [148]: 

 1 − 𝐹 = 𝑒−𝑧𝑡𝑛  (1.6.16) 

where F denotes the reduction of crystallinity (since it associates the crystallinity of the 

system at a given time (t) with the total crystallinity), the exponent n is associated with the 

mechanisms of crystal growth and z represents a composite rate constant involving 

nucleation and crystal growth rate. Avrami model is often used in the literature for the 

estimation of parameter n: in homogeneous nucleation, a crystallization process with n = 4 

follows a 3-D crystal growth mechanism, a value of n = 3 a 2-D mechanism and n = 2 a 1-

D crystal growth. Non-integer values of n are associated with heterogeneous and secondary 

nucleation. The F value is usually calculated with a property proportional to the change in 

solid phase or crystallinity developed in the system as a function of time. The values of n 

and z are calculated from the linear form of the Avrami equation as the slope and intercept 

at ln(t) = 0, respectively, assuming that a single slope, associated with the value of n, is 

obtained from a plot of ln [−ln(1 − F)] vs. ln(t) [148]. 

However, the application of this procedure to crystallization data from vegetable oils 

has given inconsistent results, because two regions with different slopes have often been 

obtained. Toro-Vazquez et al. [148] studied the behaviour of oil blends of palm stearin (26 

and 80%wt/wt) in sesame oil using DSC and rheological measurements, at different 

crystallization temperatures obtained under several cooling rate conditions (1, 10, and 
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30°C/min). The authors proposed that n calculated from the second region of the Avrami 

plot is a parameter mainly associated with crystal growth, whereas n from the first region is 

associated more with nucleation process [148]. 

Lopes da Silva et al. [149] investigated the gelation kinetics of high-methoxyl 

pectins/sucrose hydrogels. They proposed a definition of the average SDR (structure 

development rate) based on the variation in the elastic modulus G’ during the gelation 

process, which could be also extended to other gelled systems. Gradual development of the 

network structure is reflected by a progressive increase in the elastic modulus G’ over 

time. Thus, the SDR can be easily defined as follows: 

 𝑆𝐷𝑅 = 𝑑𝐺′
𝑑𝑡

  (1.6.17) 

Lopes da Silva et al. [149] evaluated the SDR at each time during small amplitude 

oscillation tests using either a simple forward-difference numerical method or after a 

polynomial fit or cubic spline interpolation to smooth the data points. SDR calculated from 

G' time data without previous fit and using the simple forward-difference numerical 

method showed much more scatter, hence a subsequent smoothing of the dG'/dt data using 

a moving average procedure was performed.  

Plotting the SDR against the time of ageing, the authors observed an initial increase in 

SDR, followed by a decrease in the SDR, which continued to decrease steadily until the 

end of the ageing period. The initial increase in SDR was attributed to the rapid formation 

of junction zones between pectin chains which results in an initial rapid increase in the 

storage modulus during the ageing of the pectin gel. After this stage, the SDR decreases 

until it reaches a value that is always higher than zero but is almost independent of the 

ageing time. This stage corresponds to a slow reorganization of the network involving the 

creation of new junction zones or an increase in the extension of the junctions between 

molecular chains. 

In order to compare results obtained under different experimental conditions, Lopes da 

Silva et al. [148] defined the average SDR in the time interval between t1 and t2 as follows:  

 𝑆𝐷𝑅𝑎𝑣 =
1

𝑡1−𝑡2
∫ 𝑆𝐷𝑅 𝑑𝑡𝑡2
𝑡1

  (1.6.18) 

As an example, Lopes da Silva et al. [149] investigated the effect of ageing temperature 

on SDRav values and showed that results followed the same bell-shaped temperature 

dependence already found for the elastic modulus G’ of pectin gels.  
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1.6.3 Determination of gel point 

Gelation is a critical phenomenon where the transition variable will be the connectivity 

of the physical or chemical bonds linking the basic structural units of the network. Before 

the gel point, the connectivity is small and the material typically relaxes rapidly. Near the 

gel point, the relaxation time increases sharply and exactly at the gel point it diverges to 

infinity. In addition, the relaxation spectrum does not contain a characteristic time 

anymore. After the gel point, when the network has reached a high degree of development, 

the maximum relaxation time of the final network is again very short [150].  

The determination of gel point from experimental results could be difficult. According 

to the classical theory, the gel point occurs when steady shear viscosity tends to go to 

infinity and equilibrium modulus is equal to zero. The classical theory has been broadly 

employed to determine the gel point of chemical gels (Figure 1.25). However, it must be 

considered that continuous shearing could affect gel formation, hence accurate information 

from viscosity measurements is not possible near the gel point and extrapolation is needed 

[150].  
 

 
Figure 1.25 Classical theory for the determination of gel point [148]. 

 

On the contrary, small amplitude oscillation shear measurements allow the progressive 

evolution of the viscoelastic properties to be followed throughout the gelation process and 

the modification of molecular structure caused by shear is minimized, since the applied 

stress is very small. As a consequence, the majority of techniques used to detect the gel 

point involves the evaluation of dynamic rheological properties [150]. 

Studies on thermosetting resins suggested that the gel point could occur at the time at 

which G' and G" cross each other at a given frequency. In addition, when a constant 
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cooling rate is applied to hydrocolloid gelling solution, it was found that at high 

temperatures the gelation process is dominated by the viscous behaviour of the system, 

then G’ is lower than G’’. By decreasing the temperature, junction zones are formed 

among the macro-molecules resulting in the increase of both moduli, until the elastic 

behaviour becomes predominant (i.e. G′ becomes higher than G″) and the point at which 

G’-G’’ crossover occurs might be considered as the gel point [151, 152]. This criterion was 

then often applied to obtain a rapid estimation of the gel point [150, 151, 152, 153].  Even 

though the time and/or temperature of the G'-G" crossover is a function of the frequency, it 

is likely that the G'-G" crossover time might be close to the sol/gel transition point [150, 

153].  

A more rigorous approach is provided by Winter theory. Winter studied the 

viscoelasticity of cross-linking polymer at the gel point for both stoichiometry-balanced 

and imbalanced systems [154, 155, 156]. It was found that the relaxation modulus at the 

gel point followed the power-law: 

 𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑡−𝑛  (1.6.19) 

valid for the values of 0<n<1. For stoichiometry-balanced systems, it was demonstrated 

that n=1/2. Since the oscillation test at fixed frequency, ω, is qualitatively equivalent to a 

transient experiment at time t=1/ω, if the linear viscoelasticity holds, the previous equation 

transforms into: 

 𝐺(𝑡) = 𝐴𝜔𝑛  (1.6.20) 

for 0<ω<1/λ0, where λ0 represents the characteristic shortest time for the crossover to small 

scale dynamics. A more general method for gel point determination is based on the 

observation of the loss tangent, tgδ: 

 𝑡𝑔𝛿 = 𝐺′′(𝜔)
𝐺′(𝜔)

= 𝑡𝑔 (𝑛𝜋
2
)  (1.6.21) 

where 0<n<1 and is independent of frequency. Hence, the gel point can be evaluated as the 

point at which tgδ is independent of the applied frequency and the value of the exponent n 

can be directly deduced from the amplitude of tgδ at that point [154, 155, 156]. Even 

though equation 1.6.21 represents the most generally valid gel point criterion and the 

Winter theory is the rigorous method to determine the gel point, sometimes it can be 

difficult to adopt it in practical experiments. Then, as stated before, the easier criterion 

based on G’-G” crossover at a frequency of 1Hz is often used for practical applications. 
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1.7 Potential applications of organogels 

Organogels have already been used for industrial applications due to the great diversity 

of the structures that they display on microscopic and mesoscopic scales [9, 157]. 

Recovery of spilled crude oil or disposal of used cooking oil frequently involves gels or 

complex micro-emulsions [9]. Since the 1970s, the lubrication industry has used metal 

salts of 12-hydroxystearic acid to gel oil and grease-based lubricants in order to restrict 

their mobility once they are applied to metallic surfaces [157, 9]. Other current 

applications of organogels include the phase-selective recovery of crude oil spills, the 

gelation of flammable solvents [3, 157], structuring of dermal pharmaceuticals [157] as 

well as the gelation of solvents used to clean oil paintings, in order to prevent them from 

penetrating into the original paint layers and damaging the artwork [158]. Presently, the 

cosmetics industry uses organogelation technology to impart structure to the apolar 

components of personal care products such as lipsticks, moisturizers, and sunscreens [158].  

From an applied research perspective, organogels have a wide range of futuristic 

applications such as tissue engineering, templated synthesis of inorganic nanostructures, 

biosensors and nanowires. It has been proposed that some organometallic organogelators 

can form aerogels. Actually, membranes with aerogel networks, providing small and large 

diameter holes, should become useful as purification/separation tools [9]. Gels composed 

of anisotropic networks and mixed with low molecular mass liquid crystals have been used 

as active or passive optical components. Anisotropic organogels, obtained from 

organogelators forming rods, are of interest for electronic conduction or semi-conduction 

[9]. The ordered micro-structure of some organogels can be of interest in templating for 

materials synthesis. Luminescent gels can find applications for linear, anisotropic energy 

transfer while some chiral organogels can be used for molecular and chiral recognition. For 

instance, molecular transducers formed by cholesterol-based organogelators are promising 

examples of host-guest signal-responsive chemistry, because of their capability to translate 

some chiral recognition interactions into readable outputs [9]. 

Another important area of research deals with potential uses of organogels for 

controlled drug delivery. Despite the large abundance and variety of organogel systems, 

relatively few have current applications in drug delivery, mainly because of the lack of 

information on the biocompatibility and toxicity of organogelator molecules and their 

degradation products [8].  
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Generally speaking, organogelation is an interesting topic for basic research as it raises 

important questions in several fields of study such as crystallization, surface 

chemistry/physics and materials science. Nevertheless, it seems clear that gelation of 

organic solvents has a broad range of potential industrial applications. 

Since the main aim of the present work is the investigation of organogels for potential 

use in food, all current potential proposed applications of edible oil organogels will be 

discussed in more detail below. Furthermore, mixtures of organogelators for both potential 

food and cosmetic applications have also been studied in this work, thus a review on 

current and potential cosmetic applications of organogels will be reported in Paragraph 

1.7.2. 

1.7.1 Potential food applications of organogels: structuring edible oils 

Structuring vegetable oils has become an active area of research in recent years, mainly 

owing to pressures to reduce saturated fats and eliminate trans-fats from our diets. Indeed, 

the potential use of organogelation in foods providing the strongest impetus is the 

development of an alternative triacylglyceride-structuring method for edible oils. 

Organogelators, especially LMOGs, can be employed as an interesting alternative, 

promoting the formation of a crystalline network able to give the proper rheological 

properties to foodstuffs and to stabilise them in the meantime, even at a very low 

concentration [71]. 

In comparison to other organic solvents, the structuring of edible oils introduces some 

restrictions. Edible oils are more polar than many organic chemical solvents, such as 

mineral oils or alkanes, influencing the solubility of potential structuring agents. Potential 

food organogelators should provide structure to edible oils at chilled and/or ambient 

temperatures to make them relevant for food applications. Fundamentally, a potential 

organogelators should impart structure to the oil phase as well as prevent the exudation of 

the structured oil phase from the material. According to Co and Marangoni [71], an ideal 

fat structurant should have the following requirements with regards to food applications: 

x Food-grade: obviously, all tested ingredients must be food-grade, which means 

that a potential organogelator must meet strict regulatory requirements for use in 

foods. This is also true for cosmetics and pharmaceuticals. The majority of 

organogelators are toxic and unsuitable for use in such applications. Luckily, a 

wide range of organogelators is still available for use in food, pharmaceutical 
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and cosmetic applications although some of these structuring agents still require 

regulatory approval. 

x Economical: an ideal organogelator should be affordable and readily available. 

Some of the organic structurants are very expensive due to the cost required to 

isolate or synthesize them. For instance, phytosterols and ceramides are both 

high-cost structurants. Lecithin, plant waxes and monoglycerides are relatively 

cheaper and more economical because only a minor purification or 

concentration step is necessary to convert these compounds into functional 

structurants. 

x Efficient: an ideal organogelator should be able to structure edible oils at 

relatively low concentrations. The efficiency of organogelator is related to 

economics, since the structurant is typically more expensive than the structured 

phase. The unknown consequences of ingesting too much of the structurant must 

also be taken into account.  

x Matching physical properties: an ideal organogelator should exhibit similar 

physical properties (hardness/plasticity at a given temperature, melting point, 

melting profile) as the fat material it is expected to replace.  

x Versatility: fats are among the most versatile ingredients available in food 

industry. Physical properties of fats can be easily tailored: for instance, the 

melting temperature and profile of fats can be modified by blending different 

fats and oils, inter-esterification, fractionation, hydrogenation as well as by 

changing the crystallization conditions. As a result, the same fat can be 

employed in several applications.  

Despite the restrictions related to the nature of the solvents and the specific 

characteristics required for fat structurants, a quite large number of systems capable of 

structuring edible oils have already been identified, including mono- and di-acylglycerols, 

fatty acids, fatty alcohols and their mixtures, wax esters, sorbitan monostearate, lecithin, 

mixtures of lecithin and sorbitan tristearate and mixtures of phytosterol and γ-oryzanol 

[87]. The properties of organogels containing this molecules have already been discussed 

in Paragraph 1.4.1. 

Edible organogels have several potential different functionalities in food products 

including the restriction of oil mobility and migration, the stabilization of emulsions and 
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the ability to control the rate of nutraceutical delivery and the above-mentioned 

replacement of saturated and trans fats [157].  

It has been proposed that the oil binding capacity of LMOGs might be useful for the 

prevention of oil migration in composite food products. Rogers et al. [158] investigated the 

mobility of canola oil gelled with varying concentrations of 12-HSA, showing that the 

mobility and the migration rate of canola oil triacylglycerols through a filter paper was 

highly dependent on the set isothermal crystallisation temperature. The migration of oil is a 

particular problem in filled chocolate foodstuffs, where unsaturated triacylglycerols from 

the soft filling tend to diffuse into the cocoa butter and migrate towards the external 

surface of the product [157]. In addition, oil migration is responsible for the process of “fat 

blooming” in chocolate: oil acts as a solvent for high melting cocoa butter triacylglycerols 

which usually recrystallize in the βVI polymorphic form yielding to the formation of a dull 

white or grey film on the product. Lipid scientists and confectionary technologists are 

currently searching for new strategies to control and/or prevent oil migration. It has been 

proposed that the organogelation of the liquid oil fraction could delay or inhibit oil 

migration.  

Elliger et al. [160] aimed at avoiding destabilisation phenomena by thickening/gelling 

the peanut oil with 12-HSA. The authors found that the addition of 12-HSA to peanut 

butter significantly reduced the rate of oil syneresis due to the increased viscosity of the 

system. 

Marty et al. [160] investigated the effect of 12-HSA on the oil migration of a fat based 

model filling containing 60:40 canola oil: IHPO (Inter-esterified Hydrogenated Palm Oil). 

They showed that the incorporation of 12-HSA into the filling of the model chocolate 

confection significantly increased the rate of oil migration through non-tempered cocoa 

butter. In addition to this unexpected result, the addition of 12-HSA does not yield to a 

higher SFC of the mixture, suggesting that its addition delays or slows the normal 

crystallisation. In order to eliminate the influence of the co-crystallization of IHPO and 12-

HSA, the experiment was repeated using three different formulations: liquid canola oil, 

canola oil gelled with 12-HSA (2%wt/wt) and canola oil structured with IHPO (40%wt/wt). 

The oil binding capacity of the conventional fat crystal network formed by IHPO was 

significantly higher in comparison to that of the self-assembled fibrillar organogel network 

formed by 12-HSA. Interestingly, there were no significant differences in the migration 

rate of liquid canola oil and canola oil gelled with 12-HSA. This result was ascribed to the 

low SFC value measured for gels containing 12-HSA, suggesting that the SFC of the 
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filling, which is very similar for canola oil organogels and control samples, plays an 

important role in determining the oil mobility and migration. Although the results from 

these experiments suggested that organogelation did not inhibit oil migration in 

confectionary products, more work needs to be done in order to consider the effects of 

other organogelators in different types of food products [157].  

According to Rogers et al. [136], from the perspective of structuring liquid oils using 

self-assembled fibrillar networks, the yield strain and hardness can be manipulated in a 

predictable way, in order to allow for the creation of new novel foods without the need for 

saturated or trans fatty acids. 

The rate of release of nutrients from food products and their bio-availability are both 

very important parameters for the development of value-added food products and 

nutraceuticals, since it is often beneficial to control the rate at which the bioactive 

compound is released into the bloodstream [157]. It has been shown that the characteristic 

pattern of uncontrolled release involves high plasma concentrations of the bioactive 

compound immediately following ingestion, followed by sharp decrease, because the 

active compound is quickly absorbed into the bloodstream and cleared from the system. 

The eventual presence of a bioactive compound at concentrations either above or below its 

therapeutic range may lead to negative side effects [157]. On the contrary, if the bioactive 

compound is released into the bloodstream at controlled rate, its concentration will not 

deviate significantly above or below the therapeutic range throughout the absorption 

process.  

Nowadays, controlled release technology is broadly used in pharmaceutics, where drugs 

are encapsulated by materials or incorporated into tablets designed specifically to delay or 

control the rate of drug release into the bloodstream after ingestion [157]. Hydrogels have 

been extensively used for this purpose, but it must be considered that many important 

bioactive compounds are hydrophobic. Thus, organogels may be employed to increase the 

solubility and control the release of apolar pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals upon 

dissolution or deformation of the gel. [136, 157]. Moreover, encapsulation of such 

lipophilic compounds within a gel should enhance their stability against oxidation.  

As an example, carotenoids are hydrophobic plant-derived pigment molecules with anti-

oxidant properties. Their limited bioavailability is affected by the presence, amount and 

type of lipid in the digestive tract at the time of absorption [157]. It has been suggested that 

the encapsulation of carotenoids into vegetable oil organogels could increase their bio-
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availability and control the rate of absorption. Hughes et al. [157] demonstrated that 

organogelation of β-carotene enriched canola oil using 12-HSA slowed the release of β-

carotene in an in vitro human stomach model. These results suggest that physiologically 

responsive organogels with the capability of delivering bioactive compounds at predefined 

rates or in response to certain conditions is a real possibility [71].  

Lecithin organogels are particularly suitable for use in pharmaceuticals and 

neutraceuticals, due to its safety and amphiphilic qualities that allow it to solubilize both 

aqueous and hydrophobic drugs [71]. 

Among the most interesting potential food applications of organogels, a standout is the 

possibility of structuring edible oils via organogelation as an alternative to the traditional 

saturated and trans-fats structuring. Indeed, the benchmark for any form of oil structuring 

is the gelling of a liquid triacylglycerol phase or oil by means of a crystalline 

triacylglycerol phase or fat [162]. Crystalline triacylglycerol hardstocks usually contain 

high amounts of saturated fatty acids [87]. Both saturated fatty acids and trans-fatty acids 

are known to contribute to an elevated blood cholesterol level and are therefore associated 

with a higher risk on cardiovascular diseases [87, 162]. Unfortunately, owing to their 

excellent functionality, the removal or replacement of both saturated and trans-fatty acids 

in complex lipid food products is a very difficult task [157].  

According to Pernetti et al. [87], structuring methods for organic solvents, including 

edible oils, can be divided into two main categories: suspensions and networks. The self-

assembled low molecular weight organogelators, able to form a network structure, are 

currently considered the most interesting option for application in food systems [87, 157, 

71]. Since organogels possess solid-like properties, they can exhibit mechanical properties, 

such as plasticity and elasticity, which allow them to be used in place of hardstock fats 

with the aim of reducing the amount of saturated and trans-fatty acids consumed [71]. 

Duffy et al. [131] conducted an in vitro study simulating the duodenal digestion of an 

o/w emulsion containing a dispersed phase gelled by phytosterols. They showed that 

organogelation affects the digestion of lipids, decreasing triacylglycerols lipolysis. It was 

hypothesized that organogelation retarded the diffusion of triacylglycerols to the surface of 

the oil droplet, where lipases are active.  

Hughes et al. [157] conducted a clinical trial to study the post-prandial increase in 

variables considered as risk markers for cardiovascular diseases (triacylglycerols, free fatty 

acids, glucose and insulin) after ingestion of various structured and unstructured lipid 
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products. In order to evaluate the health benefits of structuring edible oils with an 

organogel network, the authors compared the nutritional response to the acute ingestion of 

an organogel (canola oil gelled with 2%wt/wt 12-HSA) to that of two commercial spreads 

(butter and margarine) as well as pure canola oil. Hughes et al. [157] carried out a clinical 

trial involving twelve (six male and six female) young, healthy individuals, approved by 

the Office of Research Ethics. After ingestion of 48 grams of fat from one of the four 

sample treatments (organogel, butter, margarine or canola oil), subjects consumed a test 

meal consisting of 400 kcal, 2 g of fat, 0 g of saturated fat, 82.4 g of carbohydrates and 

14.6 g of protein. After the consumption of one of the four treatments with the test meal, 

venous blood samples were collected every hour for six hours. All cardiovascular disease 

markers were plotted against time and it was found that the mean post-prandial serum 

triacylglycerol levels corresponding to the organogel were significantly lower than those of 

butter and margarine but were not significantly different from canola oil (Figure 1.26). In 

order to explore the full nutritional potential of organogels, the authors suggested 

conducting longer-term dietary interventions and monitoring of cardiovascular disease 

indicators in future works [157]. 
 

 
Figure 1.26 Baseline corrected post-prandial serum triacylglycerols response curves (A) and values 

of the area under the triacylglycerols response curves (C) for butter, margarine, canola oil and 12-

HSA/canola oil organogel [156]. 
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The above-reported studies illustrate that organogels, while exhibiting mechanical 

properties similar to that shown by hardstock fats, do not give the same post-prandial lipid 

response as hardstock structured fats. In this sense, organogels may be regarded as a valid 

healthy alternative to traditional triacylglycerols structuring.   

1.7.2 Organogels for cosmetics 

Cosmetics are substances which can be used to beautify the human body. The US Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA) which legalizes cosmetics in the United States, proposed a 

wide definition of cosmetics as substances to be applied to the human body for cleansing, 

beautifying, promoting attractiveness or altering the appearance without affecting body 

structure or functions [163]. Organogels have various uses in cosmetics. Many cosmetic 

preparations such as lipsticks, lip balms, lip liners and lip glosses are organogels although 

they are not usually referred to as such [71]. Cosmetic organogels are expected to be 

relatively solid as they must keep their shape inside the packaging. However, cosmetics 

must yield quickly upon application on the lips or skin. Nevertheless, upon yielding, the 

cosmetic preparation must retain its ability to entrap oil [71]. 

LMOGs are commonly used in cosmetology for their required physical organization 

properties inside the oil phase or their ability to gel organic liquids in smaller quantities 

(typically 0.1-15%wt/wt). Fukasawa et al. [164] developed new organogelators consisting of 

a long-chain dialkyl phosphate surfactant and aluminium ion or multinuclear aluminum ion 

with the cosmetic advantage of “good skin feeling”. In addition to these distinctive 

features, these organogelators have the advantage of being safe on the skin. 

Martinez et al. [165] reported the gelation of olive oil by using ethylcellulose as an 

organogelator and Olivem 300, Olivem 700 & Olivem 900 as surfactants. The organogels 

prepared with Olivem 700 and 900 showed the finest homogeneity and texture. By 

increasing the concentration of organogelator, the final consistence of the system was more 

solid-like even if spreadability decreased. As far as the relationship between rheology and 

temperature is concerned, all the samples showed a more solid-like behaviour at room 

temperature (25°C) whereas these textures became more liquid-like at higher temperature 

(37°C). On the basis of their features, various potential applications of these organogels 

can be predicted not only in cosmetic area but also in pharmaceutics where the use of 

vegetable oils as carriers for active ingredients is very common. In some sense, cosmetic 

organogels themselves can be considered as “delivery vehicles” since they deliver certain 
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functional ingredients such as moisturizers and colouring agents to the surface of the skin 

[71]. 

Villalobos-Hernandez & Muller-Goymann [166] characterized organogels composed of 

carnauba wax and decyl oleate as potential carrier systems for inorganic sunscreens. The 

organic matrices were both used as capsules for UV radiation attenuators (barium sulphate, 

strontium carbonate and titanium dioxide) or as associated vehicles for the pigments in 

aqueous dispersions. As far as rheological analysis is concerned, all preparations behaved 

as Newtonian fluids. The authors concluded that the use of nanoparticles comprising of 

matrices based on a mixture between a solid lipid (i.e. carnauba wax) and a liquid lipid (i.e. 

decyl oleate) as vehicles for inorganic nanocrystals was a promising technology for future 

sunscreen formulations, since the stability of the composition was enhanced by the use of 

these lipid matrices. 

Kirilov et al. [167] also investigated a stable dispersion of organogel nanoparticles in 

water. Organogel particles comprised an organic liquid (almond oil and Vaseline oil), a 

sunscreen molecule (2-ethylhexyl-p-dimethylaminobenzoate, EHMAB) and 12-HSA as 

organogelator. Acetylated glycol stearate (AGS), sodium hyaluronate (SH) and polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA 80) hydrolysed at 80% for dermo-cosmetic use were also added as 

stabilizing, thickening and emulsifying agents. The lowest value of the minimum gelation 

concentration for 12-HSA was obtained using Vaseline oil as the solvent, while the limit 

concentration in EHMAB was found to be much higher. Therefore, Vaseline oil (showing 

the lower MGC) and almond oil (largely use for its cosmetic and dermo-cosmetic 

properties) were used as organic solvents. The mixture containing 16.8%wt/wt almond oil 

and 3.2%wt/wt EHMAB displayed the typical Newtonian rheological behaviour of diluted 

systems, since no dynamic viscosity growth with the shear rate increase was observed. The 

presence of 12-HSA led to systems with non-Newtonian shear-thinning behaviour, 

corresponded to a decrease in the viscosity by increasing of the shear rate. This rheological 

behaviour describes concentrated systems, where the concentration and the viscosity of the 

dispersed phase favour particle interactions under shearing. Moreover, the percentage of 

EHMAB did not affect the gel-sol phase-transition temperature values. In conclusion, the 

study verified the importance of these gelled nanoparticles and their aqueous dispersion for 

the production of new formulations for cosmetic and dermo-cosmetic applications. 

Morales et al. [168] reported the design of hydrogels and pluronic-lecithin organogels as 

carriers of cosmetic active ingredients (Aloe vera and Hydrocotyle asiatica). Both 

formulations were creamy and easily spread and absorbed into the skin. Rheological 
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characterisation confirmed the good spreadability observed: all samples exhibited a plastic 

behaviour, they started to flow when the applied shear stress approached the critical value 

of the yield stress (σ0) and compression force values were low, in spite of the fact that the 

organogels offered higher viscosity. All these properties provided them an agreeable 

texture. 

Stortz and Marangoni [169] also reported the production of organogels by using ethyl 

cellulose as an organogelator with different vegetable oils (sunflower oil, canola oil, 

soybean oil, flaxseed oil and avocado oil) as the solvent phase for substituting petrolatum. 

The flow behaviour of the organogels was very well described by a power law model. The 

authors also studied the effect of addition of large amounts of surfactant (glycerol mono-

oleate) on viscosity of the organogels. The highest viscosity was attained for glycerol 

mono-oleate concentrations between 40-50%. Samples prepared with 40-45% glycerol 

mono-oleate were therefore considered as the most promising due to their high viscosity 

and fully thixotropic character. Moreover, petroleum jelly is thixotropic so this property 

was highly desirable in a replacement product. The samples with 40-45% glycerol mono-

oleate had also good texture when spread on the skin which is a key characteristic for a 

cosmetic product. The effect of ethyl cellulose concentration was also studied. As the 

concentration of ethyl cellulose increased the consistency of the organogel also increased. 

The authors reported that organogels which exhibited full texture recovery showed great 

potential for use in food and cosmetic products exclusively in those products that would 

introduce shear at temperatures where the gel has already set. Developed organogels have 

promising textural and water vapour barrier properties for use on the skin and lips. 
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Chapter 2: rheological and microstructural 

characterisation of raw materials 
 

Abstract 

A complete characterisation, from a rheological, thermal and structural point of view, of 

various oils, fats and organogelators was carried out. Three different vegetable oils 

(sunflower oil, virgin and extra-virgin olive oil) have been analysed, as well as a vegetal 

fat, cocoa butter. Moreover, two potential organogelators were characterised: Myverol 18-

04K, a commercial mixture of monoacylglycerols of fatty acids, and policosanol, a natural 

extract composed of primary long-chain fatty alcohols. The rheological behaviour of raw 

materials under cooling was studied performing both Dynamic Temperature Ramp Tests 

and Step Shear Rate Temperature Ramp Tests (at 1s-1 and 100s-1). Furthermore, DSC and 

NMR (for SFC determination) tests were carried out. When crystallisation was observed, 

the temperature of crystallisation onset was determined using all the techniques of analysis 

(rheology, DSC, NMR). Finally, FT-IR spectra at room temperature were collected, 

allowing the intrinsic characteristics of each material to be highlighted. 

All the raw materials studied in the present Chapter were then used to produce more 

complex systems (organogels, structured emulsions, bigels), that will be described in the 

following chapters. 

 

2.1 Introduction  

Fats are an important component of our diet. The role played by fats in material 

functionality, flavour perception, texture and health characteristics is mainly due to their 

physical properties. Therefore, an understanding of these physical properties is relevant 

from scientific, technological and medical perspectives [1]. Fats and oils are complex 

multi-component mixtures of triacylglycerols (TAGs), hence the physical properties of fat 

materials are governed by a complex joint of various structural levels beginning with 

triglyceride molecules [1].  

The unsaturation of the fatty acids is one of the key factors that determines the physical 

and nutritional functionality of TAGs. In fact, the only difference between a fat and an oil 

is that a fat is solid at room temperature (25°C) while oil is liquid. Oils, such as olive or 
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sunflower oil, contain a greater proportion of mono- and poly-unsaturated fatty acids, 

while fats like cocoa butter and palm fat, contain a greater proportion of saturated fatty 

acids [1].  

One of the main key features of fats is that they are polycrystalline materials [2]. If a 

TAG melt is cooled below the crystallisation temperature of the highest melting TAG, the 

melt becomes undercooled, therefore the highest-melting TAG becomes super-saturated 

within a metastable region with respect to the liquid phase in which it is dissolved [1]. The 

understanding of crystallisation of TAGs is crucial for both research and industrial uses. 

Therefore, the main characteristics of TAG crystallisation phenomena will be overviewed 

in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Crystallisation behaviour of TAGs 

The crystallisation behaviour of TAGs in terms of crystallisation rate, crystal 

morphology, crystal sizes and their network is directly influenced by polymorphism which 

is, in turn, influenced by molecular structure itself and by several external factors 

(temperature, pressure, solvent, rate of crystallisation, impurities, etc.) [2].  

Depending on the super-saturation of the melt, TAGs can crystallise into one of three 

predominant forms upon cooling, α, β’ and β, in ascending order of melting point, density 

and stability [1, 3]. Each one of these polymorphs can form directly from the melt. 

Nevertheless, homotropic polymorphic transformations from a less stable to a more stable 

solid phase will take place in time. Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of TAG 

polymorphs. The three polymorphs are based on sub-cell structures, which define the 

cross-sectional packing modes of the aliphatic chain [2]. 
 

 

Figure 2.1 Polymorphism of triacylglicerols [2]. 
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TAG nucleation into a specific polymorphic form can be understood using activation 

energy arguments. The energy of activation to form the α polymorph is much lower than 

the activation energy to form the β’or β forms [1]. Hence, the formation of α polymorph 

will be kinetically favoured even though it has the lowest thermodynamic stability [4].  

As an example, Figure 2.2 shows the crystallisation behaviour of tripalmitoylglycerol 

(PPP), a fat model substance [2, 5]. Molecular structures of the three forms of PPP are the 

disordered aliphatic chain conformation in α, the intermediate packing in β’ and the most 

dense packing in β, with decreasing values of the Gibbs free energy, G. The combined 

effects of the molecular structures and the rate of crystallisation lead to an amorphous-like 

crystal morphology for α form, tiny bulky shape for β’ form and needle shape for β [2]. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Structure models and Gibbs energy-temperature relationship of three polymorphs of 

PPP [2]. 

 

Generally speaking, it has been shown that fat crystallisation is dominated by nucleation 

processes [1]. Crystal number and size, spatial distribution of mass and crystal surface 

characteristics are greatly determined by the nucleation rate. When TAG crystals nucleate, 

molecules adopt the so-called “tuning fork” or “chair” conformations upon packing into a 

crystalline lattice (see Figure 2.3). Since in the solid state the fatty acid hydrocarbon chains 

are generally in an extended conformation, a molecular asymmetry is observed which 

results in the formation of TAG crystalline lamellae upon crystallisation [1].  
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Figure 2.3 Structural hierarchy of TAG crystal network [1]. 
 

The nucleation of TAGs is quickly followed by crystalline growth. At the mesoscale 

level (length scales within the micrometre range), crystals aggregates show several 

different habits (sherulites, needle-like crystals, micro-platelets, disordered crystal 

aggregates, spherical crystal aggregates, fractal-like aggregates, etc.). Despite the 

differences in morphologies, crystalline aggregates exhibit some common features, for 

example the crystalline mass in a network of these crystals is always distributed in a fractal 

fashion [1]. 

Nevertheless, it should be taken into account that fats from natural sources are complex 

mixtures of different types of TAGs. Therefore, complicated behaviour of melting, 

crystallisation, crystal morphology and aggregation of the real-fat systems are partly due to 

the physical properties of the component TAGs, and more importantly due to the phase 

behaviour of the mixtures [2]. The complex behaviour of real TAG mixtures has been 

extensively studied recently, using various techniques (synchrotron radiation X-ray 

diffraction, FT-IR spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry and optical observation) 

[1, 2, 6, 7].  

2.1.1.1 Crystallisation behaviour of cocoa butter 

Cocoa butter is an outstanding example of polymorphic fat, in fact, according to proper 

crystallisation and ageing conditions, different crystal forms are obtained, which exhibit 

characteristic melting points (see Table 2.1) and X-ray diffraction patterns [8, 9, 10]. The 

polymorphism of cocoa butter has often been discussed in the literature because it is 
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related to the organoleptic and physical characteristics of chocolate or other food products 

(snap, moulding contraction, gloss and blooming during storage) [10].  
 

Polymorph  Melting point [°C] 

γ (I) 14.9-16.1 

α (II) 17.0-23.2 

β’2 (III) 22.8-27.1 

β’1 (IV) 25.1-27.4 

β2  (V) 31.3-33.2 

β1  (VI) 33.8-36.0 

Table 2.1 Melting point of the different polymorphic forms of cocoa butter [10]. 
 

Nevertheless, no uniform nomenclature is available in the literature for cocoa butter 

polymorphs. Cocoa butter polymorphism is commonly described in terms of six different 

polymorphic forms, noted from I to VI in increasing order of melting points and stability, 

according to the nomenclature of Wille and Lutton [10, 11]. Other authors named cocoa 

butter polymorphs as γ, α, β1’, β2’, β1 and β2 [11]. Schenk and Peschar [12] unified the 

different polymorph in γ, α, β’, β(V) and β(VI). In fact, the existence of some polymorphs 

is debated. According to some authors, Form III corresponds to a mixture of Forms II and 

IV and is not a separate crystalline form. In the same way, Form I could be a phase mixture 

and Form VI can result from phase separation within a solid solution [10].  

2.1.1.2 Crystallisation behaviour of monoglycerides 

The liquid-crystal and fully crystalline structures of pure monoglycerides were first 

described by Larsson in 1966 [13] and then reviewed by Larsson himself [14] and Krog 

[15].  The polymorphic behaviour of monoglycerides involves the following phase 

sequence on cooling: isotropic fluid, lamellar and alpha-crystalline phases [16]. Initially, 

the behaviour of pure saturated asymmetric monoglycerides (1-MAG) has been extensively 

studied [17, 18]. There are generally three polymorphs for these monoglycerides, called 

sub-α, α and β [17]. Monoglycerides crystallise directly in the α polymorph which can 

transform into a more stable β form during storage at ambient temperatures. When 

monoglycerides in the α form are cooled 35–50°C below the crystallisation point of the α 

polymorph, they undergo a polymorphic transition to a reversible sub-α polymorph [15, 

17]. The sub-α polymorph contains a β′ sub-cell and is less stable than the α form.  
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For some 1-MAG compounds, such as 1-mono-stearoyl-rac-glycerol, a further sub-α 

form has been detected (called sub-α2) at temperature lower than 0°C [18]. A β’ 

polymorphic form is only formed through quick crystallisation using specific solvents and 

is not observed by thermal analysis techniques such as differential scanning calorimetry 

[17, 19]. For commercial monoglycerides, containing also small amounts of other 

components like diglycerides and triglycerides, no β’ polymorph could be detected [15, 

17]. Commercial mixture of MAGs typically show a polymorphic behaviour different from 

pure MAG, according to the composition of the mixture [18].  

In contrast to the asymmetric 1-monoglycerides, different studies have described that 

the symmetric 2-monoglycerides (also named β-monoglycerides) do not exhibit 

polymorphism and are only characterized by a melting point which is lower than the 

melting point of the corresponding asymmetric isomers [19, 17].  

2.1.1.3 Crystallisation behaviour of vegetable oils 

It is well known that vegetable oils are liquid at room temperature. The arrangement of 

TAGs in the solid and liquid states depends on a balance between the organizing influence 

of the attractive interactions between the molecules and the disorganizing influence of the 

thermal energy [20]. For the majority of industrial and commercial uses, the crystallisation 

of vegetable oils is unwanted. Nevertheless, palm oil is widely used in the food and 

cosmetic industry because it is cheap and its high melting fractions can be easily 

crystallised and separated through fractionation [21]. Extra-virgin olive oil is the major 

edible vegetable oil in Mediterranean countries, mainly due to its beneficial health effects 

[22]. Olive oil is always used as liquid oil and the eventual presence of crystalline 

aggregates (which can form at temperature lower than 4-5°C) is one of the primary causes 

of consumer dissatisfaction. Solid derivatives of olive oil, such as waxes and butters, are 

obtained by catalytic hydrogenation of olive oil and employed as viscosity modifiers in 

cosmetics [23]. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Samples ingredients  

In the present work, three vegetable oils were characterised: virgin olive oil (De Santis, 

Italy), sunflower oil (De Santis, Italy), both supplied by a local supermarket, and extra-

virgin olive oil (kindly supplied by Gabro S.r.l., Italy). According to the manufacturers, 
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virgin olive oil is mainly composed of mono-unsaturated fatty acids (about 75%w/w), the 

rest being saturated (about 15%w/w) and poly-unsaturated (about 10%w/w), whereas extra-

virgin olive oil contains about 72%w/w of mono-unsaturated fatty acids, 14%w/w of poly-

unsaturated and 14%w/w of saturated fatty acids. Instead, sunflower oil is composed of 

12%w/w of saturated fatty acids, 32%w/w of mono-unsaturated and 56%%w/w of poly-

unsaturated fatty acids. 

A natural source of saturated fats, cocoa butter (kindly supplied by Icam S.p.A., Italy), 

were characterised. According to the manufacturers data, cocoa butter (see Table 2.2) is 

mainly composed of saturated (56–68%w/w) and mono-unsaturated (31–38%w/w) fats and a 

low amount of poly-unsaturated fats (2–4%w/w). 
 

Fatty acid  Composition [%w/w] 

Stearic acid 32-37 

Oleic acid 30-37 

Palmitic acid 23-30 

Linoleic acid 2-4 

Arachidic acid <1 

Palmitoleic acid <1 

Table 2.2 Average composition of cocoa butter. 

 

The thermal and structural properties of two different potential organogelators were 

studied: a commercial mixture of monoglycerides of fatty acids (Myverol 18-04K, Kerry 

Group, Ireland, referred to as “Myverol” throughout the chapter) and policosanol 

(A.C.E.F., Italy), a mixture of primary fatty alcohols, extracted from rice bran wax. 

According to the manufacturers, Myverol is roughly composed of 50%w/w monopalmitin 

(C16:0) and 50%w/w monostearin (C18:0). The fatty alcohol composition of policosanol 

(according to the manufacturers) is listed in Table 2.3.  
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Fatty alcohol  Composition [%w/w] 

1-Tetracosanol (C24) 1-9 

1-Hexacosanol (C26) 3-35 

1-Octacosanol (C28) 60-69 

1-Triacontanol (C30) 5-20 

1-Dotriacontanol (C32) 0.1-10 

1-Tertatriacontanol (C34) 0.1-10 

Table 2.3 Fatty alcohol composition of policosanol. 
 

Composition and identified of tested materials are listed in Table 2.4.  

Sample 
ID 

Virgin Olive 
Oil  

[%w/w] 

Sunflower 
Oil 

[%w/w] 

Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil 

[%w/w] 

Cocoa 
Butter 
[%w/w] 

Myverol 
[%w/w] 

Policosanol 
[%w/w] 

VO 100 - - - - - 

EVO - - 100 - - - 

SO - 100 - - - - 

CB - - - 100 - - 

M - - - - 100 - 

P - - - - - 100 

Table 2.4 Samples ID and composition.  

 

2.2.2 Rheological characterisation 

All samples were characterised with a controlled strain rheometer ARES-RFS (TA 

Instruments, USA), equipped with a parallel plate geometry (ϕ=50mm, gap=1±0.1mm) and 

a Peltier system (±0.1°C) acting under the lower plate. All raw materials were analysed 

using the same temperature conditions employed for organogels (see Chapters 3 and 4). 

Therefore, samples were poured on the lower plate of the rheometer (preheated at 70°C) 

and a controlled cooling rate of 1°C/min was applied during rheological measurements. 

 A rheological characterisation based on both Small Amplitude Oscillation Tests 

(SAOTs) and Step Rate Temperature Ramp Tests (SRTRTs) was carried out. Time Cure 

Tests were performed in linear viscoelastic conditions from 70°C to 0°C with a constant 

frequency of 1Hz. Preliminary Strain Sweep Tests were carried out at different 

temperatures from the temperature of sample preparation down to 0°C, in order to 
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investigate the potential changes in linear viscoelastic conditions at decreasing 

temperature. For each Strain Sweep Test, the material was cooled down to the desired 

temperature using a cooling rate of 1°C/min and applying the minimum strain within the 

instrument limits. Then, Strain Sweep Tests were performed at the desired temperature. 

Finally, Time Cure Tests were carried out applying different constant strain values in 

different temperature ranges, with the aim of guaranteeing the linear viscoelastic 

conditions in the whole temperature range investigated.  

When crystallisation phenomena were observed during Time Cure Tests, the onset of 

crystallisation temperature (Tco) was calculated following the procedure described by Lupi 

et al. [24]: Tco was estimated as the temperature at which a strong and sharp increase of the 

complex modulus G* (corresponding to a sudden decrease of loss tangent) was observed. 

The first derivative of the complex modulus with respect to the temperature was evaluated 

for each curve using a forward numerical method. The ratio R was obtained dividing the 

derivative values by the moving average of all the derivatives from starting temperature up 

to the current value. Then, the onset of crystallisation was chosen as the temperature value 

after which the ratio R increased by at least one order of magnitude. This procedure 

allowed potential errors in calculating Tco to be minimised, owing to the fact that data are 

often scattered at high temperatures and near the temperature at which the complex 

modulus began to increase.  

In addition, Step Rate Temperature Ramp Tests (SRTRTs) at two different constant 

shear rates (1s-1 and 100s-1) were performed, decreasing the temperature from 70°C to 0°C. 

In agreement with the procedure already described for oscillatory tests, the onset of 

crystallisation Tco,s was estimated as the temperature at which a strong change in the slope 

of the viscosity curve was observed. The ratio R was calculated dividing the first derivative 

of the viscosity with respect to the temperature at each point by the moving average of all 

derivatives from starting temperature up to the current value. Tco,s was then evaluated as the 

temperature at which R increased by at least one order of magnitude.  

2.2.3 Thermal analysis 

For all samples, the crystallisation and melting thermograms were recorded using a 

Mettler Toledo Model DSC822e (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). Samples (≈5-10mg) were 

sealed in aluminium pans, heated at 70°C for 20min and then cooled to 0°C (or lower 

temperature, for vegetable oils) at a rate of 1°C/min (similarly to the rheological tests), 

recording the heat flux as a function of temperature. After 1min at the minimum 
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temperature, the material was heated up to 70°C using the same thermal ramp. As reported 

in the literature [25], the onset of crystallisation temperature (Tco, DSC) was estimated as the 

temperature corresponding to the beginning of the first exothermic peak, while the 

temperature of melting of each polymorph (TM) was considered as the temperature 

corresponding to the peak of the melting endotherm. 

2.2.4 Spectroscopic analysis  

The solid fat content (SFC) of all investigated raw materials was determined by nuclear 

magnetic resonance with a Minispec mq20 (Bruker, Germany) [26]. In order to apply the 

same thermal history then used for organogels (Chapters 3 and 4), samples were preheated 

at 70°C and poured into NMR tubes. The temperature control was performed with an 

external water bath (RC 20, LAUDA-Brinkmann LP., USA) that provided an average 

cooling rate of approximately 1°C/min. Hence, SFC was measured at different temperature 

values upon cooling. Therefore, SFC values were plotted versus temperature obtaining 

curves very similar to the SRTRTs. Even for NMR analysis, the onset of crystallisation 

temperature (Tco, NMR) was evaluated as the temperature at which a sudden increase in the 

slope of the SFC curve as a function of temperature was observed.  

Furthermore, infrared absorption spectra were recorded employing a Nicolet iS-10 FT-

IR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) equipped with a Smart iTX ATR sampling 

accessory. All spectra were recorded at room temperature within the range of wavenumber 

between 400 and 4000cm-1.  

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Characterisation of vegetable oils and fats 

2.3.1.1 Virgin olive oil 

As predictable for a vegetable oil, Time cure tests on sample VO (see Figure 2.4) 

showed a liquid-like behaviour in almost all of the temperature range investigated. A 

change in complex modulus curve slope, can be observed at around 5.68±0.22°C, 

corresponding to a sharp decrease of the phase angle and indicating the beginning of 

crystallisation phenomena.  
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Figure 2.4 Time cure test for sample VO. 

 

Figure 2.5 shows results obtained from SRTRT, evidencing that shear rate influences 

virgin olive oil crystallisation and delays its onset when high shear rate values are applied. 

In fact, in agreement with the literature [27], the onset of crystallisation was identified at 

4.41±0.22°C at a shear rate of 1s−1, whereas no crystallisation was observed, within the 

temperature range investigated, at a shear rate of 100s−1. In this case, the viscosity increase 

can be ascribed only to kinetic effects. Indeed, it is well known that moderate shear rates 

promote crystal nucleation, as a result of a decrease in entropy and an increase in super-

cooling, however, high shear rates can damage crystals or inhibit their formation [28].  
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Figure 2.5 SRTRT for sample VO. 

 

NMR measurements on virgin olive oil upon cooling evidenced that SFC was equal to 

zero in the whole temperature range investigated (from 70°C to 10°C). Virgin olive oil 

samples were stored at 4°C and 25°C, respectively, for 10 days and SFC values were 

recorded every 24h. Since VO is liquid at room temperature [29], SFC values at 25°C 

remained at zero upon ageing, whereas crystallisation occurred at 4°C: SFC values began 

to increase after 48h and continued to increase upon ageing (see Figure 2.6).   
 

 

Figure 2.6 SFC as a function of time for sample VO. 
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The whole FT-IR spectrum between 400 and 4000 cm-1 represents the combination of 

many constituents of oil whereas the region between 1400 and 1800cm-1 mostly represents 

the combination of C–H bending, C=O stretching and C=C stretching [30]. As already 

reported in the literature, triglycerides are dominant in VO spectrum (see Figure 2.7). The 

major peaks that represent triglyceride functional groups were observed around 2922cm-1 

and 2853cm-1 (symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration of the aliphatic CH2 group), 

1743cm-1 (ester carbonyl functional group of triglycerides), 1465cm-1 (bending vibrations 

of the CH2 and CH3 aliphatic groups), 1238cm-1 and 1163cm-1 (stretching vibration of the 

C=O ester groups) and 709cm-1 (C–H bending) [30, 31]. In addition, peaks at 1700cm-1 

(free fatty acids shoulder), 1418cm-1 (rocking vibrations of CH bonds of cis-disubstituted 

olefins), 1377cm-1 (bending vibrations of CH2 groups), 722cm-1 (overlapping of the CH2 

rocking vibration and the out-of-plane vibration of cis-disubstituted olefins) were detected 

[31]. Finally, VO spectrum exhibited a band at around 3005cm-1, assigned to the C-H 

stretching vibration of cis-double bond (=CH), that is specific for each vegetable oil: virgin 

and extra-virgin olive oil contains a high proportion of oleic acyl groups, therefore this 

peak appears at around 3005-3006cm-1, whereas for other vegetable oils this peak is shifted 

to higher wavenumbers [31]. 
 

 

Figure 2.7 FT-IR spectrum for sample VO. 
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2.3.1.2 Extra-virgin olive oil 

The rheological characterisation of sample EVO evidenced a liquid-like behaviour in all 

the temperature range considered. A small inflection in the phase angle curve during the 

Time Cure Test (Figure 2.8) was observed at almost 2.25±0.30°C, probably owing to 

crystal nucleation. As stated before, extra-virgin olive oil contains a lower amount of 

saturated fats in comparison to virgin olive oil, and this could explain the lower 

crystallisation temperature value estimated for sample EVO. Similarly, a slight change in 

the viscosity curve slope occurred at around 3.54±0.45°C (see Figure 2.9) when the lowest 

shear rate (1s-1) was applied.  
 

 

Figure 2.8 Time cure test for sample EVO. 
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Figure 2.9 SRTRT for sample EVO. 
 

The cooling DSC thermogram of sample EVO showed a single exothermic peak at -

10.12±0.25°C, even though a small exothermic peak seems to begin at around -

28.03±0.31°C, whereas the melting curve exhibited a broad peak with a shoulder at low 

temperatures and a further peak at -7.32±0.24°C (see Figure 2.10). The presence of two 

peaks in the melting thermogram indicates that extra-virgin olive oil is not characterised by 

a sharp melting point but rather by two distinct melting ranges, which suggests the 

occurrence of a miscibility gap. A miscibility gap occurs when the individual triglycerides 

in a complex system are unable to form a continuous range of mixed crystals, rather 

exhibiting mixtures of crystals of varying compositions and in varying states of 

crystallisation [32]. 
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Figure 2.10 DSC thermogram for sample EVO. 

 

As already observed for virgin olive oil, SFC values of sample EVO were found to be at 

zero in the temperature range investigated (10-70°C). 

The FT-IR spectrum of sample EVO (Figure 2.11) is qualitatively very similar to the 

VO spectrum described in the previous section, with the characteristic extra-virgin olive oil 

peak at 3005cm-1. The specific position of this peak is often used to detect potential 

adulteration of extra-virgin olive oil with other vegetable oils [31]. 
 

 
Figure 2.11 FT-IR spectrum for sample EVO.  
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2.3.1.3 Sunflower oil 

It is known that sunflower oil crystallises at very low temperatures [33], and, in fact, 

this is confirmed by both the Time Cure Test (Figure 2.12) and SRTRT (Figure 2.13), 

according to which a liquid-like behaviour in the analysed temperature range is evidenced, 

with complex modulus and viscosity increasing at decreasing temperature only owing to 

kinetic effects. Similarly, SFC was found to be at zero during NMR tests. 
 

 
Figure 2.12 Time Cure Test for sample SO. 

 

 
Figure 2.13 SRTRT for sample SO. 
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The DSC cooling thermogram of sample SO showed a single exothermic peak at around 

-15.25±0.48°C and a broad melting peak (beginning at -28±0.18°C and ending at -

4.98±0.31°C), as it can be appreciated in Figure 2.14.  
 

 
Figure 2.14 DSC thermogram for sample SO. 

 

The FT-IR spectrum of sample SO (see Figure 2.15) exhibited the typical trend 

observed for vegetable oil and already discussed in the previous sections. However, it is 

worth noticing that the low-energy peak appeared at 3009cm-1 in SO spectrum, whereas 

VO and EVO spectra both evidenced this peak at 3005cm-1. This difference is attributable 

to the differences in vegetable oil composition, in fact sunflower oil contains a higher 

proportion of linolenic or linoleic acyl groups whereas extra-virgin olive oil consists of a 

higher proportion of oleic acyl groups [31]. 
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Figure 2.15 FT-IR spectrum for sample SO. 

 

2.3.1.4 Cocoa butter 

Figure 2.16 shows Time Cure Test for sample CB, evidencing that at high temperature 

cocoa butter is in the molten phase and exhibits a liquid-like behaviour. In fact, the loss 

tangent is always greater than unity and the complex modulus G* increases with 

decreasing temperature only for kinetic effects. At around 20.54±0.51°C the onset of 

crystallisation is observed, with a sharp change in the complex modulus curve due to the 

potential crystallisation of the cocoa butter in the α form [34, 12].  
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Figure 2.16 Time Cure Test for sample CB. 

 

SRTRTs confirmed that cocoa butter is in the molten state from 70°C to approximately 

20°C and the viscosity increases only for kinetic effects (Figure 2.17). In agreement with 

oscillatory tests, a sharp change in the viscosity slope is observed at around 20.61±0.35°C, 

owing to crystallisation phenomena. At the lowest shear rate (1s-1), a further change in 

slope was detected at almost 15°C, as already observed by Lupi et al. [35], which can be 

probably attributed to the shear-dependent formation of either β′ or β crystals. 
 

 
Figure 2.17 SRTRT for sample CB. 
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Cocoa butter is known to crystallise between 19°C and 23°C, when either a moderate or 

fast cooling rate are applied [36]. The DSC thermogram for sample CB (Figure 2.18) 

exhibited a broad peak at around 19.78±0.58°C, indicating the crystallisation from the melt 

to α polymorph. Polymorphic transition from α to β’ form takes place during cooling or 

upon ageing [36]. The melting curve showed a broad peak with two shoulders, suggesting 

the presence of different polymorphs. 
 

 
Figure 2.18 DSC thermogram for sample CB. 

 

The onset of crystallisation temperature estimated from rheological and thermal analysis 

was confirmed by NMR tests. As depicted in Figure 2.19, the SFC curve as a function of 

temperature showed a sharp change in slope at almost 20.74±0.33°C, associated with the 

beginning of crystallisation. 
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Figure 2.19 SFC as a function of temperature for sample CB. 

 

2.3.2 Characterisation of organogelators 

2.3.2.1 Myverol 18-04 K 

The DSC thermogram of Myverol 18-04 K is shown in Figure 2.17. Myverol is a 

commercial mixture of monostearin and monopalmitin (50:50), therefore its thermal 

behaviour is in agreement with those of other commercial mixture of monoglycerides 

studied in the literature [17, 18]. The cooling thermogram showed two endothermic peaks, 

at 66.72±0.15°C and 15.04±0.19°C, respectively, corresponding to the crystallisation in the 

lamellar form and the polymorphic transition into sub-α form. A similar behaviour has 

been observed in commercial food-grade mono-stearoyl glycerol products composed of 

92%w/w 1-mono-stearoyl glycerol and 5% w/w 1-mono-palmitoyl glycerol [16], 40% w/w 1-

mono-stearoyl glycerol and 60% w/w 1-mono-palmitoyl-glycerol [17] and 38% w/w 1-mono-

stearoyl glycerol, 54% w/w 1-mono-palmitoyl-glycerol and 8% w/w free fatty acids [18]. It 

has been shown that 1-mono-stearoyl glycerol and 1-mono-palmitoyl-glycerol often co-

crystallise developing a mixed lamellar structure [18]. Upon further cooling, the aliphatic 

tails of mixed lamellar structure crystallised developing the sub-α phase that originates the 

second observed exothermic peak. These mesophases melted at 65.02±0.43°C and 

16.64±0.31°C, respectively (Figure 2.20). A further endothermic peak appeared at high 

temperature (68.91±0.15°C), probably indicating the presence of a more stable polymorph 

(β’ or β). 
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Figure 2.20 DSC thermogram for sample M. 

 

Upon cooling, SFC showed a very sharp increase at 67.11±0.21°C, indicating the 

beginning of crystallisation (see Figure 2.21). At lower temperature, SFC rapidly reached 

values close to 100%. 
 

 
Figure 2.21 SFC as a function of temperature for sample M. 

 

FT-IR spectrum of sample M (Figure 2.22) showed the behaviour already described for 

other vegetable fats in previous sections. However, a clear twin-peak (3300 and 3240cm-1) 
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appeared in the low-energy region. This peak is attributed to the hydrogen bond between 

alcohol (2-OH and 3-OH) and ester (C=O) groups, respectively [37]. 
 

 

Figure 2.22 FT-IR spectrum for sample M. 

 

2.3.2.2 Policosanol 

Although policosanol is a complex mixture of different primary fatty alcohols, the DSC 

thermogram shown in Figure 2.23 exhibited only two exothermic peaks upon cooling. In 

agreement with the literature [38], exothermic peaks appeared at 80.14±0.21°C and 

58.23±0.18°C, whereas melting peaks were observed at 59.45±0.27°C and 81.49±0.17°C, 

associated with the potential presence of α and γ typical polymorphs of fatty alcohols [39]. 
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Figure 2.23 DSC thermogram for sample P. 

 

The SFC curve as a function of temperature for sample P (Figure 2.24) showed a sharp 

change in its slope at around 82.13±0.31°C, owing to crystallisation phenomena. 
 

 
Figure 2.24 SFC as a function of temperature for sample P. 

 

Policosanol FT-IR spectrum (Figure 2.25) showed some typical peaks observed for fats: 

2955 and 2915cm-1 (symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration of the aliphatic CH2 

group), 1470 cm-1 (bending vibrations of the CH2 and CH3 aliphatic groups), 1378cm-1 
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(bending vibrations of CH2 groups), whereas the peak at 3291 cm-1 indicates the presence 

of hydrogen bonds between OH groups [27], typical of organic alcohols. 
 

 
Figure 2.25 FT-IR spectrum for sample P. 

 

Conclusions  

Three vegetable oils, cocoa butter and two potential organogelators were studied. 

Rheological characterisation evidenced that the shear rate influenced virgin olive oil 

crystallisation: a crystallisation onset was individuated at 5.68±0.22°C during oscillatory 

tests and at 4.41±0.22°C during SRTRTs at 1s-1, whereas no crystallisation was observed 

when a shear rate of 100s-1 was applied. For both extra-virgin olive oil and sunflower oil 

no crystallisation phenomena were detected in the investigated temperature range (0-70°C. 

For extra-virgin olive oil a slight increase in the viscosity curve slope was observed at 

around 2.25±0.30°C when the lowest shear rate was applied, probably owing to 

crystallisation phenomena promoted by the moderated applied shear rate. The estimated 

temperature of crystallisation onset was confirmed by thermal and spectroscopic analysis. 

SFC at room temperature was at zero for all the investigated vegetable oils; however, it 

increased significantly upon ageing at 4°C for virgin olive oil. FT-IR spectra evidenced the 

key features of vegetable oils, with a specific peak at 3009cm-1 for sunflower oil and at 

3005cm-1 for virgin and extra-virgin olive oil, indicating that the former contains a higher 
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proportion of linolenic or linoleic acyl groups whereas the latter contain a higher 

proportion of oleic acyl groups. 

For cocoa butter, a temperature of crystallisation onset of 20.5±0.5°C was estimated 

from rheological tests and confirmed by DSC and NMR measurements. Moreover, 

SRTRTs evidenced that a potential α→β’ polymorphic transition occurred at around 15°C 

under the application of moderate shear rate. 

Thermal analysis of Myverol 18-04K showed that it crystallised initially in the α form 

(66.72±0.15°C) and at low temperature (15.04±0.19°C) a polymorphic transition into sub-

α form took place. The presence of two endothermic peaks at high temperature in the 

melting curve suggested the presence of highly stable polymorphs (β’ or β). FT-IR analysis 

denoted the presence of hydrogen bonds between alcohol (2-OH) and ester (C=O) groups 

of the organogelator, respectively. 

Despite the complexity of policosanol composition, its DSC thermogram exhibited only 

two exothermic and two endothermic peaks, suggesting the presence of two different 

polymorphs (probably α and γ typical polymorphs of fatty alcohols). Moreover, quite 

strong hydrogen bonds between OH groups were detected through FT-IR analysis. 
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Chapter 3: rheological and microstructural analysis 

of MAG organogels 
 

Abstract 

The rheological and microstructural properties of MAG (monoacylglycerols)/virgin 

olive oil organogels were investigated using different techniques. Both Step Shear Rate 

Temperature Ramp Tests (at 1s-1 and 100s-1) and Dynamic Temperature Ramp Tests were 

carried out with a cooling rate of 1°C/min, allowing the temperature of crystallisation onset 

(Tco) to be determined. Furthermore, a gelation temperature (Tg), analysed in a temperature 

ramp test in correspondence to a phase angle equal to 45°, was observed even at a Myverol 

mass fraction of 0.001. No significant differences between the two critical temperatures Tco 

and Tg were encountered for a Myverol fraction higher than 0.034. The temperature of 

crystallisation onset was determined also by using different techniques besides rheology. In 

fact, this thermo-rheological parameter was evaluated also by DSC and NMR, and an 

empirical equation was proposed to fit the experimental Tco values as a function of the 

organogelator fraction. DSC and FT-IR analysis were performed in order to investigate the 

microstructure of MAG/olive oil gels. SFC was determined by NMR spectroscopy and a 

fractal model was used to relate rheological properties to the microstructure of the system. 

Moreover, the average rate of SFC increase and the average structure development rate of 

tested samples were determined and related to the organogelator fraction. The stability of 

MAG/olive oil organogels was studied recording SFC values and DSC thermograms after 

one week of storage, indicating the potential formation of stable β polymorphs during 

ageing. In addition, the effect of the nature of the vegetable oil on the rheological and 

structural features of MAG organogels was investigated: micro-photographs were taken at 

different temperatures during rheological tests, showing the presence of a close-packed 

crystal network especially in the system containing sunflower oil. Finally, the effect of the 

addition of a natural, vegetable fat containing a high amount of saturated fats, cocoa butter, 

on the rheological and microstructural properties of MAG gels was studied. Also for these 

samples, a rheological, DSC and NMR characterisation were carried out and the fractal 

model was used to fit experimental storage modulus data (G’) as a function of the volume 

fraction of solids. 
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3.1  Introduction  

Edible oil organogels (or oleogels) produced with MAG are one of the most promising 

alternatives for designing new hardstocks without the addition of structured fats. As an 

example, MAG oleogels could be used for producing healthy food products as substitutes 

for butter, owing to both their mechanical stability and their biocompatibility [1]. 

Concentrated mixtures of MAG in edible oils form cream-like materials widely used both 

in personal care products and in food industries [1]. In addition, the absence of water 

allows MAG/edible oil gels to be not  susceptible to microbial infection, thus these systems 

can be stored at room temperature without any addition of preservatives. Moreover, some 

authors also investigated the possibility of using MAG structures to control the aroma 

release in low-fat foods [2, 3]. Calligaris et al. [4] showed that the structured multi-lamellar 

phases in MAG/oil/water organogels affected the partition of aroma evidencing the 

capability to entrap lipophilic compounds within the MAG/oil shells.  

3.1.1 Crystalline structure of MAG gels 

As stated in Chapter 1, MAGs are among the rare systems capable of self-assembling 

both in aqueous and organic phases. In fact, aqueous solutions of MAG form different  

liquid crystalline mesophases upon cooling [5]. By decreasing temperature, cubic phases 

and then bimolecular lamellar phases spaced out by an aqueous phase are formed (Figure 

3.1) [6, 7, 5, 8]. Both mesophases are liquid crystals, since they exhibit long-range order, 

having, on the other hand, hydrocarbon chains in a liquid-like state.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of cubic and lamellar MAG structures in water [8]. 

 

Crystallisation of the hydrocarbon chains occurs upon further cooling of the liquid 

crystalline mesophases below the Krafft temperature (i.e. the temperature of demixing 

from water). Similarly to triacylglicerols, these crystals can pack into one of three typical 

subcell packings (hexagonal, α, orthorhombic, β’, triclinic, β). In the event that α crystals 

form, the material usually exhibit gel-like properties. In the resulting α-gel, bimolecular 
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layers are still separated by an aqueous phase and the hydrocarbon chains possess 

rotational mobility [5, 1]. It has been shown that over time, crystals in the α-gel undergo a 

polymorphic phase transition to form β crystals, which leads to the expulsion of the water 

between the bimolecular layers and the formation of the so-called coagel [5]. Indeed, on a 

long time-scale, the D- and L- isomers of chiral MAG gradually separate within crystalline 

bilayers, leading to full expulsion of water [9]. Because of the tendency of the material to 

expel the water between the MAG bilayers, usually no more than 25%w/w of water can be 

dispersed in crystalline MAG phase [5, 10, 11].  

The phase behaviour of MAG in hydrophobic solvents in less studied. In ternary 

MAG/oil/water systems, the presence of water usually dominates the behaviour of 

structuring MAG [9, 12]. Because of the difference in hydrogen bonding pattern, 

MAG/hydrophobic solvents show a different phase behaviour with respect to the aqueous 

systems [1]. In the hydrophobic environment, below the isotropic-lamellar transition, the 

inverse lamellar phase is formed, with aliphatic tails on the outside of the bilayer (Figure 

3.2) [1, 9]. In this configuration, the hydrophilic head groups are compressed in the middle 

of the bilayer and tend to adopt a 2-D close-packed conformation (2-D hexagonal lattice) 

[9]. Owing to the unique size ratio between the glycerol head and the lateral area of the 

aliphatic chain, the inverse lamellar bilayers have a very definite hexagonal plane ordering 

[1]. The uniqueness of these systems lies in the fact that the size of the glycerol head 

almost exactly matches the spacing of this rotator phase lattice. Since the 2-D ordering is 

promoted by compressing the glycerol heads inside the bilayers, the ordering occurs 

immediately on entering the lamellar phases, in contrast to aqueous systems where a 

significant decrease in temperature is required to form the α-crystalline state. Therefore, 

the inverse lamellar phase behaves macroscopically as a gel, unlike the usual complex-

fluid rheological behaviour of lamellar systems [9].  

Upon cooling of the inverse lamellar phase below its crystallisation point, the hexagonal 

lateral packing of the extended molten chains transforms into a crystalline form, similar to 

the sub-α crystals of pure MAG (Figure 3.2). The alkyl chains tend to arrange in parallel 

sheets [1, 9].  
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Figure 3.2 Schematic shown of the inverse lamellar phase and sub-α crystals [9]. 

 

Da Pieve et al. [13] analysed MAG/cod liver oil gels using a polarizing light microscope 

and showed a needle-like morphology of MAG crystals. Kesselman and Shimoni [14] 

confirmed this result for MAG/olive oil gels and reported the formation of additional 

spherulitic or rosette-like microstructure using corn oil, instead of olive oil, as the solvent 

(Figure 3.3). It has been suggested that the type of oil could influence the microstructural 

features of MAG crystals. According to Co and Marangoni [5], the differences in MAG 

crystal morphology can be attributed to the presence of a large number of impurities in 

virgin olive oil rather than any intrinsic difference between the triacylglycerols of the two 

oils (virgin olive oil and corn oil). 
 

     

Figure 3.3 Polarized light microscopy of MAG/olive oil (left) and MAG/corn oil (right) gels [14]. 
 

3.1.2 Thermo-mechanical properties of MAG oleogels 

Chen et al. [9] characterised monostearin/hazelnut oil gels, showing that the temperature 

at which the inverse lamellar phases were formed increased at increasing MAG 

concentration, whereas the temperature at which the sub-α form was observed did not 

change with an increase in the MAG concentration.  

Ojijo et al. [15] studied the effect of MAG concentration and cooling rate on the 

properties of MAG/olive oil gels. The temperature of the onset of structure formation, final 

G’ values and gel hardness were found to increase with increasing MAG concentration. At 
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a concentration lower than the critical gelation value, G’’ was found to be higher than G’ at 

low frequencies and vice versa at high frequencies. At higher MAG concentrations, a true 

gel behaviour was observed. The effect of cooling rate on the evolution of the G’ was also 

described by the same authors. At high cooling rates, the profile of G’ over temperature 

was monotonic, while at low cooling rates, the G’ temperature profile exhibited inflection 

points. This result was associated with the formation of a secondary structure, in particular 

with the co-crystallisation of the α and the β crystal polymorphs. The presence of 

secondary structural elements yielded to the formation of a more elastic network structure 

[15]. 

The same authors [15] also studied the effect of the application of shear on MAG/olive 

oil gels. It has been shown that the application of shear in lamellar phases of MAG results 

in the formation of unusual structures such as multi-lamellar vesicles. The formation and 

the subsequent crystallisation of these structures can result in gelling structures with 

different morphologies from gels developed under no-shear conditions [5, 15]. 

Da Pieve et al. [13] showed that the application of higher shear rates during structuring 

of MAG/cod liver oil organogels resulted in a lower G’ and a loss of oil binding capacity. 

It was found that the application of increasing steady shear caused the formation of 

spherical crystalline particles, instead of platelet crystals, with lower structuring capability. 

It was also found that the application of shear resulted in an increase of the crystalline 

domain size, as demonstrated by the application of Scherrer equation (often used in the 

literature to estimate the size of particles of crystals from X-ray diffraction data) [5, 13]. 

After gel formation, the microstructure of MAGs in different phases changes with time, 

leading to significant variation of the organogel physical properties. Chen and Terentjev 

[1] studied ageing and stability of monostearin/hazelnut oil organogels. It was found that 

during ageing the network structure broke down into isolated β-crystal clusters dispersed in 

the continuous oil phase. Hence, the lamellar network framework broke down and phase 

separation between MAG crystals and the solvent occurred. As a result, the material lost its 

intrinsic gel rheological properties. Using infrared spectroscopy, Chen and Terentjev [1] 

demonstrated the coexistence of 3- and 2-OH hydrogen bonding in the initial stages of 

ageing, whereas 2-OH hydrogen bonding was predominant and led to the separation of D- 

and L-isomers of MAG after further ageing.  

Figure 3.4 schematically shows and sums up the phase behaviour of MAG in 

hydrophobic solvents: upon cooling, MAG initially self-assemble into inverse lamellar 

phases from the isotropic fluid, further cooling results in the formation of sub-α crystals, 
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whereas on ageing, 2-OH hydrogen bonds between polar glycerol head groups form and 

lead to the formation of the more stable β crystalline polymorph with tri-clinical packing. 
 

 
Figure 3.4 Schematic representation of MAG structures in hydrophobic solvents and their 

behaviour on ageing [1]. 

 

3.1.3 Properties of oleogels from MAG mixtures 

Chen and Terentjev [16] investigated the effect of mixtures of different MAGs on the 

formation of oleogels. At a given concentration of MAG, a 1:1 mixture of monostearin and 

monopalmitin formed the inverse lamellar phase at a temperature higher than the value at 

which monostearin alone forms the same phase; this effect was observed only at low MAG 

concentrations. On the contrary, the temperature at which the sub-α crystals form, was 

found to be lower for the mixture than the value detected for pure monostearin. Changes in 

the ratio of monostearin to monopalmitin did not result in any difference in the temperature 

of lamellar phase formation. However, varying the relative ratio of monostearin and 

monopalmitin resulted in the decrease of the temperature at which the sub-α phase was 

formed. This result was more noticeable for a 1:1 ratio of monostearin to monopalmitin 

[16, 5]. Lòpez-Martìnez et al. [17] compared the properties of organogels formed from a 

commercial mixture of MAG (mainly composed of 37.7%w/w C18 and 54.0%w/w C16) to 

those of a pure MAG (C18), showing that organogels containing mixed MAG exhibited 

higher values of both the storage modulus G’ and the SFC. In addition, the constituent 

units of the network structure were composed of smaller crystal in systems containing 

mixed MAG. Commercial MAG organogels developed β crystals, directly from the inverse 

lamellar phase or during ageing through a polymorphic transition, that can be responsible 

of the eventual collapse of the 3-D network.  
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Within this framework, the aim of the present work is the rheological, thermal and 

microstructural analysis of MAG/olive oil oleogels for potentially different uses in food. 

The investigation of the rheological characteristics of organogels produced with a 

commercial mixture of MAG as the organogelator was carried out by using Small 

Amplitude Oscillation Tests (SAOTs), with the aim of studying the effect of the gelator 

concentration on both the transition temperatures (the onset of crystallisation, Tco, and the 

onset of gelation, Tg). Step Rate Temperature Ramp Tests (SRTRTs), at different shear 

rates, were also performed, in order to evaluate the effect of the applied shear rate on the 

viscosity and the transition temperature of MAG gels. Different techniques (NMR, DSC, 

as well as rheology) were used to evaluate the onset of crystallisation temperature, since 

this parameter plays an important role in detecting the potential industrial uses of 

structured materials. Furthermore, the influence of the type of vegetable oil on the 

rheological properties and the microstructure of the gels was also investigated. Finally, the 

effect of the addition of cocoa butter was studied. This vegetal fat, rich in natural saturated 

components, can act as a thickening agent for structured lipid phases. The addition of low 

amounts of cocoa butter does not affect the healthiness of the final product, since it has 

been demonstrated that it has a neutral effect on cholesterol levels [18]. 

 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Samples ingredients and preparation 

The majority of the investigated organogels were produced with a commercial virgin 

olive oil (De Santis, Italy) as the solvent and a mixture of monoglycerides of fatty acids 

(with an equal mass fraction of monopalmitin and monostearin; the trade name is Myverol 

18-04K, (Kerry Group, Ireland, referred to as “Myverol” throughout the chapter) as the 

organogelator. Therefore, in order to study the effect of the type of vegetable oil, samples 

GM and EM (see Table 3.1) were prepared using sunflower oil (De Santis, Italy) and extra 

virgin olive oil (Gabro S.r.l., Italy) respectively as the solvent, without changing the 

organogelator mass fraction (0.03). With the aim of studying the effects of Myverol 

concentration on crystallisation and gelation phenomena in olive oil based organogels, the 

organogelator fraction was ranged between 0.001 and 0.50. OBM samples (see Table 3.1) 

contained cocoa butter (Icam S.p.A., Italy), in addition to olive oil and monoglycerides. In 

this work, low amounts of cocoa butter were used with a view to investigating low-
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saturated-fat systems, suitable for healthy applications. The composition of all raw 

materials was already described in Chapter 2. All samples were prepared adding the right 

amount of organogelator, and in some cases cocoa butter, contemporary to the oil [19, 20], 

previously warmed up to 70°C in a water bath thermostatically controlled by a plate heater 

(VELP Scientifica, Italy). The system was continuously mixed using a laboratory stirrer 

(RW 20, IKA, Germany) and maintained at the temperature of preparation until tests were 

performed.  

Sample 
ID 

Virgin Olive 
Oil [%w/w] 

Sunflower Oil 
[%w/w] 

Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil [%w/w] 

Myverol 
[%w/w] 

Cocoa Butter 
[%w/w] 

B/O 
[-] 

OM1 99.9 - - 0.1 - - 

OM2 99.5 - - 0.5 - - 

OM3 99.0 - - 1.0 - - 

OM4 98.5 - - 1.5 - - 

OM5 96.6 - - 3.4 - - 

OM6 90 - - 10 - - 

OM7 70 - - 20 - - 

OM8 50 - - 30 - - 

OM9 97 - - 3 - - 

EM - - 97 3 - - 

GM - 97 - 3 - - 

OBM1 94.0 - - 2 4 0.04 

OBM2 86.3 - - 10 3.7 0.04 

OBM3 76.7 - - 20 3.3 0.04 

OBM4 67.1 - - 30 2.9 0.04 

OBM5 57.6 - - 40 2.4 0.04 

OBM6 94.3 - - 3.4 2.3 0.02 

OBM7 85.2 - - 3.4 11.4 0.13 

OBM8 92.9 - - 3.4 3.7 0.04 

OBM9 48.1 - - 50 1.9 0.04 

OBM10 93.7 - - 2.5 3.8 0.04 

Table 3.1 Samples ID and composition. B/O is the ratio between cocoa butter and olive oil. 
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3.2.2 Rheological characterisation 

All samples were analysed with a controlled strain rheometer ARES-RFS (TA 

Instruments, USA), equipped with a parallel plate geometry (ϕ=50mm, gap = 1±0.1mm). 

Organogels are highly temperature-dependent materials, therefore the temperature of the 

lower plate was carefully controlled by a Peltier system (±0.1°C). The samples were 

poured on the lower plate of the rheometer (preheated at the temperature of sample 

preparation) and the rheological properties of the material were measured cooling the 

sample in the rheometer cell, with a controlled cooling rate of 1°C/min.  

 For all samples a rheological characterisation based on Small Amplitude Oscillation 

Tests (SAOTs) was carried out. Time cure tests were performed in linear viscoelastic 

conditions from 70°C to 10°C with a constant frequency of 1Hz. Lower final temperatures 

(0°C) were adopted for samples exhibiting a lower temperature of crystallisation onset. 

Preliminary strain sweep tests were carried out according to the procedure described in 

Chapter 2 and then Time cure tests were performed applying different constant strain 

values in different temperature ranges, in order to always guarantee the linear viscoelastic 

conditions.  

Two parameters, Tco and Tg, were estimated from the analysis of the obtained Time cure 

tests. The onset of crystallisation temperature (Tco) was calculated following the procedure 

described by Lupi et al. [20], already reported in Chapter 2. In particular, Tco was estimated 

as the temperature at which a sharp increase of the complex modulus G* was observed.  

The gelation point (Tg) was identified at the crossover between dynamic moduli, where 

the loss tangent is unity and, thus, the phase angle is 45°, according to a simplified 

criterion often used in the literature [20, 21, 22].   

For each sample, an average structure development rate (SDr) was also evaluated. 

According to the definition given by Lopes da Silva et al. [23], the average SDr in the time 

interval between t1 and t2 is equal to: 

 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑣 = 1
𝑡1−𝑡2

∫ (𝑑𝐺′
𝑑𝑡

)  𝑑𝑡𝑡2
𝑡1

 (3.2.1) 

In the present work, the initial time t1 was considered as the time at which the temperature 

is equal to Tco during time cure tests, whereas t2 corresponds to the time at which the 

temperature value of T25 is reached, where T25= Tco-25. Therefore, the average SDr was 

calculated as shown in Eq. 3.2.2: 

 𝑆𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑣 = 1
𝑡(𝑇𝑐𝑜)−𝑡(𝑇25) ∫ (𝑑𝐺′

𝑑𝑡
)  𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇25)

𝑡(𝑇𝑐𝑜)    (3.2.2) 
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The first derivative of the elastic modulus G’ with respect to the time was calculated for 

each curve obtained from time cure tests using a forward numerical method and the 

integral between two consecutive points was evaluated using the trapezoidal rule. The 

value of SDr was then evaluated as the sum of all the integrals previously calculated. 

Moreover, the flow behaviour of gels was investigated performing Step Rate 

Temperature Ramp Tests (SRTRTs) at two different constant shear rates (1s-1 and 100s-1), 

decreasing the temperature from 70°C to 10°C. In agreement with the procedure already 

used for oscillatory tests, the onset of crystallisation Tco,s was estimated as the temperature 

at which a strong change in the slope of the viscosity curve was observed (see Chapter 2).  

In order to investigate the effect of the kind of vegetable oil on the microstructural and 

rheological properties of Myverol organogels, Temperature ramp tests and SRTRTs at the 

constant shear rate of 1s-1 were carried out on samples EM, GM and OM9 using a stress-

controlled HAAKE MARS III rheometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) equipped 

with the RheoScope module (222-1912). Images were recorded at different temperature 

levels during rheological measurements. 

3.2.3 Thermal analysis 

The crystallisation and melting thermograms of samples OM4, OM5, OM7, EM, GM, 

OBM1, OBM4, OBM6, OBM7, OBM8 were obtained using a Mettler Toledo Model 

DSC822e (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland), according to the procedure described in Chapter 

2. As elsewhere reported [24], the onset of crystallisation temperature (Tco, DSC) was 

calculated as the temperature corresponding to the beginning of the first exothermic peak, 

while the temperature of melting of each polymorph (TM) was individuated as the 

temperature corresponding to the peak of the melting endotherm. 

In order to investigate the stability of the analysed samples and their potential 

polymorphic transitions, DSC measurements were repeated after 1 week of storage at two 

different temperatures (4°C and 25°C). Samples were sealed in aluminium pans, held at 

4°C or 25°C for 15 min and then heated up to 100°C at 1°C/min, with the aim of detecting 

the possible presence of high melting polymorphs. After 1min at 100°C, samples were 

cooled down (at 1°C/min) to 0°C, so as to verify the thermo-reversibility of the 

investigated organogels. 
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3.2.4 Spectroscopic analysis  

The solid fat content of Myverol organogels was measured by low-frequency nuclear 

magnetic resonance (Minispec mq20, Bruker, Germany) [25]. In this case, organogel 

formation was promoted directly in NMR tubes using the same thermal history as for the 

rheological and thermal characterisation. Temperature was controlled with an external 

water bath (RC 20, LAUDA-Brinkmann LP., USA). SFC was therefore measured at 

different temperature values during gel formation. 

Even for spectroscopy, the onset of crystallisation temperature (Tco, NMR) was evaluated 

as the temperature at which a sharp increase in the slope of the SFC versus temperature 

was observed. Moreover, the average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) between Tco and T25 was 

estimated as reported in Eq. 3.2.3: 

 𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑟 = 1
𝑡(𝑇𝑐𝑜)−𝑡(𝑇25) ∫ (𝑑𝑆𝐹𝐶

𝑑𝑡
)  𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇25)

𝑡(𝑇𝑐𝑜)   (3.2.3) 

In the present work, the fractal model proposed by Tang and Marangoni [26] is used to 

relate the rheological properties of Myverol organogels to their microstructure. According 

to the fractal model, the non-linear relationship between storage modulus G’ and the 

volumetric fraction of solids Φ in fat crystal networks can be expressed as follows: 

 𝐺′ = 𝜆𝛷
1

(3−𝐷)⁄   (3.2.4) 

where λ is a constant dependent on the strength of the interactions between fat crystal flocs 

and D is the fractal dimension of the network [28]. The storage modulus measured during 

temperature ramp tests was related to the volume fraction of solids calculated as follows: 

 𝛷 = 𝑆𝐹𝐶/100
𝑆𝐹𝐶
100+(1−𝑆𝐹𝐶

100)(𝜌𝑀
𝜌𝑜

)
  (3.2.5) 

where SFC is the mass fraction of solids measured using NMR, ρM is the density of 

Myverol (970kg/m3 at room temperature, experimentally estimated), ρO is the density of 

virgin olive oil (920kg/m3 at room temperature, according to the literature [27]). 

Infrared absorption spectra were recorded using a Nicolet iS-10 FT-IR spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific, USA) equipped with a Smart iTX ATR sampling accessory. Samples 

were prepared at 70°C according to the procedure previously described and allowed to cool 

at room temperature. Then, spectra were recorded at room temperature. With the aim of 

investigating gel stability and detecting potential changes in the characteristics of hydrogen 

bonding, FT-IR measurements were repeated after one week of storage at room 

temperature. 
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A statistical analysis was used to evaluate the significance of potential differences 

between two comparable data. The commercial software Statgraphics Centurion XV 

(Statpoint Technologies Inc., Warrenton) was used to carry out such analysis using t‐
student test. Differences among parameters were considered significant with an interval of 

confidence of 90% (p=0.1). 

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Effect of MAG concentration on the rheological properties of virgin olive oil-
based gels 

All the investigated MAG/olive oil samples showed the same rheological behaviour 

during Time cure tests. As an example, Figure 3.5 shows the complex modulus, G*, and 

the phase angle, δ, for sample OM4. It can be observed that, at high temperature (T>Tco), 

the mixture is completely molten and, as a consequence, a pure viscous behaviour is found, 

as confirmed by low values of the complex modulus and δ nearly 90°. In this temperature 

region, the complex modulus increases with decreasing temperature only because of 

kinetic effects. At the Tco value, a sudden increase in the complex modulus curve slope can 

be observed, while the phase angle starts to decrease, indicating the beginning of the 

crystallisation phenomena. Cooling down the sample, interactions between crystalline 

aggregates tend to form and to extend over the whole system, resulting in the formation of 

a 3-D crystalline gel network. The temperature (Tg) at which the phase angle is 45° (or, 

similarly, at the G’-G’’ crossover, where loss tangent is unity) was identified as the 

gelation point. At lower temperature (T<Tg), the system behaves as a solid-like gel 

material. A further slope change in both curves of G* and δ can be observed at 

approximately 15°C, indicating a potential second transition. This variation in the 

rheological properties will be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph, comparing 

rheological results with those obtained from thermal and spectroscopic analysis. 

Aiming at investigating the crystallisation and gelation phenomena promoted by the 

oganogelator, the rheological behaviour of systems containing low amounts of Myverol 

(samples OM1-OM3) was studied. 
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Figure 3.5 Time cure test for sample OM4. 

 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the onset of crystallisation results in a sharp decrease of δ and 

tends to be shifted to higher temperature values when the MAG fraction is increased. Even 

though very low fractions of organogelator were investigated, the crossover between loss 

and storage modulus (δ=45°) could be always detected for all the samples analysed, 

indicating that the minimum organogelator mass fraction required for gelation 

(approachable to a sort of percolation concentration) is very small (ranging between 0 and 

0.001). Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out that the results obtained can be affected by 

the applied operating conditions. Lupi et al. [20] analysed similar systems using a cooling 

rate of 5°C/min and the minimum Myverol fraction required for crystallisation was found 

to range between 0.001 and 0.005, whereas gelation could be found only when the 

organogelator fraction was higher than a critical concentration ranging between 0.01 and 

0.015. In addition, it is worth noticing that for OM1-OM3 samples, the gelation 

temperature is lower than room temperature, which makes these systems unsuitable for 

many uses in the food industry. 
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Figure 3.6 Phase angle versus temperature for OM1-OM3 samples. 

 

The estimated Tco and Tg values for OM samples are listed in Table 3.2. The results 

obtained evidence that both Tco and Tg increase with increasing Myverol concentration, 

with an asymptotic trend of Tco at high organogelator concentrations. Higher MAG 

concentrations cause a higher degree of super-saturation, resulting in an increase of the 

temperature of crystallisation onset. In addition, as already reported in the literature [17], 

as the organogelator concentration decreases the MAG/vegetable oil system requires 

higher super-cooling to develop a gel. 

Moreover, it is worth noticing that for Myverol concentrations lower than 0.034 the 

onset of crystallisation begins at a higher temperature with respect to Tg, denoting that at 

the Tco crystal nucleation and aggregation occur, whereas at lower temperatures (starting 

from Tg) interconnections among aggregates begin to develop, leading to a 3-D crystalline 

network structure. 

Increasing the Myverol fraction, the difference between Tco and Tg decreases and 

starting from a Myverol fraction of at least 0.034 (sample OM5) no significant difference is 

encountered between the two critical temperatures (see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7). The 

degree of super-saturation obtained for a Myverol fraction larger than this critical threshold 

promotes interactions among aggregates and allows the formation of long-scale 

interconnections together with crystallisation phenomena. 
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Sample 
ID 

Tco  
[°C] 

Tg  

[°C] 
Tco,s (1s-1) 

[°C] 
Tco,s (100s-1) 

[°C] 

OM1 10.75±0.10 7.48±1.95 8.33±0.50 8.96±0.25 

OM2 18.02±0.09 8.14±0.07 18.07±0.75 18.05±0.25 

OM3 27.67±0.54 10.91±0.09 28.20±0.26 27.51±0.25 

OM4 32.55±0.29 25.55±0.09 32.92±0.01 32.75±0.25 

OM5 43.73±0.11 42.64±0.02 42.41±0.03 43.02±0.85 

OM6 55.18±0.05 53.75±0.02 54.95±0.10 55.01±0.19 

OM7 61.76±0.06 59.46±0.03 61.03±0.11 60.98±0.24 

OM8 61.14±0.25 59.61±0.04 61.45±0.13 61.22±0.18 

OM9 42.79±0.25 29.80±0.02 42.55±0.32 42.05±0.29 

Table 3.2 Tco and Tg for OM samples. Tco,s(1s-1) and Tco,s(100s-1) indicate the onset of crystallisation 

temperature estimated from SRTRTs at a constant shear rate of 1s-1 and 100s-1, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Time cure test for sample OM5. 

 

As far as the flow behaviour of MAG organogels is concerned, the viscosity curve 

showed the same trend for all investigated samples during SRTRTs. As an example, Figure 

3.8 shows the results obtained for the OM4 system. At high temperature (T>Tco,s), a liquid-

like behaviour, with viscosity independent of the applied shear rate, is observed. Cooling 

down the material (T=Tco,s), a sudden change in the viscosity curve slope indicates the 

beginning of crystallisation phenomena. At lower temperature (T<Tco,s), the flow 

behaviour is greatly determined by the shear rate applied. At the highest shear rate, a 
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lowering in the viscosity values is observed. Da Pieve et al. [13] demonstrated that the 

introduction of shear during organogel formation affects the structure of the system at 

different levels (nano, micro and macro levels) significantly. They found that the 

application of high shear rates hindered the formation of well-organized structures, instead 

of promoting the formation of smaller clusters. At high shear rates, the crystallisation 

regime favours nucleation over growth. Although the presence of small crystals usually 

yields high viscosity values, it should be taken into account that the application of high 

shear rates could partially destroy the crystalline network structure during its formation, 

resulting in the observed decrease of the viscosity values. 

It is worth noticing that two further slope changes can be observed at the lowest shear 

rate (1s-1). A similar behaviour was already described in the literature [28, 29] and it was 

attributed to microstructural changes due to polymorphic transitions. Lupi et al. [28] 

suggested that crystallisation initially occurs in the α-crystalline polymorph, then it 

proceeds through α-crystals nucleation and their partial/complete polymorphic transition 

into β’ crystals and finally the formation and growth of crystalline aggregates results in the 

development of a network structure. 
 

 
Figure 3.8 Step Rate Temperature Ramp Test at 1s-1 and 100s-1 for sample OM4. 

 

The temperature of crystallisation onset is not determined by the applied shear rate for 

all the OM samples investigated (see Table 3.2). Furthermore, it should be noted that the 

temperature of crystallisation onset is independent of the kinematic conditions employed, 
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for Myverol fractions of at least 0.005. Indeed, no significant difference can be detected 

between the temperature of crystallisation onset calculated from oscillatory tests and from 

SRTRTs.  

3.3.2 Thermal and structural analysis of MAG organogels 

3.3.2.1 DSC analysis 

The cooling DSC thermogram showed the same trend for all MAG/olive oil samples 

investigated. As an example, Figure 3.9 shows the results obtained for the pure 

organogelator and the OM5 sample. The crystallisation of Myverol showed two 

exothermic peaks (starting at 65.97±0.08°C and 14.05±0.03°C), as already reported in the 

literature for commercial mixtures of MAGs [17]. All samples studied exhibited the same 

behaviour upon cooling: the high-temperature peak corresponds to the crystallisation 

phenomena already detected through rheological analysis, whereas the low-temperature 

peak appears at approximately 15°C for all samples. The second transition temperature 

(very close to the sub-α transition temperature of pure MAGs) was found to be 

independent of the organogelator concentration.  
 

 
Figure 3.9 Cooling DSC thermograms of pure Myverol and sample OM5. 
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Chen et al. [9] observed a similar behaviour for monostearin/hazelnut oil organogels. 

They suggested that the high-temperature transition corresponded to the formation of the 

inverse lamellar phase, whereas the low-temperature transition represented the Krafft 

temperature at which the aliphatic chains crystallise in the lamellae.  

For all Myverol/olive oil samples considered the first transition peak appears at the 

same temperature (Tco) at which a sudden increase in the complex modulus was found in 

the Time cure tests, indicating the beginning of crystallisation phenomena. It seems 

reasonable to assume that the first transition peak corresponds to the self-assemble of the 

organogelator into the inverse lamellar phase as a precursor of crystal growth and 

aggregation. The low-temperature peak (corresponding to a moderate change in the slope 

of the complex modulus curve in Time cure tests) indicates the polymorphic transition into 

a crystalline form, analogous to the sub-α crystals observed for pure MAGs. 

Figure 3.10 shows the cooling and heating thermogram for pure organogelator and for 

OM4, OM5 and OM7 samples. It can be noticed that all samples show the same behaviour 

upon cooling, as stated before. On the contrary, the melting thermogram is similar for all 

OM samples only at low temperature. All curves exhibit an endothermic peak at low 

temperatures (around 10°C for all samples), corresponding to the melting of sub-α 

structures. At higher temperature, the melting thermogram (i.e. results obtained when the 

sample is subjected to a heating ramp) of samples containing low amount of MAGs (OM4 

and OM5) shows a single broad peak, whereas two consecutive endotherms can be 

observed for sample OM7 and for the pure organogelator, indicating the melting of two 

different structures. According to some authors [15], high MAG concentrations cause a 

high degree of super-saturation and, as a consequence, crystal nucleation can occur in both 

α and β polymorphs. 
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Figure 3.10 DSC thermograms of OM4, OM5 and OM7 samples and pure Myverol. 

 

3.3.2.2 FT-IR analysis 

In order to describe better the microstructure of Myverol/olive oil organogels, FT-IR 

spectra were recorded at room temperature, immediately after gel formation. The low-

energy region from 3000 to 4000 cm-1 is particularly interesting because it corresponds to 

the OH-stretching modes [17]. Figure 3.11 shows spectra recorded for samples OM4, OM5 

and OM7. In the low-energy region, a small inflection can be detected in the OM4 

spectrum, whereas a broad peak appear in the OM5 and OM7 spectra. For the OM7 

spectrum, it can be observed that this is split into two smaller peaks. The “twin” absorption 

peak corresponds to the 2-OH and 3-OH intermolecular hydrogen bonding between 

organogelator molecules [1]. Figure 3.11 shows a dominant absorption peak in the OM7 

spectrum and a single peak in the OM5 spectrum at around 3350cm-1, corresponding to 3-

OH groups bonded with hydrogen bonds [1]. The lower-energy “twin” peak of the OM7 

spectrum at around 3250cm-1 corresponds to 2-OH hydrogen bonding. The 2-OH hydrogen 

bonding decreases the vibration frequency of molecules, resulting in the band shift towards 

a lower wavenumber [1]. The coexistence of 3-OH and 2-OH hydrogen bonding was 

already observed by Chen and Terentjev [1] during ageing of MAG/hazelnut oil 

organogels. They associated the presence of 2-OH hydrogen bonding with the formation of 

the stable β crystal polymorph.  
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The results obtained suggest the formation of a single structure (the inverse lamellar 

phase) in the OM5 system and the coexistence of two structures (lamellar structures and β 

crystals) in the OM7 system, at room temperature. This is in agreement with results 

obtained from DSC analysis, as discussed above.  
 

 
Figure 3.11 FT-IR spectra for OM4, OM5 and OM7 samples. 

 

3.3.3 Determination of SFC and application of fractal model 

The SFC of MAG/olive oil systems increased with decreasing temperature, as can be 

appreciated in Figure 3.12. The trend of the SFC curve is very similar to the above-

mentioned behaviour of the complex modulus during temperature ramp tests: at high 

temperature (T>Tco,NMR), the SFC is almost constant and values are very close to zero. At 

the onset of crystallisation (T=Tco,NMR) a sharp increase in the SFC can be detected, 

followed by a transition region, and, finally, a plateau can be observed for further reduction 

in temperature. 
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Figure 3.12 SFC and volumetric fraction of solids (Φ) versus temperature, for sample OM5. 

 

It is worth noticing that the SFC value at the plateau is very close to the mass fraction of 

organogelator of the system. Blake et al. [25] defined the “theoretical SFC” for organogels 

containing varying concentrations of waxes, assuming ideal solubility of the organogelator 

in the oil. The “theoretical SFC” can be determined by multiplying the fraction of the 

organogelator by the measured solids content of the neat organogelator added to the 

system. Values obtained for the Myverol organogels investigated are listed in Table 3.3. 

The theoretical values are slightly higher than experimental values measured at T25 

(T25=Tco-25), as already reported in the literature [25]. This result suggests slight Myverol 

solubility in liquid olive oil. Indeed, an organogelator should be neither too soluble nor 

insoluble in a solvent in order to achieve a proper balance of gelator/gelator interactions 

and gelator/solvent interactions [5, 25]. 
 

Sample  SFCth [%] SFC (T25) [%] 

OM5 3.29 3.19±0.03 

OM6 9.67 9.01±0.01 

OM7 29.00 28.89±0.11 

OM8 48.34 48.08±0.07 

OM9 2.90 2.67±0.01 

Table 3.3 Theoretical (SFCth) and measured SFC at T25 for OM5-OM9 samples. 
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SFC has been measured at different temperature lower than Tco, which are: 

T10=Tco-10 

T15=Tco-15 

T25=Tco-25. 

For all samples investigated, the SFC was found to be directly proportional to the 

organogelator mass fraction (see Figure 3.13):  

 𝑆𝐹𝐶
100

= 𝑎𝑋𝑀  (3.3.1) 

where a(T10)=0.89±0.04, a(T15)=0.96±0.05 and a(T25)=0.97±0.05. 
 

 
Figure 3.13 SFC versus Myverol fraction at different temperature levels. 

 

The calculated values of the volume fraction of solids Φ (Eq. 3.2.5) for OM5 sample are 

shown in Figure 3.12. G’ data were related to the volume fraction of solids according to 

Equation 3.2.4 (fractal model). Fitting parameters for the fractal model at two different 

temperature levels (T10 and T15) are shown in Table 3.3.2:   
 

Temperature  λ [Pa] D [-] 

T10 82702±7550 2.74±0.02 

T15 119372±8914 2.74±0.02 

Table 3.4 Fitting parameters of Eq. 3.2.4. 
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It is worth noticing that parameter λ increases with increasing the distance from Tco, 

whereas the fractal dimension remains constant upon cooling. Therefore, the decrease in 

temperature results in an increase of the strength of links between crystal aggregates but no 

significant changes in the spatial distribution of crystals within the network can be 

detected. 

From Figure 3.14, it can be seen that the fractal model seems to fit the experimental 

trend in a satisfying way.   
 

 
Figure 3.14 Application of fractal model. 

 

The original fractal model was further modified by Tang and Marangoni [26], by 

substituting the apparent volume fraction of solids Φ with the effective volume fraction Φe 

of stress-loading solids. The final equation of the modified fractal model is: 

 𝐺′ = 𝜆 (1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝛷𝑏)
1

(3−𝐷)⁄
  (3.3.2) 

Owing to the limited amount of experimental data available and the high number of 

parameters included in the model, it was not possible to fit data with the modified fractal 

model. Nevertheless, using the fractal dimension estimated with the original fractal model, 

the fitting parameters λ, k and b of Eq. 3.3.4 were calculated. Figure 3.15 and 3.16 show 

the fitting of experimental data using both the original and the modified fractal model. It 

can be observed that both models fit the experimental data quite well; however, the 
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modified fractal model seems to fit better the experimental trend at intermediate and high 

volume fractions.  
 

 
Figure 3.15 Fractal model and modified fractal model at T10. 

 

 
Figure 3.16 Fractal model and modified fractal model at T15. 
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3.3.4 Interpretation of thermo-rheological parameters and structure development 
rate  

The onset of crystallisation temperature (calculated from the rheological 

characterisation, DSC and NMR analysis) is reported in Table 3.5 and in Figure 3.17. It is 

worth noticing that no significant differences can be appreciated between Tco values 

estimated using different techniques (see Table 3.5). 
 

Sample  
Tco  

[°C] 
Tco,DSC 
[°C] 

Tco,NMR  
[°C] 

OM1 10.75±0.10   

OM2 18.02±0.09   

OM3 27.67±0.54  28.11±0.23 

OM4 32.55±0.29 32.81±0.21 32.93±0.12 

OM5 43.73±0.11 43.72±0.30 44.02±0.11 

OM6 55.18±0.05  55.51±0.39 

OM7 61.76±0.06 61.71±0.21 61.68±0.44 

OM8 61.14±0.25  61.62±0.28 

OM9 42.79±0.25 42.35±0.08 41.99±0.35 

Table 3.5 Temperature of crystallisation onset for OM samples, calculated from rheological SAOTs 

(Tco), from DSC analysis (Tco,DSC) and from NMR measurements (Tco,NMR). 
 

At high organogelator fractions, experimental results exhibited an asymptotic trend of 

Tco as a Myverol fraction function, indicating a saturation effect. The following simple 

empirical equation can be adopted to explain the relationship between Tco and the Myverol 

fraction XM: 

 𝑇𝑐𝑜 = 𝐴∙𝑋𝑀
𝐵+𝑋𝑀

  (3.3.3) 

where A=62.81±0.54°C and B=0.013±0.001. 

There again, it could be of interest to relate the onset of crystallisation temperature Tco 

to the microstructure of the system. The asymptotic trend observed for Tco at high 

organogelator fraction is qualitatively similar to the behaviour of the storage modulus G’ 

as a function of the volume fraction of solids Φ, well described by the modified fractal 

model (Eq. 3.3.2). Therefore, the empirical equation 3.3.6 can be proposed to fit Tco 

results: 
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 𝑇𝑐𝑜 = 𝐴′ (1 − 𝑒−𝐵′𝑋𝑀
𝐶 )

1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (3.3.4) 

where the fractal dimension D has already been estimated from rheological data (G’ versus 

Φ), whereas A’=64.20±2.34°C, B’=6.058±0.676 and C=0.282±0.021.  
 

 
Figure 3.17 Tco as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting with both modified fractal model 

(Eq. 3.3.6) and saturation model (Eq. 3.3.5). 

 

In order to investigate the influence of MAG concentration on the rate of network 

development, for each sample both the average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) and the 

average rate of structure development (SDr) were estimated. On the one hand, the SFCr, 

calculated from NMR data, provides an indirect measurement of the rate of crystal mass 

increase during cooling of Myverol/olive oil systems. As shown in Figure 3.18, it was 

found that the SFCr increases at increasing Myverol fraction and the following empirical 

equation is proposed to fit the results obtained: 

 𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑟 = 𝑎′𝑋𝑀  (3.3.5) 

with a’=0.078±0.001s-1 (R2=0.99). 
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Figure 3.18 Rate of SFC increase (SFCr) as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting with Eq. 

3.3.5. 
 

On the other hand, the average SDr, calculated from rheological analysis, provides 

information on the rate of elastic modulus increase during cooling of self-assembling 

structuring agents. The changes observed in rheological properties during Temperature 

ramp tests are closely related to changes in the system microstructure, occurring upon 

cooling. Therefore, it seems reasonable to relate the SDr estimated from rheological 

analysis to the above-mentioned fractal structure of the systems investigated, according to 

Eq. 3.3.6: 

 𝑆𝐷𝑟 = 𝜆′𝑋𝑀

1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (3.3.6) 

where λ’=85400±3100Pa/s, whereas the fractal dimension has already been estimated 

(D=2.74). 
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Figure 3.19 Structure development rate (SDr) as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting 

with Eq. 3.3.8. 

 

3.3.5 Ageing and stability of MAG/olive oil organogels  

With the aim of investigating Myverol/olive oil gel stability and potential micro-

structural changes occurring during ageing, SFC values were recorded every 24 h for 10 

days; OM samples were stored at two different temperatures (4°C and 25°C, respectively). 

As an example, Figure 3.20 shows the results obtained for sample OM5. At the lowest 

temperature, it can be observed that a sharp increase in SFC values occurs after the first 

day of storage and then a further small increase can be detected. On the contrary, at room 

temperature the SFC remains almost constant, although a limited decrease is observed after 

2-3 days of storage, indicating a partial instability of the system. It should be pointed out 

that SFC values at 4°C are well above the maximum theoretical value because of olive oil 

crystallisation, as shown for olive oil SFC measurements in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 3.20 SFC as a function of time for sample OM5. 

 

After one week of storage of OM samples at 4°C and 25°C respectively, DSC 

thermograms were recorded. The results for sample OM5 are shown in Figure 3.21 and 

compared with the thermogram obtained just after sample preparation (t=t0). It can be seen 

that the two peaks displayed in the melting thermogram of the fresh sample coalesced into 

one broad peak shifted to higher temperatures. This result suggests the formation of a high-

melting polymorph during ageing, indicating the partial or complete transition of lamellar 

structures and sub-α crystals into the β form. Moreover, it is worth noticing that all cooling 

thermograms in Figure 3.21 show the same behaviour, denoting the complete thermo-

reversibility of the investigated systems. 
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Figure 3.21 DSC thermograms of OM5 sample just after preparation (t0), after 1 week of storage at 

25°C (1week@25°C) and after 1 week of storage at 25°C (1week@4°C). 

 

3.3.6 Effect of the solvent on structural and rheological properties 

The effects of the kind of vegetable oil used as the solvent were investigated for 

samples prepared at a constant Myverol fraction (0.03, samples EM, OM9, GM). During 

Temperature ramp tests, the complex modulus and the phase angle curves showed the same 

behaviour already described in the previous sections for OM samples. Interestingly, the 

temperature of crystallisation onset was found not to be significantly affected by the kind 

of vegetable oil (see Table 3.6). Lupi et al. [20] obtained similar results, showing that, 

above a critical organogelator concentration, the temperature of crystallisation onset was 

not determined by the composition of the oil phase. On the contrary, it can be observed that 

the temperature of gelation of the OM9 system (prepared with virgin olive oil) is lower 

than the gelation point exhibited by EM and GM samples (containing extra-virgin olive oil 

and sunflower oil, respectively). 

In order to describe better the influence of the solvent on the rheological properties of 

the organogel, G* and δ at T5, T10, T15 and T25 were compared (Figure 3.22 and 3.23). 

Sample GM exhibits the highest values of the complex modulus at temperature values 

slightly lower than Tco; however, differences between G* values of all samples become 

less evident at T=T25. 
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Sample  
Tco  

[°C] 
Tco,DSC 
[°C] 

Tco,NMR  
[°C] 

Tg  
[°C] 

EM 42.77±0.21 41.73±0.09 41.58±0.24 33.36±0.35 

OM9 42.51±0.29 42.35±0.08 42.48±0.17 29.79±0.02 

GM 41.97±0.54 42.03±0.13 42.11±0.23 34.07±0.45 

Table 3.6 Temperature of crystallisation onset, calculated from rheological SAOTs (Tco), from DSC 

analysis (Tco,DSC) and from NMR measurements (Tco,NMR) and temperature of gelation (Tg) for EM, 

OM9, GM samples. 
 

The same trend was observed for the phase angle (with GM showing the lowest values). 

Therefore, it seems that solvent mainly affects the rate of structure formation, whereas the 

consistency and the solid-like behaviour of Myverol organogel at low temperature, far 

enough from the onset of crystallisation, are slightly influenced by the type of oil. 
 

 
Figure 3.22 Complex modulus G* at different temperature levels for EM, OM9 and GM samples. 
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Figure 3.22 Complex modulus G* at different temperature levels for EM, OM9 and GM samples. 

 

The trend observed for the rheological properties G* and δ was confirmed by the results 

obtained for SFCr and SDr (Figures 3.24 and 3.25): the system containing sunflower oil 

(GM) showed the highest value of the average SFCr (although differences are very small) 

and of the SDr, whereas the gel prepared with virgin olive oil (OM9) exhibited the lowest 

values of both parameters.  
 

 
Figure 3.23 Rate of SFC increase (SFCr) for GM, EM and OM9 samples. 
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Figure 3.24 Structure development rate (SDr) for GM, EM and OM9 samples. 

 

In agreement with results obtained in other works [17], the highest G* values observed 

for sample GM could be partly explained by the higher crystal mass (resulting in higher 

SFC values at a defined distance from the onset of crystallisation). Nevertheless, it is well 

known that the type of oil could influence the microstructural formation of the MAG 

network, owing to the formation of different crystalline structures [5]. 

With the aim of investigating the possible changes in the microstructure of Myverol 

organogels produced with different vegetable oils, both SRTRTs (at a constant shear rate 

of 1s-1) and Temperature ramp tests were carried out using a RheoScope Module, in order 

to observe changes in microscopic structure of tested samples during rheological 

measurements. Figure 3.25 shows the complex modulus and the phase angle for the sample 

EM during Time cure test (the different temperatures at which images were recorded have 

been highlighted within the plot).  
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Figure 3.25 Time cure test for sample EM. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in Figure 3.26. 

 

 
Figure 3.26 Micro-photographs of sample EM during Time cure test (Figure 3.25) at different 

temperatures (control bar is 50μm). 

 

At the same temperatures, images were taken also for GM and OM9 samples. The 

results are shown in Figures 3.28 and 3.30. 
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Figure 3.27 Time cure test for sample GM. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in figure 3.28. 

 

 
Figure 3.28 Micro-photographs of sample GM during Time cure test at different temperatures 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 
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Figure 3.29 Time cure test for sample OM9. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in figure 3.30. 

 

 
Figure 3.30 Micro-photographs of sample OM9 during Time cure test at different temperatures 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 

 

For all tested samples, only small crystal nuclei can be observed at T=Tco. At lower 

temperature, microphotographs show crystals with needle-like shape, similar to those 

observed by Kesselman and Shimoni [14] in MAG/olive oil oleogels and by López-

Martínez et al. [17] in MAG/sufflower oil organogels. Nevertheless, the three investigated 

organogels exhibit some differences in their microstructure. In sample OM9 and especially 

in sample EM, for T≤Tg crystals seem to grow along a single dimension, resulting in the 

formation of a network composed of fibre-like aggregates. At the same distance from the 
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onset of crystallisation (for T≤Tg), the system containing sunflower oil (GM) is 

characterised by the presence of a larger number of smaller crystals, arranged in a close 

packed network structure. In agreement with the literature [17], the three-dimensional 

crystal organisation developed by smaller crystals would provide a larger surface area and, 

as a consequence, a more efficient organization for oil entrapment in the GM organogel. 

This resulted in a more consistent and structured organogel with respect to those produced 

with virgin or extra-virgin olive oil. 

Figure 3.31 shows the results obtained from the SRTRT (at a constant shear rate of 1 s-

1) for the EM sample. The temperatures at which micro-photographs were recorded for all 

the investigated samples are highlighted.  
 

 
Figure 3.31 SRTRT at 1s-1 for sample EM. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in Figure 3.32. 
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Figure 3.32 Microphotographs of sample EM during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperatures 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 

 

 
Figure 3.33 SRTRT at 1s-1 for sample GM. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in Figure 3.34. 
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Figure 3.34 Micro-photographs of sample GM during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperatures 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 

 

 
Figure 3.35 SRTRT at 1s-1 for sample OM9. Coloured lines correspond to the different micro-

photographs shown in Figure 3.36. 
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Figure 3.36 Micro-photographs of sample OM9 during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperatures 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 

 

As already observed during oscillatory tests, small and random crystals are formed at 

T=Tco. At a slightly lower temperature, a maximum trend in the viscosity curve can be 

found, being the peak of the maximum at temperature corresponding to T=Tmax. 

At T=Tmax the images show the initial formation of needle-like crystals and probably a 

partial breakage of the structures during formation due to the applied shear rate. At even 

lower temperature (T5≤T≤T10), needle-like crystals seem to grow in length and begin to 

interact among each other, resulting in the formation of an interconnected crystalline 

structure. At temperature levels far enough from the onset of crystallisation (i.e. T15, T25), 

the effect of the applied shear rate is more evident. It is well-known from the literature that 

the application of shear modifies the habits of MAG crystals [13]. In particular, the 

application of shear hinders the formation of well-organized platelet structures, instead of 

promoting the random clustering of crystals domains into spherical assemblies [13]. The 

images recorded at T=T25 show the formation of random flocs composed of needle-like 

crystals, especially for the OM9 and EM systems. It is worth noticing that the OM9 sample 

exhibits the lowest rate of network development, as already observed from oscillatory tests. 

At T=T10, the presence of a well-interconnected network structure for both GM and EM 

systems is evidenced, whereas sample OM9 exhibits random crystalline aggregates at the 

same temperature. Nevertheless, at the lowest temperature level (T=T25) OM9 shows the 

largest and best-defined crystal flocs, suggesting that the microstructure of MAG 

organogels produced with virgin olive oil is highly affected by the shear rate applied. 
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In addition to optical and rheological characterisation, thermal and spectroscopic 

analysis were carried out. Figure 3.33 shows the obtained DSC thermograms. The cooling 

thermogram of EM, GM and OM9 samples shows the same trend with two peaks 

mentioned previously for OM samples, indicating the isotropic/lamellar phases transition 

at high temperature and the polymorphic transition into sub-α crystals upon cooling. 

Conversely, differences in the slope of the three melting thermograms at high temperature 

can be appreciated, suggesting the presence of different structures.  
 

 
Figure 3.33 DSC thermograms for GM, EM and OM9 samples. 

 

FT-IR spectra were recorded at room temperature immediately after the gel formation. 

The investigation was focused on the low-energy region corresponding to the OH-

stretching modes (from 3000 to 4000cm-1). The results are shown in Figure 3.34.  
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Figure 3.34 FT-IR spectra in the low-energy region for EM (blue line), GM (purple line) and OM9 
(red line) samples. 

 

The OM9 spectrum exhibits a single broad peak, while a “twin” absorption peak can be 

detected in both EM and GM spectra, corresponding to the above-mentioned 2-OH and 3-

OH hydrogen bonding. The coexistence of 3-OH and 2-OH hydrogen bonding indicates 

the presence of two different structures, presumably lamellar structures and β crystals. 

López-Martínez et al. [17] observed the presence of β crystals in oleogels prepared with 

commercial MAGs as the organogelator and sufflower oil as the solvent. They suggested 

that the β polymorph could crystallize directly from the inverse lamellar phase upon 

cooling or it could be the result of a polymorphic transition from the sub-α phase [17]. 

Since FT-IR spectra were recorded at a temperature higher than the onset of sub-α 

polymorph crystallisation (i.e. at room temperature), it seems reasonable to propose that β 

crystals formed directly from inverse lamellar structures. It is worth noticing that the 

presence of stable 2-OH hydrogen bonding in organogels produced with virgin olive oil 

was observed only at Myverol fractions higher than 0.034, as reported in the previous 

sections. 

Therefore, it can be speculated that the kind of vegetable oil strongly affects the state of 

hydrogen bonding in Myverol organogels. In addition to the results obtained from the 

optical analysis, the more elastic network structure observed for GM and EM samples 

could be explained by the formation of secondary structural elements [5, 15]. Indeed, the 
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presence of mixed crystals have implications in the three-dimensional microstructure of the 

organogel and, therefore, in its rheological properties [17]. Hence, the presence of the 

stable 2-OH hydrogen bonding led to an increased capability of network development, 

evidenced by higher gelation point and SDr values for EM and GM samples.  

After one week of storage at room temperature, the coexistence of 3-OH and 2-OH 

hydrogen bonding was observed also in the OM9 organogel, produced with virgin olive oil 

(see Figure 3.35). It is worth noticing that Chen and Terentjev [1] demonstrated that 2-OH 

hydrogen bonding became predominant in MAG/hazelnut oil organogels after five days of 

storage, resulting in destabilisation phenomena of the gel (i.e. the breakage of lamellar 

network and the sedimentation of aggregates). Results obtained in the present work (see 

Figure 3.35) evidence the presence of both 2-OH and 3-OH hydrogen bonding still after 

one week of storage, denoting a higher stability of the systems investigated regarding 

sedimentation phenomena. 
 

 

Figure 3.35 FT-IR spectra in the low-energy region for EM (blue line), GM (violet line) and OM9 
(red line) samples, after one week of storage at room temperature. 

 

3.3.7 Effect of the addition of saturated fats  

Temperature ramp tests on OBM samples were performed, with the aim of 

understanding better the role of cocoa butter (a vegetal source of natural saturated 

compounds) in crystallisation and gelation phenomena of Myverol organogels and its 
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effect on the final rheological properties. As an example, Figure 3.36 shows results 

obtained for the OBM1 system. All MAG/cocoa butter/olive oil organogels studied 

exhibited the same rheological behaviour already described for MAG/olive oil systems, 

with a pure viscous behaviour at high temperature (T>Tco), a sharp increase of the complex 

modulus at T=Tco and a solid-like behaviour at low temperature (T<Tg).  
 

 
Figure 3.36 Time cure test for sample OBM1. 

 

The calculated values of Tg and Tco from rheological, thermal and spectroscopic analysis 

are listed in Table 3.6. It can also be observed that no significant differences are evident for 

systems containing cocoa butter between Tco and Tg values for Myverol fractions higher 

than the critical value of 0.034. Moreover, comparing these results with those reported in 

Table 3.2, above the critical threshold of XM=0.034, the two critical temperatures are 

affected only by the organogelator content, independently of the composition of the oil 

phase.  
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Sample ID Tco [°C] Tg  [°C] Tco,DSC [°C] Tco,NMR [°C] 

OBM1 35.71±0.93 22.48±0.78 36.52±0.22 35.11±0.22 

OBM2 53.60±0.18 52.92±0.12  53.40±0.25 

OBM3 59.54±0.11 58.04±0.08  59.77±0.24 

OBM4 60.85±0.05 59.68±0.01 58.67±0.36 60.51±0.25 

OBM5 60.07±0.12 59.80±0.02  60.23±0.46 

OBM6 44.09±0.17 42.96±0.93 44.01±0.22 43.79±0.18 

OBM7 43.31±0.30 42.65±0.87 43.33±0.15 43.28±0.22 

OBM8 42.94±0.05 42.55±0.24 43.31±0.18 42.79±0.18 

OBM9 61.05±0.25 59.07±0.31  60.84±0.24 

OMB10 39.76±0.23 31.22±0.72  40.07±0.19 

Table 3.6 Gelation temperature (Tg) and onset of crystallisation temperature for OBM samples, 

calculated from rheological SAOTs (Tco), DSC analysis (Tco,DSC) and NMR (Tco,NMR). 
 

This is in agreement with results obtained by Lupi et al. [20], who studied the 

rheological behaviour of similar systems subjected to a faster cooling rate. 

The influence of the organogelator concentration on the structural features of systems 

containing a fixed cocoa butter/olive oil ratio (B/O=0.04) was also investigated. 

Experimental results from DSC analysis (Figure 3.37) evidenced the same behaviour upon 

cooling, while at high Myverol concentration (sample OBM4) the high-temperature peak 

of the melting thermogram is split into two smaller peaks, owing to the presence of two 

structures, as observed for OM systems. 
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Figure 3.37 DSC thermograms of OBM1, OBM8 and OBM4 samples. 

 

The SFC was measured at different temperature levels upon cooling for all OBM 

systems. The trend of the SFC as a function of temperature was found to be qualitatively 

similar to that described for OM samples. The plateau value of the SFC curve was slightly 

higher than the theoretical value for all samples (see Table 3.7) due to the crystallisation of 

cocoa butter, except for the OBM6 system, produced with the lower cocoa butter/olive oil 

ratio (B/O=0.02). 

The fractal model was used to relate the storage modulus G’ of OBM samples at the 

fixed B/O=0.04 to the microstructure of the system (Eq. 3.3.2). The volume fraction of 

solids Φ was calculated according to Equation 3.3.3 and parameters λ and D were 

estimated at two different temperatures, T10 and T15 (with λ(T10)=12.06·104±5.90·103Pa, 

D(T10)=2.76±0.02, λ(T15)=13.46·104±6.60·103Pa and D(T15)=2.76±0.01).  

It is worth noticing that D remains constant upon cooling as already observed for OM 

systems. 
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Sample  B/O [-] SFCth [%] SFC (T25) [%] 

OBM1 0.04 1.93 1.99±0.01 

OBM2 0.04 9.67 9.80±0.01 

OBM3 0.04 19.33 19.44±0.03 

OBM4 0.04 29.00 29.11±0.03 

OBM5 0.04 38.67 38.71±0.01 

OBM6 0.02 3.29 3.17±0.01 

OBM7 0.13 3.29 4.30±0.04 

OBM8 0.04 3.29 3.75±0.01 

OBM9 0.04 48.33 48.46±0.05 

OBM10 0.04 2.42 2.59±0.01 

Table 3.7 Theoretical (SFCth) and measured SFC at T25 for OBM samples. 

 

At both temperature levels, λ values are higher than the values estimated for OM 

samples, indicating an increased strength of the links between crystal flocs because of the 

addition of cocoa butter. Figures 3.38 and 3.39 shows the fitting of data with the original 

fractal model (Eq. 3.3.3) and the modified fractal model (Eq. 3.3.4 with D=2.76). 
 

 
Figure 3.38 Fractal model and modified fractal model at T10 for OBM samples with B/O=0.04. 
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Figure 3.39 Fractal model and modified fractal model at T15 for OBM samples with B/O=0.04. 

 

The average SFCr and SDr of OBM samples (B/O=0.04) were calculated and related to 

the organogelator fraction according to Equation 3.3.7 and 3.3.8 (see Figure 3.40 and 

3.41), respectively. Parameter a’ of Eq.3.3.7 for OBM samples was found to be higher than 

the value estimated for OM samples (a’OBM=0.086±0.001s-1, a’OM=0.078±0.001 s-1), 

indicating an increased rate of SFC increase due to the higher content of saturated fats. 

However, the estimated value of λ’ for OBM systems is lower than the value found for OM 

samples (λ’OBM=79778±1774Pa/s, λ’OM=85391±3088Pa/s). Probably the complexity of the 

oil phase composition (containing cocoa butter, Myverol and olive oil) led to a reduction in 

the network formation rate. In addition, SDr data were fitted using the following empirical 

equation, derived from the modified fractal model: 

 𝑆𝐷𝑟 = 𝜆′′ (1 − 𝑒−𝐵′′𝑋𝑀
𝐶′′)

1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (3.3.9) 

which seems to data fit better at high Myverol fractions (see Figure 3.41).  
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Figure 3.40 Rate of SFC increase (SFCr) as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting with 

Eq.3.3.7 for OBM samples with B/O=0.04. 

 

 
Figure 3.41 Structure development rate (SDr) as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting 

with Eq.3.3.8 (model) and Eq.3.3.9 (modified model) for OBM samples with B/O=0.04. 
 

The trend observed for Tco is very similar to that described for the OM samples, 

therefore Equation 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 were employed to fit experimental data. Both empirical 

models fit the experimental trend very well. 
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Figure 3.42 Tco as a function of Myverol fraction and data fitting with both modified fractal model 

(Eq. 3.3.6) and saturation model (Eq. 3.3.5) for OBM samples. 

 

The effect of the cocoa butter/olive oil ratio on the rheological properties (G* and δ) at 

different temperature levels was investigated for samples prepared with a constant Myverol 

fraction of 0.034 (see Figure 3.43 and 3.44). 
 

 
Figure 3.43 Complex modulus G* at different temperature levels as a function of the B/O ratio. 
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Figure 3.44 Phase angle δ at different temperature levels as a function of the B/O ratio. 

 

The system containing the highest B/O ratio (B/O=0.13) shows lower values of the 

complex modulus and higher values of the phase angle at low temperature levels, but, 

when a temperature far enough from the onset of crystallisation is reached, a more 

consistent and structured network is formed. As already observed for the results 

concerning the SDr, the addition of cocoa butter seems to slow down the structuring 

processes. Nevertheless, when more time is available, a more structured material is 

obtained with increasing B/O ratio. The presence of a sort of “annealing” time due to high 

B/O ratio was already observed by Lupi et al. [20]. 

Results obtained from DSC analysis (Figure 3.45) evidence the same crystallisation 

behaviour for all samples produced with different B/O ratios, even though a small peak can 

be detected at around 3°C in the OBM7 (B/O=0.13) cooling thermogram, probably owing 

to the formation of cocoa butter polymorphs. The presence of this polymorph resulted in a 

different initial melting behaviour of the OBM7 system. After one week of storage at 

25°C, only a single peak can be detected in the melting thermogram of the three samples, 

as observed for OM samples. At the highest B/O ratio (B/O=0.13), the melting 

thermogram exhibits a broader peak, shifted to higher temperature values, indicating the 

presence of more stable polymorphs and/or a higher mass of solids. 
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Figure 3.45 DSC thermograms at different B/O ratio with a constant Myverol fraction of 0.034. 

 

 
Figure 3.46 DSC thermograms at different B/O ratio with a constant Myverol fraction of 0.034, 

after one week of storage at 25°C. 

 

Conclusions  

Organogels based on virgin olive oil and a commercial mixture of MAGs were prepared 

and studied by using a rheological, thermal and spectroscopic analysis, in order to 
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determine the mechanical properties, the transition temperature and the microstructure of 

the systems.  

Both Temperature ramp tests and SRTRTs at a constant cooling rate of 1°C/min 

evidenced the capability of Myverol to structure olive oil at mass fractions as low as 0.001. 

The onset of crystallisation temperature (Tco) and the gelation temperature (Tg) did not 

significantly differ for a Myverol critical mass fraction of 0.034, indicating that, at an 

organogelator fraction high enough, the processes of crystal nucleation and growth and the 

formation of long scale interconnection occur at the same time. Tco was found to be 

independent of the applied kinematic conditions when a Myverol concentration of 0.005 

was exceeded.  

The DSC cooling thermograms showed two exotherms: the high-temperature peak 

indicates the beginning of crystallisation phenomena and the formation of inverse lamellar 

structures, while the low-temperature peak (displayed for all samples at around 15°C) 

corresponds to a polymorphic transition into sub-α crystals. Both the melting DSC 

thermograms and the FT-IR spectra in the low energy region evidenced the formation of 

two different structures (presumably inverse lamellar structure and β crystals) at high 

Myverol concentrations. The presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds was found to be 

crucial for MAG organogel formation. The interactions involved in organogel formation 

will be further discussed in Chapter 4, dealing with olive oil based organogels produced 

with a different organogelator. 

The SFC of the samples investigated was measured at different temperatures upon 

cooling showing the same behaviour observed for the complex modulus during 

Temperature ramp tests. At temperature levels far enough from the Tco (T10, T15 and T25), 

SFC was found to be proportional to the mass fraction of the organogelator. The volume 

fraction of solids at a constant distance from the onset of crystallisation was calculated and 

related to the storage modulus G’ according to a fractal model. It was found that the 

strength of the interactions among the flocs constituting the network increased increasing 

the distance from the crystallisation onset, whereas the fractal dimension of the network 

remained constant upon cooling.  

No significant difference was observed between the values of the temperature of 

crystallisation onset estimated using different techniques (rheology, DSC and NMR). A 

saturation model and also an empirical equation based on the modified fractal model were 

proposed to relate this thermo-rheological parameter to the organogelator fraction. Both the 

average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) and the average structure development rate (SDr) 
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were calculated. It was observed that the SFCr was directly proportional to the Myverol 

fraction, whereas, owing to the fractal structure of the considered systems, an empirical 

equation based on the fractal model was proposed to fit the SDr values as a function of the 

organogelator concentration.  

After one week of storage at 4°C, Myverol/olive oil organogels showed a significant 

increase in the SFC owing to olive oil crystallisation, whereas samples stored at 25°C 

exhibited a slight instability. The DSC melting thermogram of samples stored at the two 

different temperatures of 4 and 25°C showed a single broad peak, suggesting that the 

polymorphic transition into β crystals occurred during ageing.  

The organogels produced with different vegetable oils (virgin, extra-virgin and 

sunflower oil) at a constant Myverol fraction of 0.03 showed the same temperature of 

crystallisation onset, whereas some differences in the gelation point and in the structure 

development rate were detected. The system containing sunflower oil exhibited the highest 

capability of network development (in terms of structure development rate) and also the 

highest consistency. Micro-photographs recorded during Temperature ramp tests 

evidenced that the Myverol/sunflower oil network was composed of a larger number of 

small needle-like crystals, whereas samples prepared with virgin and extra-virgin olive oil 

were characterised by the presence of long fibre-like aggregates. Moreover, the 

Myverol/virgin olive oil system was found to be highly sensitive to the shear rate applied, 

showing the formation of large spherical flocs at low temperature. FT-IR spectra evidenced 

the coexistence of 2-OH and 3-OH hydrogen bonding in samples produced with extra-

virgin olive oil and sunflower oil, whereas the presence of more stable structures 

(suggested by the 2-OH peak) was observed in the sample containing only virgin olive oil 

after one week of storage at room temperature. 

Finally, the effect of cocoa butter addition, a vegetal and natural source of saturated fats 

rich in stearic acid, was investigated. Systems produced with the addition of cocoa butter 

showed the same rheological behaviour as MAG/olive oil samples and the Tco was found to 

be independent of the composition of the oil phase when a Myverol fraction of 0.034 was 

exceeded. At a constant cocoa butter/olive oil ratio of 0.04, storage modulus data were well 

fitted by a fractal model. Empirical equations similar to those adopted for bi-component 

systems were proposed to fit Tco, SFCr and SDr data as a function of the organogelator 

concentration. When the cocoa butter/olive oil ratio was varied, an initial slowdown of the 

structure development was observed at high B/O ratio, followed by an increase in 

consistency and structuring at temperature levels far enough from the crystallisation onset.  
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All the results obtained, such as Tco and Tg, as well as the relationship between 

rheological and microstructural properties or the effect of the solvent and saturated fat 

content within the organogel, can be helpful in designing new products and/or structured 

emulsions with controlled properties. 
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Chapter 4: rheological and microstructural 

characterisation of policosanol organogels 
 

Abstract 

In this chapter, the ability of policosanol (a well-known food-grade nutraceutical 

mixture of fatty alcohols) to allow the gelation of different vegetable oils has been 

investigated. In particular, the rheological and microstructural characteristics of 

policosanol/virgin olive oil organogels were evaluated at different policosanol 

concentrations, using different techniques. The rheological properties of samples were 

investigated with Small Amplitude Oscillation Tests. In particular, the onset of 

crystallisation temperature (Tco) and the gelation temperature (Tg) were estimated by 

carrying out Dynamic temperature ramp tests (Time Cure), whereas the rheological 

characteristics of samples at room temperature were studied with Frequency sweep tests. It 

was found that crystallisation occurred for a policosanol mass fraction higher than 0.001, 

whereas the critical threshold mass fraction for gelation ranged between 0.003 and 0.005. 

The onset of crystallisation temperature of samples was also evaluated with thermal and 

spectroscopic techniques such as DSC and NMR, and an empirical equation was proposed 

to fit experimental data as a function of the policosanol fraction. DSC was also applied to 

investigate the microstructure of policosanol/olive oil organogels, together with FT-IR 

characterisation. NMR spectroscopy allowed SFC to be measured, and a fractal model was 

adopted in order to relate rheological properties to the microstructure of the material. The 

average rate of SFC increase and the average structure development rate were calculated 

and related to the organogelator fraction. The potential changes in rheological and 

structural characteristics of policosanol organogels were studied measuring SFC values, 

DSC thermograms and FT-IR spectra after one week of storage.  

Furthermore, organogels containing different vegetable oils were prepared at a constant 

policosanol fraction (0.03) and studied through rheological, optical and thermal analysis. 

The majority of the results dealing with the rheological analysis of policosanol/olive oil 

organogels has already been published in an international scientific journal (Lupi, F.R., 

Gabriele, D., Greco, V., Baldino, N., Seta, L., and B., de Cindio, A rheological 
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characterisation of an olive oil/fatty alcohols organogel, Food Research International, 

2013. 51: p. 510–517). 

Finally, the thermo-rheological properties of olive oil-based organogels produced with 

mixtures of organogelators (containing policosanol and glyceryl stearate) were 

investigated. 

 

4.1 Introduction  

Fatty alcohols have been recently studied as potential edible oil organogelators. Schaink 

et al. [1] investigated the gelling capabilities of a mixture of stearic acid and stearic alcohol 

in sunflower oil. The lowest organogelator concentration, at which the network formation 

was observed, was found to be around 3.5%w/w, whereas the lowest threshold of the gelator 

mass fraction which was found to allow the crystallisation, was 1.5%w/w. The authors 

demonstrated the presence of a distinct maximum in hardness and G’ (in linear conditions) 

values for the mixture with a concentration ratio acid:alcohol 3:7. Microscopy revealed 

that the shape of the organogel crystals varied significantly with the composition of the 

structuring mixture. When only one of the structurants was present, crystals showed a 

plate-like morphology. In particular, crystals formed when stearyl alcohol was the only 

organogelator exhibited a foliated (mica-like) crystal habit (see Figure 3.1e). On the 

contrary, when both stearic alcohol and stearic acid were used as organogelators, crystals 

were found to be needle shaped (Figure 3.1d). The crystals of the best structuring ratio (3:7 

acid:alcohol) on average showed the smallest size. This probably explains why these 

organogels had the largest G’ and the highest hardness. 
 

 

Figure 4.1 Microscopy images of organogels produced with 5%w/w of: d) a stearic acid:stearic 

alcohol mixture (3:7), e) stearic alcohol [1]. 
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Gandolfo et al. [2] studied the oil-structuring potential of homologous series of fatty 

alcohols and fatty acids with chain lengths ranging from 16 to 22 carbons, showing that 

both n-alcohols and n-fatty acids had the potential to structure sunflower oil at 

concentrations as low as 2%w/w. Moreover, they observed that n-alcohols yielded more 

easily to the formation of harder products than fatty acids at the same concentration. 

Polarised light microphotographs of the organogel containing 5%w/w steric alcohol showed 

the presence of a large fractured agglomerate of platelet-like crystals of about 1800μm.  
 

 
Figure 4.2 Microphotograph of 5%w/w stearic alcohol in sunflower oil after 1day at 5°C [2].  

 

Gansolfo et al. [2] showed that the type of vegetable oil had no significant effect on the 

structure. When a mixture of both fatty acids and fatty alcohols was used as gelling agent 

the ratio between acid and alcohol proved to be a major influence on the structure hardness 

obtained. Also in this work, a synergetic effect for stearic alcohol:stearic acid=7:3 mixture 

was observed. The authors suggested that the predominant mechanism explaining the 

synergetic effect in the stearyl alcohol/stearic acid system in oil was the increase in 

nucleation rate due to the lowering of the interfacial energy.  

Daniel and Rajasekharan [3] studied the ability of various fatty compounds such as 

long-chain fatty acids, fatty alcohols, wax esters and dicarboxylic acids (with carbon chain 

lengths of 10 to 31) to gel vegetable oils. Fatty alcohols were found to be capable of 

gelling plant oils although the minimum organogelator concentration required for gelation 

was higher than the value estimated for the equivalent fatty acids. 

An indirect application of fatty alcohols for oil structuration is the addition of waxes 

extracted from vegetable sources [4, 5, 6]. Blake et al. [5] compared the microstructural, 

thermal and rheological properties and oil binding capacity of organogels produced with 

different plant-derived waxes. The small sizes of the microstructural particles observed in 

Candelilla wax (a mixture of high-melting alkanes, sterols, fatty alcohols, fatty acids and 
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waxy esters extracted from Yerba evergreen shrub, Euphorbia cerifera) organogels, as 

well as their higher fractal dimension, resulted in a higher oil-binding capacity and 

consistency compared to rice bran, sunflower and Carnauba waxes.  

In the present work, some vegetable oils were structured with a plant-extracted mixture 

of primary fatty alcohols, commercially named “policosanol”. This food-grade additive can 

be extracted from different vegetable sources, such as sugar cane wax, beeswax, rice bran 

and wheat germ [7]. Policosanol is a mixture of fatty primary alcohols with an aliphatic 

chain in the range of 20–36 carbons, mainly composed of docosanol (C22), tetracosanol 

(C24), hexacosanol (C26), octacosanol (C28), and triacontanol (C30) [8].  

Previous studies demonstrated that policosanol exerts several positive effects on human 

health, most of all in the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases without major 

adverse effects [9, 10, 11, 12]. In particular, Xu et al. [9] investigated the long-term effects 

of dietary octacosanol (the main component of policosanol) on plasma lipids, showing that 

dietary octacosanol significantly reduced the levels of plasma triacylglycerols by 

approximately 70% after 5 weeks. According to the literature, octacosanol should be able 

to decrease lipid levels [9], lowering the LDL (low density lipoprotein) in blood [10]. In 

addition, in the last few years, policosanol has been used as an ergogenic product to 

enhance athletic performance [9, 13]. 

Although many interesting works dealing with the potential nutraceutical properties of 

policosanol have been published, the potential capabilities of this natural extract to gel 

vegetable oils have never been investigated. In the present work, the investigation of 

rheological and microstructural characteristics of organogels produced with policosanol 

(mainly composed of octacosanol) as the organogelator and a virgin olive oil as the organic 

solvent was carried out. The main aim of the investigation was the characterisation of gels 

obtained with different amounts of policosanol, aiming at better understanding the role of 

this organogelator. The rheological characterisation was carried out by using both Small 

Amplitude Oscillation Tests (SAOTs) and Step Rate Temperature Ramp Tests (SRTRTs). 

Furthermore, the effect of the process temperature applied during the preparation of the 

samples on rheological characteristics was evaluated. The onset of crystallisation 

temperature (Tco) was evaluated for each organogel, whereas a gelation temperature (Tg), 

evidencing the formation of a three-dimensional network, was observed for samples having 

a gelator concentration larger than a critical threshold. In addition to rheology, other 

techniques (DSC, NMR) were used to estimate the onset of crystallisation temperature. 
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Moreover, the effect of the kind and botanical source of vegetable oil on the rheological 

and microstructural features of policosanol organogels was studied. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Samples ingredients and preparation 

Most of the samples investigated were prepared by using a commercial virgin olive oil 

(De Santis, Italy) as the solvent and policosanol from rice bran wax and mainly composed 

of octacosanol (60%w/w) (A.C.E.F., Italy), as the organogelator. The detailed composition 

of all raw materials was reported in Chapter 2. As described in Table 4.1, the policosanol 

mass fraction was ranged between 0.001 and 0.55 in order to investigate the role of this 

organogelator on crystallisation and gelation mechanisms. With the aim of analysing the 

influence of the kind and botanical source of the vegetable oil, EP and GP systems were 

produced with extra virgin olive oil (Gabro S.r.l., Italy) and sunflower oil (De Santis, Italy) 

respectively as the solvent, with a constant policosanol fraction of 0.03 (see Table 4.1).  

 

Sample 
ID 

Virgin Olive Oil  
[%w/w] 

Sunflower Oil 
[%w/w] 

Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil [%w/w] 

Policosanol 
[%w/w] 

OP1 99.9 - - 0.1 

OP2 99.7 - - 0.3 

OP3 99.5 - - 0.5 

OP4 99 - - 1 

OP5 98 - - 2 

OP6 95 - - 5 

OP7 85 - - 15 

OP8 70 - - 30 

OP9 45 - - 55 

OP10 97 - - 3 

OP11 96.4 - - 3.4 

OP12 97.5 - - 2.5 

EP - - 97 3 

GP - 97 - 3 

Table 4.1 Samples ID and composition.  
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The oil, poured in a glass beaker, was preheated up to the desired temperature of 

preparation in a thermostatically-controlled water bath (plate heater VELP Scientifica, 

Italy) and then mixed (RW 20, IKA, Germany) with the proper amount of policosanol. All 

samples were stored at the preparation temperature until tests were performed and then 

cooled down with a controlled thermal ramp within the instruments during rheological and 

microstructural measurements.  

With the aim of investigating the effect of the preparation temperature, samples 

containing a policosanol fraction of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 were prepared adding the proper 

amount of organogelator to the oil previously warmed up to the different temperatures of 

70°C, 85°C and 97°C. All other samples were prepared at 85°C. Compositions and 

identifiers of tested samples are listed in Table 4.1. 

After a complete characterisation of both MAG organogels (shown in Chapter 3) and 

policosanol organogels, the ability of mixtures of organogelators to allow the gelation of 

olive oil was studied. In addition to olive oil/policosanol (OP samples) and olive 

oil/glyceryl stearate organogels (OG samples), OGP samples were prepared using mixtures 

of policosanol and glyceryl stearate, following the same preparation procedure already 

described for policosanol organogels. As reported in Table 4.2, the total mass fraction of 

organogelators was varied, keeping the ratio between policosanol and glyceryl stearate 

mass fraction within the mixtures always at 1. 
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Sample 
ID 

Virgin Olive Oil  
[%w/w] 

Glyceryl Stearate 
[%w/w] 

Policosanol 
[%w/w] 

OP13 96 - 4 

OP14 93.2 - 6.8 

OP15 92 - 8 

OP16 87.5 - 12.5 

OG1 96.6 3.4 - 

OG2 96 4 - 

OG3 93.2 6.8 - 

OG4 92 8 - 

OG5 87.5 12.5 - 

OGP1 96.6 1.7 1.7 

OGP2 96 2 2 

OGP3 93.2 3.4 3.4 

OGP4 84 8 8 

OGP5 75 12.5 12.5 

Table 4.2 Samples ID and composition.  
 

4.2.2 Rheological characterisation 

A controlled stress rheometer DSR-200 (Rheometric Scientific, U.S.A.), equipped with 

a parallel plates geometry (ϕ=40mm, gap 1±0.1 mm), was used to characterise all samples. 

The temperature of the lower plate was controlled (±0.1°C) by a Peltier effect system. In 

order to control the thermal history for all tests carefully, the warm organogel was poured 

on the lower plate of the rheometer previously heated up to the desired temperature of 

preparation.  

For all samples a rheological characterisation based on Small Amplitude Oscillation 

Tests (SAOTs) was carried out. Preliminary Stress sweep tests were performed at different 

temperatures from the preparation value (70°C, 85°C or 97°C) down to 20°C, 

approximately every 10°C to investigate the potential changes in linear viscoelastic 

conditions as a function of temperature. In the range of temperatures where presumably a 

microstructural transition was expected, a higher number of Stress sweep tests was 

performed in order to describe better the change of the linear viscoelastic region during 

crystallisation and/or gelation. For each Stress sweep test, the sample was cooled down in 
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the rheometer cell from the preparation temperature to the desired value using a cooling 

rate of 1°C/min and applying the minimum stress within the instrument limits. 

Then, Time cure tests were carried out at the constant frequency of 1Hz, cooling the 

sample from the preparation temperature down to 20°C with a cooling rate of 1°C/min. 

Lower final temperatures (0°C) were adopted for samples exhibiting a lower temperature 

of crystallisation onset. The applied stress was modified for each test during cooling in 

order to adapt its value to changes in the material structure, always guaranteeing the linear 

viscoelastic conditions. 

In accordance with a procedure elsewhere adopted in the literature [14] and already 

described in Chapter 2, the onset of crystallisation temperature was estimated as the 

temperature at which a sudden increase of the complex modulus G* and a sharp decrease 

of the loss tangent during Time cure tests was observed.  

In accordance with a simplified criterion, the gelation value was identified as the 

crossover between dynamic moduli or, in the same way, as the temperature at which the 

loss tangent is equal to unity and, therefore, the phase angle δ is 45°.  

For all samples, the average structure development rate between Tco and T25 was 

calculated according to the procedure described in Chapter 3 (Equation 3.2.2) [15]. 

Rheological properties of selected samples (OP3, OP4, OP5, OP12 and OP10) were 

further investigated at 25°C performing Frequency sweep tests in linear conditions. With 

the aim of carefully controlling the thermal history of all the samples, a Temperature ramp 

test in linear conditions was performed down to 25°C, following the procedure previously 

described, and after a rest period of 100s (to guarantee that equilibrium conditions were 

obtained) Frequency sweep test was performed. 

In addition, Temperature ramp tests and SRTRTs (in the temperature range between 

85°C and 20°C) at the fixed shear rate of 1s-1 were performed for samples produced with 

different vegetable oils (EP, GP and OP10) using a stress-controlled HAAKE MARS III 

rheometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) equipped with the RheoScope module 

(222-1912). Images were recorded at different temperature levels during rheological tests. 

4.2.3 Thermal analysis 

The cooling and heating thermograms of the most interesting samples (OP4, OP6, OP8, 

OP11, OP10, EP and GP) were measured using a Mettler Toledo Model DSC822e (Mettler 

Toledo, Switzerland), following the procedure reported in Chapter 2. In agreement with the 
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literature [16], the temperature of crystallisation onset (Tco,DSC) was individuated as the 

temperature corresponding to the beginning of the first exothermic peak in the cooling 

thermogram, whereas the melting temperature of each polymorph (TM) was estimated as 

the temperature corresponding to the peak of the melting endotherm. 

The aging and stability of selected samples was investigated through DSC 

measurements (according to the procedure reported in Chapter 3) after 1 week of storage at 

4°C and 25°C. 

4.2.4 Spectroscopic analysis: NMR and FT-IR  

The solid fat content of policosanol organogels was determined by pulsed nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) using a Minispec mq20 (Bruker, Germany), controlling sample 

temperature with a RC 20 water bath (LAUDA-Brinkmann LP., USA) [17]. During NMR 

measurements, samples were subjected to the same thermal history adopted during 

rheological tests (cooling rate of 1°C/min). Moreover, the onset of crystallisation 

temperature (Tco,NMR) and the average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) were estimated as 

already described in Chapter 3 (see Equation 3.2.3).  

The fractal model proposed by Tang and Marangoni [18] was applied in order to relate 

the elastic modulus G’ of the investigated samples to the volume fraction of solids Φ: 

 𝐺′ = 𝜆𝛷
1
(3−𝐷)⁄   (4.2.1) 

It is worth noticing that a modified fractal model was proposed by the same authors [18] 

in order to describe an apparent change in the fractal dimension D over a large range of 

solids fraction: 

 𝐺′ = 𝜆 (1 − 𝑒−𝑘𝛷𝑏)
1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (4.2.2) 

The volume fraction of solids Φ for samples produced with virgin olive oil was 

calculated as follows: 

 𝛷 = 𝑆𝐹𝐶/100
𝑆𝐹𝐶
100+(1−

𝑆𝐹𝐶
100)(

𝜌𝑃
𝜌𝑜
)
  (4.2.3) 

where SFC is the fraction of solids measured using NMR (i.e. the mass fraction of solids, 

according to the literature [5]), ρP is the density of policosanol (960kg/m3 at room 

temperature, experimentally calculated), ρO is the density of virgin olive oil (920g/m3 at 

room temperature, according to the literature [19]). 
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FT-IR measurements were performed using a Nicolet iS-10 FT-IR spectrometer 

(Thermo Scientific, USA) equipped with a Smart iTX ATR sampling accessory. All 

samples were prepared at 85°C following the procedure described in Paragraph 4.2.1 and 

absorption spectra were recorded immediately after cooling at room temperature. For 

selected samples, FT-IR spectra were recorded again after one week of storage at room 

temperature, in order to investigate potential changes in the microstructure of tested 

materials. 

A statistical analysis was used to evaluate the significance of potential differences 

between two comparable data. The commercial software Statgraphics Centurion XV 

(Statpoint Technologies Inc., Warrenton) was used to carry out this analysis using a t‐
student test. Differences among parameters were considered significant with an interval of 

confidence of 90% (p=0.1). 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Rheological characterisation of policosanol/olive oil organogels 

4.3.1.1 Effect of the preparation temperature  

The temperature of sample preparation could affect the final properties of organogels, in 

fact, the gelator should be added to the oil at a temperature higher than its melting point in 

order to achieve a good solubility [20]. Starting from these considerations, a preliminary 

analysis on the influence of the preparation temperature on rheological properties of 

policosanol/olive oil organogels was carried out. According to the literature [21], the 

melting temperature of pure policosanol ranges between 80°C and 82°C according to the 

potential differences in composition due to the raw material characteristics. In the present 

work, a melting temperature of 81.5±0.2°C was estimated through DSC analysis, as 

already reported in Chapter 2. Hence, samples OP4, OP5 and OP10 were prepared at three 

different temperatures (70°C, 85°C and 97°C), lower and higher than the estimated melting 

point, in an attempt to find the preparation temperature more suitable for the characteristics 

of this organogelator. 

Time cure tests were performed in order to investigate samples produced in different 

conditions and their characteristics were compared in terms of complex modulus G* and 

phase angle δ, as shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The results obtained evidenced 

significant similarities with the rheological behaviour of organogels made with different 
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orgenogelators (see Chapter 3).  At high temperatures, the system was in the molten state 

and it exhibited phase angle values at approximately 90° and very low values of complex 

modulus. It is worth noticing that the large deviations often observed for data at high 

temperatures are due to instrument limits when the measurement of very low viscous 

systems is needed. Cooling the sample down to the critical temperature Tco, G* showed a 

sudden increase, contemporarily with phase angle decrease, indicating the beginning of 

crystallisation. At lower temperature, the system behaved as a solid-like gel material.  

As far as sample OP4 is concerned (see Figure 4.3), no significant differences in G* 

values could be detected when the sample was prepared at 85°C or 97°C whereas slight 

differences during the transition region arose when the sample was prepared at 70°C. The 

phase angle seems to be more affected by the preparation temperature even though the 

greatest differences were observed, also in this case, when the sample prepared at 70°C is 

compared to the others. 

When samples produced with higher amounts of policosanol (OP5 and OP10) are 

considered, no differences were observed for both G* and δ values at all investigated 

preparation temperatures (see Figure 4.4 and 4.5). It should be noted that very scattered 

data of the phase angle were obtained for sample OP10 at low temperature, owing to the 

relevant consistency of the sample. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that, even for very low policosanol concentration, the 

preparation temperature does not affect the organogel properties in a relevant way when a 

threshold value of 85°C is exceeded. As a consequence, in the present work all samples 

were prepared at 85°C, in order to ensure the complete melting of the organogelator and, at 

the same time, to minimise the oxidative phenomena of the vegetable oil (promoted by 

high temperature) as much as possible [22].  
 

 
Figure 4.3 G* (a) and δ (b) from temperature ramp tests for sample OP4 prepared at 70, 85 and 97°C. 
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Figure 4.4 G* (a) and δ (b) from temperature ramp tests for sample OP5 prepared at 70, 85 and 97°C. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 G* (a) and δ (b) from temperature ramp tests for sample OP10 prepared at 70, 85 and 97°C. 

 

4.3.1.2 Effect of policosanol concentration  

With the aim of studying the crystallisation and gelation phenomena induced by 

policosanol, samples produced with low concentrations of organogelator (OP1-OP4) were 

investigated. As shown in Figure 4.6, the phase angle of sample OP1 did not exhibit 

relevant changes in the whole temperature region investigated. A similar behaviour can be 

observed for sample OP2, even though a more regular trend can be evidenced at the onset 

of crystallisation, because of the increase in elasticity caused by crystal formation. 

Nevertheless, quite large values of the phase angle were measured, indicating a liquid-like 

behaviour.  

On the contrary, when policosanol mass fraction is at least 0.005 (sample OP3), the 

crossover between loss and storage modulus (δ=45°) can be observed at the temperature 

value (Tg) of 26±1°C, indicating the formation of a 3-D network. Hence, it seems that 

between 0.003 and 0.005 there is a critical value of the policosanol mass fraction defining 

the transition between an unlinked suspension of policosanol and fat crystalline aggregates 
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and a gelled material with interconnected unities. The final solid-like behaviour of the 

system was found to be determined by the organogelator amount, as evidenced by the 

different trends in the phase angle observed for samples OP3 and OP4. 

Therefore, for samples with a policosanol fraction higher than 0.005, both critical 

temperatures Tco and Tg were evaluated. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Phase angle δ for OP1, OP2, OP3 and OP4 samples. 

 

The estimated values are listed in Table 4.3. It can be noticed that, when increasing the 

organogelator concentration, the difference between the two critical temperatures became 

smaller. Moreover, the temperature of gelation was significantly different from the 

temperature of crystallisation onset up to a policosanol mass fraction of 0.025, whereas if a 

fraction of at least 0.03 was added to the organogel no differences were encountered 

between the two critical temperatures.  

This range is very close to that described in Chapter 3 for MAG organogels and found 

elsewhere in the literature [14]. 
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Sample ID 
Tco 

[°C] 
Tg 

[°C] 

OP1 21.7±0.9 - 

OP2 34.2±0.4 - 

OP3 38.2±0.1 26±1 

OP4 42.4±0.4 39.5±0.3 

OP5 47.7±0.1 45.6±0.3 

OP6 56.5±0.3 54±1 

OP7 65.7±0.1 64.0±0.8 

OP8 72.5±0.5 71.6±0.7 

OP9 76.7±0.1 76.3±0.1 

OP10 52.0±0.3 50.1±3 

OP11 53.8±0.2 51.9±0.4 

OP12 50.3±0.5 49.4±0.1 

Table 4.3 Tco and Tg values for OP samples.  
 

4.3.1.3 Frequency sweep tests 

Frequency sweep tests at 25°C were carried out on selected policosanol organogels. In 

order to guarantee a controlled thermal history, all samples were cooled down to the final 

temperature on the rheometer plate at a constant cooling rate of 1°C/min. Figure 4.7 and 

4.8 show the obtained results for samples OP3, OP4, OP5, OP12 and OP10 (produced, 

respectively, with policosanol fractions of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.025 and 0.03) in terms of 

complex modulus G* and phase angle δ, respectively. Sample OP3, containing the lowest 

amount of policosanol, exhibited a different behaviour from other samples, showing a 

significant dependence of complex modulus on frequency and a liquid-like behaviour 

(phase angle higher than 45°) for all tested frequencies. 

On the other hand, all other samples were characterised by an almost constant value of 

the complex modulus (increasing with increasing policosanol concentration) and a very 

low phase angle. Hence, it can be concluded that they exhibited a typical strong gel 

behaviour [23]. 

These results are in agreement with data obtained from Temperature ramp tests: the 

policosanol fraction of 0.005 (sample OP3) represents the threshold value for gelation, 

with a gelation temperature of almost 26.1±0.9°C, very close to the temperature adopted in 
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Frequency sweeps. Therefore, being in a transition condition, sample OP3 behaved as a 

concentrated suspension of crystalline aggregates not yet gelled, whereas all other samples, 

containing policosanol fraction larger than the critical value of 0.005, exhibited a real 

strong gel behaviour. 

It is worth noticing that the rheological properties of policosanol/olive oil organogels 

seem suitable for potential uses as alternatives to commercial saturated fats. Dynamic 

moduli of samples OP12 and OP10 (containing, respectively, a policosanol fraction of 

0.025 and 0.03) were found to be quite close to the values observed for traditional 

commercial products (G’ of butter at 1Hz and 20°C between 104 and 3⋅105 Pa [24] and G’ 

of margarine between 2.5⋅104 and 5⋅106 Pa [25, 26]). Commercial fats are usually water in 

oil emulsions, in which policosanol organogels could represent the potential continuous 

structured oil phase. Nevertheless, the investigated policosanol/olive oil organogels at 

relatively low organogelator concentrations evidenced rheological properties close to those 

of the final product. 

As far as the phase angle is concerned (see Figure 4.8), it can be observed that at 

increasing policosanol concentration, the structuring level remained almost constant, 

whereas the consistency (related to the complex modulus at 1Hz, Figure 4.7) increased. 

These results suggest that it is possible to design different materials suitable for fat 

replacement and with a controlled “consistency” by changing the amount of organogelator. 
 

 
Figure 4.7 Frequency sweep tests for samples OP3, OP4, OP5, OP12 and OP10 in terms of complex 

modulus. 
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Figure 4.8 Frequency sweep tests for samples OP3, OP4, OP5, OP12 and OP10 in terms of phase 

angle δ. 

 

4.3.2 Thermal and structural analysis of policosanol organogels 

4.3.2.1 DSC analysis 

Figure 4.9 shows the DSC thermogram of selected OP samples (produced with low, 

intermediate and high policosanol fractions). The three cooling and melting curves 

exhibited clearly different behaviour. The crystallisation of OP4 sample (XP=0.01) showed 

one small exothermic peak, followed by a small endothermic peak during melting. The 

transition peak observed upon cooling appeared at the same temperature at which a sudden 

change in the slope of G* curve was found during Temperature ramp test (Tco), evidencing 

the beginning of crystallisation phenomena.  

The thermogram of sample OP6 (XP=0.05) exhibited only one exothermic peak with a 

shoulder during cooling and one broad melting peak upon heating. The behaviour of 

sample OP6 is very similar to that found by Toro-Vazquez et al. [16] for a 3%w/w 

Candelilla wax in safflower oil organogel: the peak present in both the cooling and heating 

thermograms was associated with the gelation and melting of Candellilla wax components, 

mainly hentriacontane (a long-chain alkane hydrocarbon with the structural formula 

CH3(CH2)29CH3). Similarly, the shoulder-peak observed in OP6 cooling thermogram could 

be related to the crystallisation of policosanol components, especially octacosanol 

(C28H58O). On the other hand, Gandolfo et al. [27] reported that the peak with a shoulder 
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observed in stearyl alcohol DSC thermogram, corresponded to a solid-solid phase 

transition between the α and γ typical polymorphs of fatty alcohols. Hence, the peak found 

in OP6 cooling thermogram could also be due to a polymorphic transition of fat crystals. 
 

 
Figure 4.9 DSC thermograms for OP4, OP6 and OP8 samples. 

 

The behaviour of OP8 (XP=0.30) sample was found to be more complex in comparison 

to other samples. A narrow exothermic peak can be observed at high temperature in the 

cooling thermogram followed by a smaller peak with a shoulder, whereas the melting 

thermogram evidenced a narrow and then a broad endothermic peak. Unexpectedly, the 

DSC thermogram of OP8 sample was found to be qualitatively very similar to that of C32-

alkane (dotriacontane, C32H66) reported by Morales-Rueda et al. [28] and Tozaki at al. 

[29]. The two exothermic peaks in the dotriacontane thermogram were associated with the 

development of a rotator phase from the melt and the transition from the rotator phase to 

crystal, respectively, while the first endothermic peak in the melting region was associated 

with a solid-solid transition from the crystalline to the rotator phase and the second peak to 

the transition from the rotator to the liquid phase [28, 29, 30]. In addition, Morales-Rueda 

et al. [28] investigated a dispersion of 3%w/w C32 in safflower oil, obtaining results similar 

to those found in this work for organogels prepared with low policosanol fractions. 

Therefore, it seems that at high organogelator fractions the thermal behaviour of 
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organogels is mainly due to the longest-chain components of policosanol, whereas at low 

policosanol fractions a less complex behaviour is observed. 

4.3.2.2 FT-IR analysis 

In order to investigate the potential formation of hydrogen bonds, samples were allowed 

to cool at room temperature and immediately after gel formation (t=t0) FT-IR spectra were 

recorded. Figure 4.10 shows the results obtained for samples OP2, OP6 and OP8. 

According to the literature, intermolecular hydrogen bonds should appear as medium-

intensity bands in the 3550-3450cm-1 wavenumber range [31]. OP2 and OP6 spectra did 

not evidence the presence of any intermolecular hydrogen bonds. It is worth noticing that 

sample OP2 was prepared with a policosanol fraction of 0.003, lower than the critical 

threshold for gelation (XP=0.005). On the contrary, sample OP6 was produced with a 

policosanol fraction of 0.05, well above the minimum policosanol concentration required 

for gelation. Nevertheless, no intermolecular hydrogen bonding was detected in the OP6 

spectrum, therefore it can be concluded that the presence of hydrogen bonds was not the 

main “driving force” for policosanol organogel formation.  
 

 
Figure 4.10 FT-IR spectra for OP2, OP6 and OP8 samples at t=t0. 

 

Sample OP8 (XP=0.30) exhibited a different behaviour, with a small peak at around 

3300cm-1. This peak can be associated with the presence of weak intermolecular hydrogen 
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bonds [31]. Hence, the formation of hydrogen bonds as interactions among policosanol 

molecule aggregates can be observed only at high organogelator concentrations.  

As stated before, even though no intermolecular hydrogen bonds were detected for 

sample OP6, this sample was prepared with a policosanol fraction much higher than the 

critical threshold required for gelation. Therefore, other kinds of intermolecular 

interactions may be responsible for organogel formation. Van der Waals forces play an 

important role in organogelation phenomena, especially for organogelators characterised 

by long alkyl chains [32]. It should be taken into account that policosanol is a mixture of 

long-chain fatty alcohols, hence it seems reasonable to propose that policosanol organogel 

formation is driven by van der Waals interactions. Suzuki et al. [32] showed that van der 

Waals interactions shifted the absorption bands of symmetric and anti-symmetric CH2 

streching vibrational modes to lower wavenumbers. For sample OP2 (no organogel 

formation) the above-mentioned bands appeared at 2922cm-1 and 2853cm-1, whereas for 

sample OP6 peaks were observed at 2920cm-1 and 2851cm-1 and for sample OP8 at 

2917cm-1 and 2848cm-1. The lower wavenumber shift revealed a decrease in the fluidity of 

the alkyl chains [32], confirming the organisation of the alkyl groups via van der Waals 

interactions.  

In the previous Chapter, it was shown that Myverol organogel formation is highly 

dependent on the formation of hydrogen bonds between organogelator molecules, whereas 

policosanol organogels are formed mainly through van der Waals interactions. For 

organogelation, the suitable balance of hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions is 

needed [32]. From the results obtained in the present work, it can be concluded that 

although the Myverol chain length is small (C16-C18) intermolecular hydrogen bonds allow 

Myverol organogels to be formed, and, on the other hand, even though policosanol 

organogels do not show the presence of hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions 

between long chain fatty alcohols allow policosanol organogels to be formed. 

4.3.3 Determination of SFC and application of fractal model 

The SFC of policosanol/olive oil systems increased with decreasing temperature, 

following the same trend observed for the complex modulus G* during Temperature ramp 

tests. As an example, Figure 4.11 shows results obtained for sample OP11. It can be seen 

that at temperatures higher than the crystallisation onset (T>Tco,NMR) SFC was almost zero; 

a significant increase of SFC occurred as soon as the Tco,NMR was reached and, finally, at 
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lower temperatures an almost constant trend was found. For each sample, the volume 

fraction of solids Φ was calculated according to Equation 4.2.3. Results for sample OP11 

are depicted in Figure 4.11.  
 

 
Figure 4.11 SFC and volumetric fraction of solids (Φ) versus temperature, for sample OP11. 

 

As already discussed in Chapter 3 for organogels produced with a different 

organogelator, the plateau value of the SFC curve was found to be almost equal to the mass 

fraction of organogelator and it was slightly lower than the “theoretical SFC value” defined 

by Blake et al. [5]. In Table 4.4, the “theoretical SFC” (SFCth) is compared to the 

experimental value measured within the plateau region, at the temperature level T25 

(T25=Tco,NMR-25). 
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Sample  SFCth [%] SFC (T25) [%] 

OP2 0.29 0.27±0.01 

OP3 0.49 0.46±0.11 

OP4 0.97 0.95±0.01 

OP5 1.96 1.82±0.01 

OP6 4.87 4.51±0.01 

OP7 14.60 14.21±0.04 

OP8 29.21 29.04±0.01 

OP9 53.54 52.41±0.15 

OP10 2.92 2.68±0.01 

OP11 3.31 3.20±0.01 

OP12 2.43 2.25±0.01 

Table 4.4 Theoretical (SFCth) and measured SFC at T25 for OM5-OM9 samples. 

 

In order to obtain results independent of potential kinetic effects, data at a fixed distance 

from the onset of crystallisation were used, therefore SFC was measured at the following 

temperatures: 

T10=Tco-10 

T15=Tco-15 

T25=Tco-25. 

As shown in Figure 4.12, the SFC was found to be directly proportional to policosanol 

mass fraction at all investigated temperatures: 

 𝑆𝐹𝐶
100

= 𝑎𝑋𝑃  (4.3.1) 

where a(T10)=0.80±0.11, a(T15)=0.93±0.07 and a(T25)=0.95±0.05. 
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Figure 4.12 SFC versus policosanol fraction at different temperature levels. 

 

In addition, rheological data were related to the volume fraction of solids Φ. The non-

linear relationship observed between the storage modulus G’ and Φ is well explained by 

the fractal model (Equation 4.2.1), as can be appreciated in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.  
 

 
Figure 4.13 Application of fractal model at T10. 
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Figure 4.14 Application of fractal model at T15. 

 

The “original fractal model” considered in the present work, was chosen because of the 

limited range of policosanol fractions added to the samples, for which a storage modulus 

could be detected. The fitting parameters obtained are reported in table 4.5: 
 

Temperature  λ [Pa] D [-] 

T10 1.22·109±6.11·107 2.78±0.01 

T15 1.36·109±5.43·107 2.78±0.02 

Table 4.5 Fitting parameters of Eq. 4.2.1. 
 

As already observed for MAG/olive oil organogels (Chapter 3), the parameter λ 

increased with decreasing temperature, while an almost constant value of D was found, 

indicating that, according to the model, the microstructure of the network did not change 

significantly during the cooling process. The estimated λ values at both temperatures were 

very high, evidencing the formation of a network with strong interactions between 

interconnecting unities.  

4.3.4 Interpretation of thermo-rheological parameters and structure development 
rate  

As reported in Table 4.6, no significant difference was encountered between Tco values 

calculated through different techniques of analysis (rheology, DSC and NMR). 
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Sample  
Tco  

[°C] 
Tco,DSC 
[°C] 

Tco,NMR  
[°C] 

OP1 21.7±0.9   

OP2 34.2±0.4  34.7±0.3 

OP3 38.2±0.1  38.6±0.4 

OP4 42.4±0.4 42.7±0.1 42.2±0.3 

OP5 47.7±0.1  47.1±0.4 

OP6 56.5±0.3 57.0±0.2 56.9±0.2 

OP7 65.7±0.1  65.1±0.6 

OP8 72.5±0.5 73.0±0.1 72.3±0.4 

OP9 76.7±0.1  76.2±0.4 

OP10 52.0±0.3  52.3±0.5 

OP11 53.8±0.2 53.6±0.1 53.4±0.3 

OP12 50.3±0.5  50.8±0.2 

Table 4.6 Temperature of crystallisation onset for OP samples, calculated from rheological 

Temperature ramp tests (Tco), from DSC analysis (Tco,DSC) and from NMR measurements (Tco,NMR). 
 

The behaviour of Tco with increasing policosanol fraction is qualitatively similar to that 

found for other organogelators (see Chapter 3), with an asymptotic trend at high 

organogelator fractions. As already discussed in Chapter 3, looking for a potential 

relationship between Tco and XP, it seems reasonable to relate the thermo-rheological 

parameter Tco to the fractal microstructure of the system. Even though little data was 

available for the storage modulus G’, a greater amount of data was available for the 

temperature of crystallisation onset, therefore an empirical equation qualitatively similar to 

the “modified fractal model” (Equation 4.2.2) has been proposed: 

 𝑇𝑐𝑜 = 𝐴′ (1 − 𝑒−𝐵′𝑋𝑃𝐶)
1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (4.3.2) 

where the fractal dimension D has already been estimated from rheological data (D=2.78), 

whereas A=101±8°C, B’=2.90±0.31 and C=0.132±0.011. Data fitting with Equation 4.3.2 

is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15 Tco as a function of policosanol fraction and data fitting with modified fractal model 

(Eq. 4.3.2). 

 

In order to investigate the influence of policosanol fraction on the rate of structure 

development, the average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) and the average rate of structure 

development (SDr) were calculated for all samples, according to Equation 3.2.3 and 3.2.2, 

respectively. As already observed for MAG organogels (Chapter 3), the SFCr was found to 

be directly proportional to the policosanol fraction (see Figure 4.16): 

 𝑆𝐹𝐶𝑟 = 𝑎′𝑋𝑃  (4.3.3) 

where a’=0.085±0.002 s-1 (with R2=0.99). 

The average SDr, estimated from rheological measurements, is related to the rate of 

storage modulus increase upon cooling of the systems investigated. As discussed before for 

Tco, the SDr calculated from rheological characterisation has been related to the fractal 

microstructure of policosanol organogels, as follows:  

 𝑆𝐷𝑟 = 𝜆′𝑋𝑃
1
(3−𝐷)⁄

  (4.3.4) 

where λ’=4.12·108±4.21·106Pa/s, whereas the fractal dimension has already been estimated 

from rheological data (G’ versus Φ, D=2.78). Although little data was available, the 

proposed empirical equation seems to fit the experimental trend quite well (Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.16 Rate of SFC increase (SFCr) as a function of policosanol fraction and data fitting with 

Eq. 4.3.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.17 Structure development rate (SDr) as a function of policosol fraction and data fitting 

with Eq. 4.3.4. 
 

4.3.5 Aging of policosanol/olive oil organogels  

With the aim of investigating potential changes in the microstructural and rheological 

properties of policosanol organogels, rheological, NMR, DSC and FT-IR measurements 

were repeated after one week of storage at two different temperatures (4°C and 25°C, 
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respectively). Figure 4.18 shows FT-IR spectra of samples OP2, OP6 and OP8 after one 

week of storage at room temperature. It can be seen that a small and broad peak arose in 

the OP6 spectrum at around 3450cm-1, whereas the peak at 3300cm-1 already observed in 

OP8 spectrum at t=t0 did not show any relevant changes. No peaks are detectable in the 

low-energy region for sample OP2. Therefore, it seems that upon aging no hydrogen bonds 

formed in systems containing a low amount of policosanol, whereas weak intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding formed at intermediate concentrations and remained stable at high 

policosanol fractions.  
 

 
Figure 4.18 FT-IR spectra for OP2, OP6 and OP8 samples at t=1week. 

 

SFC measurements were carried out every 24h for 10 days during storage at 4°C and 

25°C. Results for sample OP10 are shown in Figure 4.19. At the lowest storage 

temperature, an increase in the SFC can be appreciated within the first 4 days and then 

values remained almost constant. It is worth noticing that the final plateau value is well 

above the maximum theroretical SFC mentioned above since crystallisation of olive oil 

took place at 4°C (see SFC measurements on olive oil, Chapter 2). On the contrary, at 

room temperature SFC values did not show any significant change, indicating a good 

stability of the systems investigated. 
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Figure 4.19 SFC as a function of time for sample OP10. 

 

After one week of storage at 4°C and 25°C respectively, DSC thermograms were 

recorded. Figure 4.20 evidences that the melting peak became broader and shifted to higher 

temperatures after storage, suggesting the potential formation of stable polymorphs upon 

aging. Cooling thermograms recorded at t=t0 and at t=1week at both storage temperatures 

exhibited the same trend, indicating that policosanol organogels are completely thermo-

reversible. 
 

 
Figure 4.20 DSC thermograms of OP10 sample just after preparation (t0), after 1week of storage at 

25°C (1week@25°C) and after 1week of storage at 25°C (1week@4°C). 
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Although small differences were detected through DSC analysis, G* and phase angle 

values of sample OP10 after one week of storage at room temperature did not exhibit any 

significant changes, as can be seen from Figure 4.21. This suggests that small changes in 

microstructural characteristics of crystalline gels, like LMW organogels, do not correspond 

automatically to a modification of rheological parameters.  
 

 
Figure 4.21 Frequency sweep test for sample OP10 at t=t0 (full symbols) and t=1week (open 

symbols). G* (circles) and δ (diamonds) versus frequency are shown. 

 

4.3.6 Effect of the solvent on structural and rheological properties 

The effects of the different vegetable oils used to produce organogels on their 

microstructural and rheological characteristics was investigated for samples prepared at a 

constant policosanol fraction of 0.03 (OP10, EP and GP). The vegetable oil used as the 

solvent did not affect the temperature of crystallisation onset, as evidenced in Table 4.7. 

Furthermore, at the policosanol fraction investigated, Tco is almost equal to Tg, therefore 

the three samples did not show any significant differences also in the gelation point. 
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Sample  
Tco  

[°C] 
Tco,DSC 

[°C] 
Tco,NMR  

[°C] 
Tg  

[°C] 

OP10 52.0±0.3 52.2±0.1 52.3±0.5 50.1±0.4 

EP 52.4±0.2 52.3±0.1 52.5±0.2 50.5±0.2 

GP 52.7±0.3 52.4±0.1 52.9±0.3 50.8±0.4 

Table 4.7 Temperature of crystallisation onset, calculated from rheological SAOTs (Tco), from DSC 

analysis (Tco,DSC) and from NMR measurements (Tco,NMR) and temperature of gelation (Tg) for EP, 
OP10, GP samples. 

 

With the aim of studying the potential differences in both the microstructure and the 

rheological properties of policosanol organogels produced with different vegetable oils, 

Temperature ramp tests and also SRTRTs (at a constant shear rate of 1s-1) were performed 

with a RheoScope Module. Figures 4.22, 4.24 and 4.26 show the complex modulus and the 

phase angle measured during Temperature ramp tests on samples OP10, GP and EP, 

respectively. The different temperature values at which images were recorded have been 

highlighted within the plots. 

A comparison among the results obtained for the three samples suggested that both the 

complex modulus and the phase angle did not exhibit any relevant differences among the 

investigated systems. This is in agreement with results reported by Gandolfo et al. [2]: they 

demonstrated that the kind of vegetable oil had no great effect on the rheological properties 

of fatty alcohol organogels.  

Figures 4.23, 4.25 and 4.27, show that the crystallisation and gelation processes are very 

fast: for all tested samples, some small needle-like crystal nuclei can be observed at T=Tco 

and at T=Tg (that is slightly lower than Tco) interacting aggregates of fibre-like crystals 

already formed.  
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Figure 4.22 Time cure test for OP10 sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.23. 

 

 
Figure 4.23 Microphotographs of OP10 sample during Time cure test (Figure 4.22) at different 

temperature levels (control bar is 50μm). 
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Figure 4.24 Time cure test for GP sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.25. 

 

 
Figure 4.25 Microphotographs of GP sample during Time cure test (Figure 4.24) at different 

temperature levels (control bar is 50μm). 
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Figure 4.26 Time cure test for EP sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.27. 

 

 
Figure 4.27 Microphotographs of EP sample during Time cure test (Figure 4.26) at different 

temperature levels (control bar is 50μm). 

 

As far as the flow behaviour of policosanol organogels is concerned, the viscosity curve 

showed the same trend for all investigated samples during SRTRTs, as can be seen from 

Figures 4.28, 4.30 and 4.32. At high temperature (T>Tco,s) viscosity increased with 

decreasing temperature only because of kinetic effects. When the onset of crystallisation 

was reached (T=Tco,s) a sudden change in the viscosity curve slope occurred. At lower 

temperature (T<Tco,s), a plateau in the viscosity values was observed. It is worth noticing 
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that for further reduction in temperature (T<T25) viscosity tended to decrease, probably 

because the applied shear rate caused a partial breakage or slippage of the crystalline 

network structure. 
 

 
Figure 4.28 SRTRT at 1s-1 for OP10 sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.29. 

 

 
Figure 4.29 Microphotographs of OP10 sample during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperature 

levels (control bar corresponds to 50μm). 
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Figure 4.30 SRTRT at 1s-1 for GP sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.31. 

 

 
Figure 4.31 Microphotographs of GP sample during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperature levels 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 
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Figure 4.32 SRTRT at 1s-1 for EP sample. Coloured lines correspond to the different 

microphotographs shown in Figure 4.33. 

 

 
Figure 4.33 Microphotographs of EP sample during SRTRT (at 1s-1) at different temperature levels 

(control bar corresponds to 50μm). 

 

As already observed during oscillatory measurements, small and random crystalline 

area formed at T=Tco. At slightly lower temperature, after a narrow transition region, 

viscosity tended to reach a plateau value, indicating that crystallisation phenomena were 

very fast. In fact, images at T=T3 and T=T5 show the formation of long aggregates of fibre-

like crystals. At lower temperature (T5≤T≤T15), aggregates seem to grow and interact 

among each other, resulting in the formation of an interconnected fibrillar network 
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structure. At even lower temperature (T=T25), the effect of the applied shear rate seems to 

be more evident. The crystalline structure appeared more rarefied, especially for EP and 

OP10 samples. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that no significant differences can be 

appreciated in the morphology of crystalline aggregates of policosanol organogels 

produced with different vegetable oils.  

In agreement with results obtained from optical and rheological characterisation, DSC 

thermograms and FT-IR spectra of policosanol organogels containing different vegetable 

oils did not show significant differences (see Figures 4.34 and 4.35, respectively). Only 

small differences can be detected in the shape of the crystallisation peak (Figure 4.34); 

however, all investigated samples exhibited a single peak with a shoulder. This behaviour 

has been already discussed in the previous sections for sample OP6 (Figure 4.9, Paragraph 

4.3.2.1). 
 

 
Figure 4.34 DSC thermograms for GP, EP and OP10 samples. 

 

FT-IR spectra were recorded at room temperature immediately after gel formation (t=t0, 

Figure 4.35) and after one week of storage at 25°C (t=1week, Figure 4.36). Only after one 

week, a very small peak in the low-energy region can be observed in GP, EP and OP10 

spectra, probably indicating the formation of weak hydrogen bonds upon aging. 
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Figure 4.35 FT-IR spectra at t=t0 for EP (blue line), GP (purple line) and OP10 (red line) samples. 

 

 
Figure 4.36 FT-IR spectra in the low-energy region at t=1week for GP (blue line), EP (red line) and 

OP10 (green line) samples. 
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4.3.7 Thermo-rheological properties of mixtures of organogelators 

After a complete characterisation of both monoglycerides/olive oil and 

policosanol/olive oil organogels, organogels produced with mixtures of policosanol and 

glyceryl stearate were studied. Results obtained in terms of Tco are listed in Table 4.8 and 

shown in Figure 4.37.  
 

Sample ID 
Tco  

[°C] 

OP13 55.8±0.4 

OP14 60.8±0.3 

OP15 62.0±0.7 

OP16 65.1±0.7 

OG1 27.0±0.1 

OG2 30.0±0.1 

OG3 36.0±0.3 

OG4 37.5±0.1 

OG5 40.3±0.4 

OGP1 46.3±1.0 

OGP2 47.5±0.1 

OGP3 54.1±0.1 

OGP4 61.5±0.7 

OGP5 65.3±1.0 

Table 4.8 Tco values for OP, OG and OGP samples. 
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Figure 4.37 Tco as a function of gelator fraction and data fitting with modified fractal model (Eq. 

4.3.2). 

 

Comparing results obtained for pure organogelators, it can be concluded that 

policosanol is stronger than gyceryl stearate, in fact, the fraction of organogelator being 

equal, policosanol showed higher Tco and G* values. From Tco values reported in Table 4.3 

and 4.8, it can be deduced that the temperature of crystallisation onset of each mixture is 

very close to the value calculated for a policosanol organogel containing the same amount 

of policosanol that the mixture contains. As an example, samples OGP4 and OP15 were 

both produced with a policosanol mass fraction of 0.08 and the corresponding values of Tco 

are 61.5±0.7°C and 62.0±0.7°C, respectively. Therefore, it can be concluded that, even 

though the  mixtures were produced with a ratio between policosanol and glyceryl stearate 

of 1, thermo-rheological properties of mixtures of organogelators were more similar to 

those of the strongest organogelator within the mixture, that is, policosanol. 

A similar result was also obtained applying the fractal model, with the elastic modulus 

G’ and the model curve of mixtures OGP more similar to those of policosanol organogels 

OP, as shown in Figure 4.38. 
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Figure 4.38 Application of fractal model at T15 for OP, OG and OGP samples.  
 

FT-IR analysis evidenced the presence of weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds, owing 

to the presence of glyceryl stearate within the mixture (Figure 4.39). 
 

 

Figure 4.39 FT-IR spectra for OP13 (blue line), OG2 (purple line) and OGP2 (red line) samples. 
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Conclusions 

Organogels based on virgin olive oil and policosanol, an edible mixture of primary fatty 

alcohols, were prepared and investigated by using rheological, thermal and spectroscopic 

methods. The aim was the determination of both mechanical and structural properties. In 

addition, the phase/mechanical transition temperatures of the investigated systems were 

estimated. 

Rheological measurements evidenced a relevant capability of policosanol to structure 

olive oil even at low concentrations; in fact, a mass faction as low as 0.001 was able to 

crystallise oil, whereas a faction ranging between 0.003 and 0.005 was required for its 

gelation. Also Frequency sweep tests at room temperature evidenced a strong gel 

behaviour of “cold” organogels, for policosanol mass fractions larger than the critical 

threshold of 0.005. DSC analysis showed a different behaviour for samples prepared at 

different policosanol concentrations, with a more complex trend for high policosanol 

fractions added to the systems. This behaviour was associated with potential polymorphic 

transitions more evident at high organogelator concentrations. FT-IR spectra in the low-

energy region evidenced the formation of very weak hydrogen bonds only at high 

policosanol fractions and organogel formation was found to be mainly due to van der 

Waals interactions among organogelator molecules. 

The SFC of the investigated samples was measured by NMR spectroscopy at different 

temperatures and it was found to be directly proportional to the organogelator mass 

fraction, at low temperatures. Then, the volume fraction of solids at a fixed distance from 

the onset of crystallisation was calculated and related to rheological properties by using a 

fractal model. The strength of the links among the aggregates within the network was 

found to be very high and it increased at decreasing temperature, whereas the fractal 

dimension remained constant.  

Moreover, an equation qualitatively similar to the modified fractal model was proposed 

to fit the onset of crystallisation values as a function of the organogelator fraction. An 

empirical equation based on the fractal model was also proposed to relate the average 

structure development rate (SDr) estimated from rheological analysis to the organogelator 

fraction. On the contrary, the average rate of SFC increase (SFCr) was found to be directly 

proportional to policosanol fraction. 
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After one week of storage, DSC thermograms and FT-IR spectra suggested that slight 

differences occurred upon aging, probably with the formation of more stable polymorphs, 

whereas rheological properties remained almost constant. 

The effect of the solvent on the rheological (both oscillatory and flow) and structural 

properties of policosanol organogels was also investigated. The botanical source and the 

kind of vegetable oil used as the solvent, did not seem to affect the morphology of 

crystalline aggregates in a significant way and the final mechanical properties of 

policosanol organogels. 

Finally, mixtures of organogelators in olive oil were studied, as complex systems for 

both food and cosmetic potential uses. It was found that the thermo-rheological properties 

of organogels containing mixtures of organogelators were more similar to those of the 

strongest organogelator within the mixture. 
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Chapter 5: rheological analysis of structured W/O 

emulsions as shortening replacers 
 

Abstract 

Margarine and shortenings are W/O structured emulsions. The oily phase is commonly 

structured by the formation of a saturated fat crystalline network, which entraps water 

droplets. However, it has been demonstrated that the excessive consumption of saturated 

fats leads to negative effects owing to increased cholesterol levels in the bloodstream. 

Moreover, it is worth noticing that the structuration and saturation of oils is traditionally 

achieved by hydrogenation processes, from which unhealthy trans fatty acids can be 

obtained as by-products.  

In the present work, the rheological characterisation of olive oil-based W/O emulsions 

as potential healthy shortening replacers was carried out. According to the results shown in 

Chapter 3, the structuration of the oily phase was reached by organogelation, using mono-

glycerides of fatty acids as the organogelator molecules and cocoa butter as thickening 

agent. In particular, the effect of cocoa butter on the thermal stability and the rheological 

properties of the emulsions was investigated. A microstructural characterisation was 

performed through contrast phase and optical microscopy. Finally, the effect of the storage 

conditions on the rheological properties was studied. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In general, fat spreads (butter, margarine or low fat spreads) are water-in-oil (W/O) 

emulsions, with a fat content of ranging from 80%w/w to 20% w/w. The lipid matrix of these 

emulsions consists of a fat crystalline network [1]. A shell of crystals surrounds the water 

droplets, preventing them from merging [1, 2]. In fact, the production of shortenings is 

related to the type of fats and oils used and to the way in which these fats and oils 

crystallise and form solid networks [3]. Fats have to satisfy both physical functionality and 

health/nutritional requirements, which are sometimes at odds with each other in terms of 

the ingredients that are required to deliver specific functionality [3]. The functionality and 

texture of shortenings are based on the underlying colloidal network of fat crystals that trap 
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water in this network structure [4]. This fat crystal network (composed of saturated fats) is 

essential for providing structure to the liquid oil and consequently, without saturated fats, 

these products could not be formulated [4, 5]. However, the consumption of excessive 

amounts of saturated fats is considered highly unhealthy and has been found to show 

negative effects on cholesterol profiles and increase in the incidence of cardiovascular 

diseases [4, 6]. Many years of epidemiological research have shown that populations 

consuming diets with high amounts of saturated fatty acids have relatively high levels of 

serum cholesterol and experience a high prevalence of coronary heart disease [7, 8, 9].  

Structuration of liquid vegetable oils is often achieved through catalytic hydrogenation 

processes, in which the movement of double bonds in the fatty acid carbon chain can lead 

to the production of trans fatty acids as by-products [4]. It has been demonstrated that 

trans fatty acids raise total and LDL cholesterol while lowering HDL cholesterol [10]. 

Trans fatty acids are increasingly the subject of regulation designed to minimise or even 

eliminate them from the food supply. Accordingly, the food industry must now produce 

fats with a low or even zero trans fatty acid content [6]. Therefore, recently, much research 

effort has been focused on seeking alternatives to structure liquid oil without the use of 

saturated and/or trans fats, with the aim of formulating soft matter structures with the 

functionality of fats but with the nutritional profile of liquid oils (low in saturated fats and 

high in unsaturated fats) [4, 11]. 

In the following sections, margarine and healthy margarine substitute production will be 

discussed in further details. 

5.1.1 Margarine and shortenings: a state of the art 

The term “shortening” refers to the ability of a fat to lubricate, weaken, or shorten the 

structure of food components, so that they provide desirable textural properties to a food 

product. As an example, in a baked product, without shortening, gluten and starch particles 

adhere to each other and give the sensation of hardness and toughness when chewed [3]. In 

fats such as margarine and shortening, the functional characteristics of natural fat systems 

have been modified to provide desirable consistency and keeping quality in the final 

product (baking, confectionery and cooking).  

As already mentioned, margarine is a water-in-oil emulsion, containing at least 80%w/w, 

often stabilised by a blend of food emulsifiers, lecithin and monoglycerides, and fat 

crystals [12, 13]. In fact, margarines, as well as butter, whipped cream and ice cream, are 
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either partially or wholly stabilised by fat crystals present at the water/oil interface [13]. 

Although the interactions between emulsifiers and fat crystals are not very clear, Garti et 

al. [12] suggested that fat particles play an important role in the Pickering stabilisation 

mechanism of the emulsion, whereas emulsifiers are the molecular bridges which facilitate 

the adsorption of fat crystals at water/oil interface (see Figure 5.1).  
 

 
Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of margarine microstructure [12]. 

 

The hardness of the fat network and, therefore, of the shortening product is greatly 

affected by the shape and sizes of crystals and crystal aggregates, which, in turn, are 

affected by the polymorphic form of fat crystals [3, 14, 15, 16]. Therefore, regarding 

water-in-oil emulsions, it seems clear that oil phase crystallisation is the most common 

technique used to increase the hardness of vegetable oils in order to produce shortenings 

and margarines [17]. 

The typical method, currently used in food processing industries is the partial 

hydrogenation of vegetable oils [3]. In 1911 Procter and Gamble Company introduced its 

hydrogenated shortening, “Crisco”, on the market. Since then, hydrogenation was largely 

employed by all the manufacturers of shortenings or margarine [3]. Hydrogenation is a 

saturation process: hydrogen is added to the double bonds of unsaturated fatty acids, 

transforming them to saturated fatty acids, which in turn converts oil into a solid-like fat 

[3]. The chemical reaction is applied to food industries as partial hydrogenation, by heating 

vegetable oils in the presence of a metal catalyst and hydrogen. The process of partial 

hydrogenation produces incomplete saturation of the double bonds, in which some double 

bonds remain but may move in their positions on the carbon chain, and produces several 

geometrical and positional isomers, including the above mentioned trans fatty acids. 
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Through hydrogenation, oils such as soybean, safflower, and cottonseed oil, which are rich 

in unsaturated fatty acids, are converted into margarines and vegetable shortenings [7]. 

Catalytic hydrogenation is followed by an emulsification step at 100°F (almost 38°C). 

Then, the emulsion is sent to a “Votator”, where it is cooled within two minutes at 45-50°F 

(almost 7-10°C) by using ammonia at its boiling point. Finally, the emulsion is sent to a 

second vat, where it continues to crystallise statically [18]. The aim of the last two steps is 

to obtain a large number of α crystals (quenching step) and convert them into the more 

stable β’ polymorph (static crystallisation) [18]. 

In fact, for foodstuffs such as margarine, the oil phase should crystallise in the β’ form 

[17, 19]. This polymorphic form possesses smooth mouth-feel, gives hardness to the final 

margarine and, in addition, traps a large amount of liquid oil because of its spherulitic 

nature [18, 20, 21]. Furthermore, the β’ form is relevant for the production of dough 

including margarine: β’ crystals in dough provide many small bubbles of incorporated air 

and greater loaf volume, because of their tight lattices [22, 23]. 

Further innovations in the techniques of margarine processing such as bleaching, 

deodorisation, fractionation, winterisation, and refining of raw oils and fats, together with 

the mechanisation of the processing industry, have increased the ability of the industry to 

meet specific functional and nutritional requirements [3].  

5.1.2 Margarine replacers 

In recent years, the problem of substituting trans fatty acids in margarine and, therefore, 

the formulation of healthy margarine alternatives has become crucial. Jahanavial [24] 

proposed the preparation of a healthy margarine mixing at high temperature vegetable oils 

and hard fats (such as cocoa butter) and using phospholipids as stabilisers.  

The first commercial development of a healthy shortening made from a combination of 

butterfat and vegetable oil was a product named Bregott, in Sweden, containing around 

65%w/w milk fat and 15%w/w soybean oil. The manufacturing technique was the same as 

butter: the cream was pasteurised followed by cooling and oil was mixed in the churn or 

continuously injected before churning in a continuous butter machine [7]. 

Among vegetable oils, olive oil, one of the main components of the Mediterranean diet, 

is widely recognised as healthy and fine food. According to Blanco Muñoz [7], the 

formulation of an olive-based fat spread could help not only to reduce LDL cholesterol, but 

also not to raise the ratio of LDL/HDL cholesterol as trans fatty acids do. One of the first 
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companies in Europe that produced a fat spread containing olive oil was Benecol [7]. Other 

margarines containing olive oil were then introduced to the market; however, they 

contained low amounts of olive oil (usually no more than 20%w/w) [7].  

Recently, Patel et al. [4] formulated new structured W/O emulsions, containing 

shellac/rapeseed oil organogel as continuous structured oily phase. The authors 

demonstrated that shellac had excellent oleogelation properties (at concentrations as low as 

2%w/w), therefore they used the extensive network of shellac crystallites as continuous 

phase to create emulsifier-free, structured W/O emulsions. The authors investigated the 

ability of shellac oleogels to form W/O emulsions by increasing the ratio between the 

water and the fat phase while keeping the concentration of shellac fixed at 5%w/w of the 

total emulsion. Emulsifier-free emulsions (with up to 60%w/w water) that were stable for 

over 4 months were successfully prepared. 

5.1.2.1 Structured emulsions with cocoa butter 

The selection of a substitute for trans fatty acids requires a consideration of both 

nutritional factors and food functionality factors. From a nutritional point of view, the most 

favourable fasting lipid profiles are obtained in response to fats rich in n-6 polyunsaturated 

fatty acids or cis-mono-unsaturated fatty acids [6]. While these fatty acids can be 

substitutes for trans fatty acids in frying oils they are not adequate substitutes for trans 

fatty acids in fats for baking and margarine manufacture since a more solid fat is required 

[6]. It has been demonstrated that stearic acid has a neutral effect on cholesterol levels 

[25]; hence, cocoa butter, a vegetable fat rich in stearic acid, could be used to formulate 

healthy trans fat-free margarines.   

A detailed discussion of cocoa butter polymorphism is reported in Chapter 2. Figure 5.2 

shows a complete scheme of cocoa butter isothermal phase transitions [21]. 
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Figure 5.2 Complete isothermal phase transition scheme of cocoa butter under mechanically static 

conditions [21]. 

 

As stated before, the oily phase of margarine should be crystallised in the β’ 

polymorphic form. Nevertheless, Garti et al. [12] showed that α crystals can be obtained 

through quenching of hydrogenated fats and the final structured W/O emulsions can be 

stabilised by a mixture of α and β’submicron crystals. 

Hindle et al. [26] prepared West African cocoa butter emulsions as model systems for 

studying droplet collision processes. They also observed that emulsified cocoa butter 

crystallised in the α form, whereas Campbell et al. [27] observed β crystals in palm oil and 

lard emulsions. Lopez et al. [28] compared the behaviour of pure milk-fat and emulsified 

milk-fat. They observed that, in the emulsion, fat nucleated in the α form and later partly 

converted into the β’ form, whereas bulk milk-fat first crystallised as β’ and the α form 

formed later [29]. 

Norton et al. [19] prepared a W/O cocoa butter emulsion (Figure 5.3) as potential 

alternative to commercial chocolate, in order to reduce the number of calories in chocolate. 

For this purpose, cocoa butter within the samples should be in polymorphic form V (β2), 

which consumers find the most attractive, as it melts between 32 and 34°C. Using a high 

shear mixer, the authors obtained a stable emulsion with a water content of up to 20%w/w. 
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Figure 5.3 Cyro-SEM of a cocoa butter emulsion indicating a continuous fat phase with water 

droplets dispersed [19]. 

 

The aim of the present Chapter is the rheological characterisation of olive oil-based, 

structured W/O emulsions, as potential margarine substitutes. The structuration of the oily 

phase was achieved through organogelation, following the results reported in Chapter 3. In 

particular, the role of cocoa butter as thickening agent was investigated.  

Furthermore, polymorphic transitions during ageing and their effect on rheological 

properties were investigated. 

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

5.2.1 Samples ingredients and preparation 

W/O emulsions were produced using distilled water 0.1 M NaCl (Carlo Erba Reagents, 

Italy) as the aqueous phase, whereas the oil phase contained extra virgin olive oil (kindly 

supplied by Gabro S.r.l., Italy), cocoa butter (Icam S.p.A., Italy) and Myverol 18-04K 

(Kerry Group, Ireland, referred to as “Myverol” throughout the chapter). The detailed 

composition of raw materials is reported in Chapter 2.  

With the aim of studying the effect of cocoa butter/olive oil (B/O) ratio on the final 

rheological properties of structured emulsions, samples were prepared at different B/O 

without changing Myverol and water mass fraction. According to the results shown in 

Chapter 3, the Myverol fraction was chosen in order to ensure that Tco≈Tg with Tco well 

above room temperature [30]. The analysed samples are listed in Table 5.1. 
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Sample ID 
Oil phase 

[%w/w] 
Water 
[%w/w] 

B/O 
[-] 

E0B 88 12 0 

E10B 88 12 0.13 

E20B 88 12 0.31 

Table 5.1 Samples ID and composition. The oil phase includes olive oil, cocoa butter and 

organogelator (Myverol). Myverol mass fraction is maintained constant for all samples, whereas the 
ratio between cocoa butter and olive oil is varied according to the indicated values.  

 

Emulsions were prepared according to a procedure elsewhere described in the literature 

[17]. Aqueous and oil phases were obtained separately. Sodium chloride was dissolved in 

distilled water at room temperature using a magnetic agitator (VELP Scientifica, Italy). 

The oily phase was prepared adding contemporary cocoa butter and Myverol to the oil, 

previously warmed up to 70°C in a water bath thermostatically controlled by a plate heater 

(VELP Scientifica, Italy). The system was mixed continuously using a laboratory stirrer 

(RW 20, IKA, Germany). After the mixture reached the preparation temperature (70°C), 

the mixing was prolonged for a further 5 minutes. Then, the oily phase was subjected to a 

quenching step: the system was poured into a thermostatic cold bath (0°C) and gently 

stirred until reaching 11°C. Finally, the two phases were emulsified at room temperature 

adding the water phase to the oily one and using a rotor stator system (Ultra-Turrax T50, 

IKA, Germany) equipped with a G 45 F dispersing element. All samples were stored at 

4°C until tests were performed. 

The influence of storage temperature on the stability and rheological properties of 

sample E20B was investigated. Samples were prepared according to the procedure 

described above and stored at different conditions. Immediately after preparation, samples 

were stored at -18°C. Then, after different rest times (see Table 5.2), storage was 

prolonged at 4°C. Rheological measurements were repeated almost every 24 h during 

ageing. 
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Sample ID Composition 
Days of storage 

at -18°C [d] 

E1 E20B 1 

E2 E20B 2 

E3 E20B 3 

E4 E20B 4 

Table 5.2 Samples ID and storage period at -18°C.  
 

5.2.2 Rheological characterisation 

A controlled strain rheometer ARES-RFS (TA Instruments, USA), equipped with a 

parallel plate geometry (ϕ=25mm, gap=2±0.1mm) was used for emulsion characterisation. 

The temperature control (±0.1°C) was guaranteed by a Peltier system acting under the 

lower plate. 

For all samples a rheological characterisation based on Small Amplitude Oscillation 

Tests (SAOTs) was performed. Time Cure Tests on samples E0B, E10B and E20B were 

carried out in linear viscoelastic conditions at a constant frequency of 1Hz. Both melting 

and crystallisation curves were recorded, applying a constant heating/cooling rate of 

1°C/min: samples were loaded on the lower plate of the rheometer (previously cooled at 

the temperature of sample storage, 4°C) and the rheological properties were measured 

heating the material from 4°C to 50°C and then cooling it from 50°C to 4°C. Preliminary 

Strain Sweep Tests were carried out at different temperatures during both heating and 

cooling steps in order to follow potential changes in linear conditions as a function of 

temperature. For each Strain Sweep Test, the material was heated (heating step) or heated 

and then cooled (cooling step) to the desired temperature using a thermal ramp of 1°C/min 

and applying the minimum strain within the instrument limits. Then, Strain Sweep Tests 

were performed at the desired temperature. Finally, Time Cure Tests were carried out 

applying different constant strain values in different temperature ranges, in order to 

guarantee the linear viscoelastic conditions in the investigated temperature range.  

The rheological properties of sample E20B upon ageing were further investigated at 

25°C performing Frequency Sweep Tests in linear viscoelastic conditions, in the frequency 

range 0.1-10Hz. The results obtained were analysed applying the “weak gel” model. 

According to this model [31], many foods can be schematically described as 3-D networks 

where weak interactions ensure the stability of the structure; hence, from a macroscopic 
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point of view, they behave as a solid under small deformations while they flow under large 

stresses owing to weak bonds breakage. From a rheological point of view, in a limited 

range of frequency (usually 0.1-100Hz), the complex modulus G* can be expressed as a 

function of frequency ω as follows: 

 𝐺∗(𝑇, 𝜔) = √𝐺′2 + 𝐺′′2 = 𝐴(𝑇) ∙ 𝜔
1

𝑧(𝑇)⁄    (5.2.1) 

where A represents the strength of the interactions among interconnected unities, whereas z 

represents the number of interacting rheological unities within the network; hence, it is 

related to network connectivity. 

Data fitting was performed through Table Curve 2D Software (Jandel Scientific, USA). 

5.2.3 Microscopy study 

The microstructure of the emulsions was qualitatively investigated through microscopy. 

A MX500 (MEIJI, Japan) microscope equipped with contrast phase objective 40X was 

employed for microscopy tests. Using the same instrument, microphotographs in optical 

microscopy were also recorded. Samples were placed on a glass slide inside a cover 

imaging chamber (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Then, the chamber was covered with a cover 

slide, in order to avoid the direct contact between the sample and the lens.  

 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Rheological characterisation of water in olive oil emulsions containing cocoa 
butter 

All the investigated emulsions exhibited similar rheological behaviour during Time 

Cure Tests. As an example, Figure 5.4 shows dynamic moduli, G’ and G’’, and the loss 

tangent during Time Cure Test for sample E20B. At low temperature, the material was 

characterised by very high values of both moduli, even though at very low temperature G’’ 

seemed to increase with increasing temperature, owing to instrument limits when the 

measurement of highly structured systems is required. The elastic modulus curve initially 

decreased with increasing temperature with a constant slope, because of kinetic effects, 

until a critical temperature is reached: at around 21°C the beginning of a “softening” region 

can be observed, with a sudden decrease of both moduli. The observed decrease can be 

attributed to the partial melting of the cocoa butter, as will be discussed later in more 
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detail. At higher temperatures, dynamic moduli remained almost constant and a further 

decrease was observed at around 43°C. This temperature corresponds to the temperature of 

crystallisation onset of an olive oil based organogel containing the same amount of 

Myverol as the oily phase of the emulsion contains. At even higher temperatures, the 

organogel structure was melted and the emulsion partially destabilised, therefore data 

(especially for the loss tangent) appeared scattered. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that 

the loss tangent values were lower than unity during the whole test (with the exception of a 

few points at high temperatures); therefore, in the temperature range investigated the 

structure was not completely destroyed. In fact, the loss tangent being defined as the ratio 

between G”/G’, the moduli crossover (verified at loss tangent equal to unity) is often 

considered as an indication of the structural change in complex materials [32, 33]. In this 

case, it can be attributed to a de-structuration temperature of the fat crystals network.   

During the cooling step, dynamic moduli initially increased (in the temperature range 

between 50°C and about 40°C), owing to organogel re-crystallisation, and then remained 

almost constant in the temperature range investigated. In cold conditions, at a temperature 

value of about 6°C, a small change in the slope of dynamic moduli curves can be observed, 

probably due to olive oil crystallisation. Furthermore, from Figure 5.4 it can be noticed 

that, at the end of the heating and cooling cycle, the material was not able to recover the 

initial rheological properties, in fact, both moduli curves showed a broad hysteresis.  
 

 
Figure 5.4 Time Cure Test (heating and cooling cycle) on sample E20B. 
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Figure 5.5 shows the results obtained from Time Cure Tests in terms of complex 

modulus G* for samples E0B, E10B and E20B. As stated above, the rheological behaviour 

of samples produced with different B/O (cocoa butter/olive oil) ratio during the heating 

and cooling cycle was found to be qualitatively similar. At low temperature, complex 

modulus values of sample E0B (B/O=0) were dramatically lower than the values exhibited 

by samples E10B and E20B, indicating that cocoa butter plays an important role as a 

thickening agent for the oily phase of structured emulsions. The main difference among all 

the emulsions investigated was the “softening” temperature: the temperature at which the 

first sudden and sharp decrease in the complex modulus was observed during the heating 

step. In Figure 5.5 it appears that the softening temperature is shifted towards higher values 

with increasing the B/O ratio of the emulsion. Therefore, it can be concluded that cocoa 

butter greatly affected the thermal stability of structured W/O emulsions, which is an 

important parameter in order to detect the potential uses of the materials investigated as 

shortening substitutes. On the contrary, the de-structuration temperature (corresponding to 

the second sharp decrease of the complex modulus) was found to be equal for all 

emulsions investigated (about 43°C); hence, it was determined only by the organogelator 

fraction within the oily phase.  

The rheological properties of all emulsions during the cooling step did not show any 

relevant differences. 
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Figure 5.5 Complex modulus G* during Time Cure Tests (heating and cooling) at different B/O (0, 

0.13 and 0.31 corresponding to samples E0B, E10B and E20B, respectively). Blue lines indicate the 
“softening” temperature, whereas red line indicates the melting temperature of emulsions during the 

heating step. 

 

 The characteristic stability and rheological properties of structured W/O emulsions, 

such as butter and margarine, are determined by the presence of a fat crystal network in the 

continuous phase [34, 35, 36]. The fat crystal network is responsible for preventing the 

water droplets from sedimenting, as well as determining the spreadability of the product 

[34]. If there are too many fat crystals, the product is firm and not easily spreadable, but if 

there are too few crystals, the product is soft and collapses under its own weight. Selection 

of a fat with the appropriate melting characteristics is therefore one of the most important 

aspects of margarine and spread production [34, 37]. Sample E20B seemed to be the most 

suitable emulsion investigated as potential shortening substitute, because of its thermal 

stability and its elastic modulus values (see Figure 5.4) very close to those of commercial 

margarines (G’ of margarine at 1Hz and 20°C between 2.5⋅104 and 5⋅106 Pa [38, 17]). 

5.3.2 Microscopic analysis  

A microscopic analysis was performed with the aim of investigating the microstructure 

of structured emulsions produced with different B/O ratios. As shown in Figure 5.6, the 

microphotographs of samples E10B and E20B evidenced the formation of a close packed 

network, whereas sample E0B exhibited a less densely packed structure. Moreover, the 
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presence of a more structured network led to the formation of smaller droplets aggregates. 

In fact, comparing sample E0B to samples E10B and E20B a decrease of droplets average 

dimension and polydispersity was encountered.  
 

 

 
Figure 5.6 Microphotographs of sample E0B (a), E10B (b) and E20B (c) with contrast phase 

microscopy (control bar is 40μm). 

 

Micro-photographs taken with optical microscopy (Figure 5.7) confirmed the presence 

of a well-interconnected network structure in samples E10B and E20B, whereas the 

emulsion produced without cocoa butter (E0B) was characterised by the presence of 

crystals arranged in a less close-packed network structure. Furthermore, from Figure 5.12 

it can be deduced that a larger number of large air bubbles were incorporated during 

emulsification of sample E0B. 
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Figure 5.7 Microphotographs of sample E0B (a), E10B (b) and E20B (c) with optical microscopy 

(control bar is 40μm). 

 

5.3.3 Effect of storage temperature on the rheological properties 

The effect of different storage conditions on samples with the same composition of 

E20B was investigated. Samples E1-E4 were stored at the controlled temperature of -18°C 

immediately after preparation. Then, after different rest times at -18°C (as reported in 

Table 5.2), storage was prolonged at 4°C. Frequency Sweep Tests at 25°C were performed 

on sample E1 (1d of storage at -18°C) every 24h. The results are shown in Figure 5.8. As 

expected, during storage the sample was always characterised by a solid-like behaviour, 

the loss tangent being always lower than unity and, therefore, the phase angle smaller than 

45°. From Figure 5.8, it can be seen that the complex modulus G* increased during 

storage, although after 4d of storage at 4°C a small decrease was observed. On the other 

hand, the phase angle initially decreased and then remained almost constant upon ageing. 

This behaviour was confirmed by the application of the Weak Gel model (see Table 5.3 

and Figure 5.9). In fact, the parameter A, related to the network strength, increased until 4d 

of storage at 4°C and then decreased, whereas the coordination number z initially increased 

and then remained almost constant. 
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Figure 5.8 Frequency Sweep Tests in terms of G* and phase angle on sample E1 during storage. 

 

Days of storage A [Pa·s1/z] z [-] 

1d@-18°C 7961±78 4.96±0.16 

1d@4°C 12535±132 5.79±0.24 

2d@4°C 15455±111 6.01±0.18 

3d@4°C 15923±87 5.64±0.19 

4d@4°C 16436±177 5.76±0.24 

6d@4°C 13464±137 5.69±0.22 

7d@4°C 13098±121 5.60±0.12 

Table 5.3 Weak Gel parameters for sample E1 during storage.  
 

 
Figure 5.9 A for sample E1 during storage. 
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The initial increase of complex modulus and the correspondent decrease of phase angle 

indicated the progress of network development upon ageing. In particular, interactions 

among interconnected unities became stronger, as confirmed by the initial increase of the 

parameter A (see Figure 5.9). The differences observed in the rheological properties after 

4d of storage at 4°C could be attributed to polymorphic transitions of fat crystals. 

Polymorphic transitions of fat crystals into β’ form are crucial also in the industrial 

production of margarine. In fact, as mentioned above, the chilling process of margarine is 

divided into two steps: a first quenching step (to obtain a large number of α crystals) and a 

second slower step (to transform α crystals into the desired polymorphic form β’). 

Applying a slow cooling rate, β’ crystals could be formed directly from the melt; however, 

a slow cooling rate leads to the formation of a more disordered network and, therefore, 

characterised by a smaller elastic modulus [39]. For the system investigated, α crystals can 

be formed during sample preparation because of the fast cooling rate applied; they are 

partially destroyed during the emulsification step and formed again because of the 

following quenching at -18°C. Hence, changes in the rheological properties upon ageing at 

4°C could be related to the network re-organisation because of crystal transition into the 

more stable β’ form. 

Sample E2 (2d of storage at -18°C) evidenced more fluctuations in the values of the 

complex modulus during storage, as can be seen in Figure 5.10, whereas the phase angle 

remained nearly constant. Weak Gel parameters are listed in Table 5.4. The coordination 

number z decreased after 1d of storage at 4°C then increased again, even if small 

differences were detected. Variations in the network strength A were more relevant (see 

Figure 5.11): as can be appreciated in Figure 5.12, even though sample E2 after 2d of 

storage at -18°C (t=t0) showed a very high value of A, the final value after 7d of storage at 

4°C was lower than the value calculated for sample E1.  
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Figure 5.10 Frequency Sweep Tests in terms of G* and phase angle on sample E2 during storage. 

 

Days of storage A [Pa·s1/z] z [-] 

2d@-18°C 12424±113 5.60±0.19 

1d@4°C 7576±43 4.98±0.09 

2d@4°C 8421±50 5.54±0.13 

5d@4°C 11351±114 5.94±0.24 

6d@4°C 7879±57 5.36±0.14 

7d@4°C 10554±45 5.30±0.08 

Table 5.4 Weak Gel parameters for sample E2 during storage.  
 

 
Figure 5.11 A for sample E2 during storage. 
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Figure 5.12 A for samples E1 and E2 at t=t0 (1d@-18°C for E1 and 2d@-18°C for E2) and at 

t=7d@-18°C. 
 

A similar behaviour was observed also for samples E3 (3d at -18°C) and E4 (4d at -

18°C), as shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Increasing the time of storage at -18°C, the 

following polymorphic transitions of fat crystals and the network re-organisation were 

slower and the final values of the complex modulus were found to be lower than the values 

measured for samples E1 and E2. Although small differences were detected in the network 

extension z among all investigated samples (see Tables 5.5 and 5.6), differences in the 

network strength A were more significant (lower values for sample E3 and E4 in 

comparison to samples E1 and E2). Probably, prolonging the time of storage at 4°C, A 

values of samples E3 and E4 would have increased and become similar to those of samples 

E1 and E2; however, a long period of storage is not suitable for practical and industrial 

uses.  
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Figure 5.13 Frequency Sweep Tests in terms of G* and phase angle on sample E3 during storage. 

 

Days of storage A [Pa·s1/z] z [-] 

3d@-18°C 7146±56 5.52±0.16 

1d@4°C 6678±50 5.31±0.15 

4d@4°C 8631±97 5.77±0.21 

Table 5.5 Weak Gel parameters for sample E3 during storage.  

 

 
Figure 5.14 Frequency Sweep Tests in terms of G* and phase angle on sample E4 during storage. 

 

Days of storage A [Pa·s1/z] z [-] 

4d@-18°C 7400±59 5.27±0.15 

3d@4°C 9163±99 5.56±0.23 

Table 5.6 Weak Gel parameters for sample E4 during storage.  

 
Conclusions 

Olive oil-based structured emulsions were characterised from a rheological and 

microstructural point of view in order to investigate their potential use as healthy 
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shortening substitutes. The effect of cocoa butter on the rheological properties was studied 

first, showing that it played an important role as thickening agent (the complex modulus of 

the emulsion increased with increasing cocoa butter fraction). In addition, it was found that 

cocoa butter increased the thermal stability of W/O emulsions, shifting the “softening” 

temperature to higher values, whereas the melting temperature was only dependent on the 

organogelator fraction. Emulsion containing a B/O ratio of 0.31 seemed to be the most 

suitable for industrial use. 

Microphotographs with contrast phase and optical microscopy revealed that structured 

emulsions containing cocoa butter were characterised by a more densely packed structure 

in comparison to the sample produced without this natural saturated fat. 

Moreover, the optimal storage conditions (for the emulsion with B/O=0.31) were 

studied. Samples were initially stored at -18°C for different rest times and then storage was 

prolonged at 4°C. The initial storage at very low temperature for short periods of time (1 or 

2d) and the following storage at 4°C for 7-8d yielded the best results in terms of network 

strength and extension, whereas storage at -18°C for long periods (more than 2d) slowed 

the desired polymorphic transition into β’ crystals and led to the formation of a weaker 

network. 
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Conclusions 
 
In the present PhD thesis, the rheological and microstructural analysis of vegetable oil-

based organogels and of their emulsions with water, has been reported. Organogelation is 

one of the most promising and innovative techniques for structuring liquid oils. The 

structuration is achieved through the gelation of either low molecular weight compounds or 

polymers able to self-assemble into aggregates that build a three-dimensional network. The 

most interesting potential food application of organogelation is the formulation of new soft 

matters, with the functionality and texture of commercial fats but, at the same time, with the 

nutritional profile of liquid edible oils. For this purpose, the rheological and structural study 

of organogels produced with vegetable oils and two different low molecular weight 

organogelators has been carried out. 

After a complete characterisation of raw materials (reported in Chapter 2), MAG/olive 

oil organogels were studied performing a rheological, thermal and spectroscopic analysis 

(Chapter 3). Rheological analysis allowed the temperature of crystallisation onset and the 

gelation point to be determined, whereas through thermal analysis polymorphic transitions 

were detected. Spectroscopy revealed that the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding 

was essential for MAG organogel formation. Moreover, the fractal model has been applied 

and different empirical equations were proposed in order to relate the crystallisation onset 

and the rate of structure formation to the organogelator concentration. Furthermore, it has 

been shown that the source of vegetable oil used as the solvent affects the microstructure of 

the material and hard fats added to the system, like cocoa butter, can act as a thickening 

agent for the investigated systems. 

Policosanol/olive oil organogels were studied using the same techniques already 

described for MAG organogels, as reported in Chapter 4. Obtained results were similar to 

those shown in Chapter 3, even if van der Waals interactions instead of hydrogen bonds were 

the main driving force for policosanol organogel formation. It was found that policosanol is 

not only a nutraceutical compound, as already reported in the literature, but it is also a strong 

organogelator for vegetable oils. 

Successively, the organogelation properties of mixtures of monoglycerides and 

policosanol were investigated, as structured materials for potential cosmetic and food uses. 
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It has been concluded that thermo-rheological properties of organogels produced with 

mixture of organogelators are determined by the strongest organogelator of the mixture. 

Finally, Chapter 5 dealt with the production of structured W/O emulsions for which the 

structuration of the oil phase was obtained through organogelation. For these potential 

commercial fats replacers, the optimal storage conditions after preparation were determined. 

The rheological and structural study was essential for designing healthy and highly-

innovative food products. 
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